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MUTATIONS WITHIN AND BETWEEN EARLY CELL DIVISION PROTEINS
AND THEIR EFFECTS ON DIVISION REGULATION IN ESCHERICHIA COLI

Kara Schoenemann, B.S.
Supervisory Professor: William Margolin, Ph.D.
Cell division is a highly regulated process that must coordinate multiple implicit
activities in different locations in the cell simultaneously. E. coli utilizes a macromolecular
machine known as the divisome to accomplish cytokinesis. Assembly of the divisome
begins with the assembly of a simpler structure known as the proto-ring. The proto-ring
consists mainly of three essential proteins: FtsZ and its membrane tethers FtsA and
ZipA. In this work, I aimed to understand the early regulation of division in E. coli by
investigating the structure/function relationships of the proto-ring proteins, as well as
their interactions with one another and how these influence the progression of division. I
found that mutations in the interaction interface between FtsA subunits change the
shape of the polymer it forms, promote the assembly of FtsZ bundles, and confer gainof-function properties in vivo. These alternative oligomeric structures support a model of
early division regulation wherein the oligomerization state of the proto-ring proteins
influences the progression of division. I also found that FtsA and ZipA are relatively
tolerant of large deletions in their flexible linkers between their respective FtsZ-binding
domains and membrane-associated domains. In particular, I found that the deletion of
the proline/glutamine-rich domain in the ZipA linker enhances ZipA’s resistance to toxic
FtsA overexpression, suggesting that the positioning of the Z-ring may influence the
ZipA’s affinity for the C-terminal peptide of FtsZ. This work lends support to established
models of cell division regulation and represents the first biological study of the
disordered peptide linkers in the FtsZ membrane tethers FtsA and ZipA.
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Chapter I
Introduction

1

Many bacterial species divide by binary fission, including the Gram-negative
bacterium Escherichia coli. Binary fission involves repeated cycles of cell growth,
replication of the genetic material, and division into two identical daughter cells. Multiple
cellular processes must be tightly coordinated with one another and regulated spatially
and temporally for the cell to divide successfully.

E. coli cells roughly double their cell length before initiating constriction. The
nucleoids are replicated and segregated to opposite poles of the cell. The main division
protein, FtsZ, nucleates at midcell before polymerizing into discrete structures
collectively known as the Z-ring (Rowlett & Margolin, 2014). These form the main
scaffold for the assembly of the division machine, or divisome. Once assembled, these
machines treadmill around the cell circumference, adding rings of newly-synthesized
septal peptidoglycan before two identical daughter cells separate from one another
(Bisson-Filho et al., 2017; X. Yang et al., 2017). The proper positioning of these
assemblies at roughly midcell is critical to ensure that each daughter cell is the correct
size with one nucleoid per cell. In addition, the regulation of individual assemblies is
critical for the cell to avoid the creation of weak or compromised area of septal
peptidoglycan, which could lead to lysis. Regulation of division in E. coli can be divided
into two distinct phases, early and late, which correspond with the early and late
divisome assembly stages (Aarsman et al., 2005). Below I will present an overview of
the assembly of the early and late divisome, the proteins involved, and how they regulate
the activities of one another to coordinate the multiple cellular processes involved in
cytokinesis.

1.1 Assem bly of the divisom e
1.1.1 Positive and negative regulation of FtsZ assem bly
2

Assembly of the divisome in E. coli begins with the accumulation of FtsZ at the
future division site into a structure known as the Z-ring (Haeusser & Margolin, 2016).
FtsZ is a cytoplasmic prokaryotic homolog of tubulin (Nogales, Downing, Amos, & Löwe,
1998), with an N-terminal globular domain, a variable C-terminal linker region, and a Cterminal tail. Individual FtsZ monomers bind to one another to form the GTP-binding and
GTPase active site (Michie & Löwe, 2006; Scheffers & Driessen, 2001). FtsZ
polymerizes into single protofilaments (Mukherjee & Lutkenhaus, 1994), which are
stabilized through lateral interactions with one another, promoted by the Z-associated, or
Zap, proteins—ZapABCD (Fig. 1-1) (Durand-Heredia et al., 2012; Low, Moncrieffe, &
Löwe, 2004; Small et al., 2007). The Zap proteins are individually non-essential, but
deletion of two or more leads to cell filamentation and ultimately cell death (Ortiz, Natale,
Cueto, & Vicente, 2016). ZapA is a well-characterized and conserved protein that binds
to FtsZ filaments, inhibits their GTPase activity, and stabilizes them into bundles (Caldas
et

al.,

2019).

Unlike

ZapA,

the

other

Zap

proteins

are

confined

to

the

gammaproteobacteria (Ortiz et al., 2016). ZapB is known to interact with both FtsZ and
ZapA, and has been shown to be important for proper Z-ring formation in vivo
(Ebersbach, Galli, Møller-Jensen, Löwe, & Gerdes, 2008). Deletion of ZapB leads to a
mild filamentation defect in cells, a phenotype consistent with destabilized FtsZ
(Ebersbach et al., 2008; Krupka et al., 2017). ZapC also promotes Z-ring stability, as
overexpression or deletion of ZapC leads to aberrant Z-ring morphology in cells. In vitro,
ZapC promotes the assembly of bundles of FtsZ filaments (J. M. Durand-Heredia, Yu,
De Carlo, Lesser, & Janakiraman, 2011). Like ZapA, ZapD bundles FtsZ filaments in

vitro and limits its GTPase activity, reducing subunit turnover within filaments (J. DurandHeredia et al., 2012).
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Figure 1-1. Positive and negative regulators of FtsZ filam ent assem bly.
FtsZ monomers are represented as green circles. WT FtsZ monomers (upper left)
polymerize into single protofilaments. Individual protofilaments are assembled into
bundles (center) through the assistance of the Zap proteins (left). FtsZ* contains a point
mutation (L169R) on its lateral face (blue stars, upper right) that makes filaments bundle
more readily than WT FtsZ filaments. FtsA minirings do not actively disassemble FtsZ
filament bundles, but prevent their formation by keeping individual FtsZ filaments
separated from one another (lower right). Mutations in FtsA that disrupt miniring
formation, like FtsA* (R286W), eliminate the spatial constraints between bound FtsZ
filaments and promote the formation of filament bundles (center right).

4

FtsZ assembly is negatively regulated by many different proteins, both within the
division apparatus and separate from it. Two main processes govern the placement of
the future division site through negative regulation of FtsZ assembly: the MinCDE
proteins in the Min system and SlmA in nucleoid occlusion. The Min system prevents Zring formation at the cell poles (Rowlett & Margolin, 2013). The N- and C-terminal
domains of the cytoplasmic protein MinC directly interact with the C-terminal tail of FtsZ
to promote both filament and bundle disassembly (Hernández-Rocamora et al., 2013;
LaBreck, Conti, Viola, & Camberg, 2019; Shen & Lutkenhaus, 2009; Shiomi & Margolin,
2007b). MinC is bound to MinD, a membrane-associated ATPase that dimerizes and
binds to the inner membrane when bound to ATP and is released upon ATP hydrolysis
(Lackner, Raskin, & De Boer, 2003; Rowlett & Margolin, 2013; Zhou & Lutkenhaus,
2003). MinE is also a membrane-associated protein that binds to MinD and stimulates its
hydrolysis activity (LaBreck et al., 2019). The Min system prevents Z-ring formation at
the poles by oscillating back and forth from one cell pole to the other. MinC-MinD bound
at one pole block assembly of FtsZ at that pole. When MinE binds MinD, it stimulates
release of the MinC-MinD complex, which then diffuses to the other pole where the
process repeats (Lutkenhaus, 2008). Over time, the lowest concentration of MinC is in
between the cell poles, so FtsZ assembly is much more stable in the middle of the cell
(Rowlett & Margolin, 2013). Nucleoid occlusion prevents FtsZ assembly over the
replicated nucleoids, preventing cell guillotining and narrowing the possible site for FtsZ
assembly to midcell (Wu & Errington, 2012). The SlmA protein binds to specific sites
along the E. coli chromosome (Tonthat et al., 2011). DNA-bound SlmA is also able to
bind to FtsZ, preventing the assembly of protofilaments into bundles (Cho, McManus,
Dove, & Bernhardt, 2011; Tonthat et al., 2011).

5

1.1.2 FtsZ m em brane tethers and form ation of the proto -ring
Cytoplasmic FtsZ filaments need to be tethered to the inner membrane to
assemble into the scaffold for the rest of the divisome. Two essential division proteins
tether FtsZ to the membrane, FtsA and ZipA (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002). FtsA is a
widely-conserved prokaryotic homolog of actin with an N-terminal globular domain that
binds to FtsZ connected to a C-terminal predicted amphipathic helix known as the
membrane targeting sequence (MTS) by a short disordered peptide linker (Pichoff &
Lutkenhaus, 2005). Like actin, FtsA is able to bind and hydrolyze ATP. Both activities are
important for FtsA function in vivo (Herricks, Nguyen, & Margolin, 2014), although it is
not exactly clear how they contribute to FtsA function. In addition to tethering FtsZ to the
membrane, FtsA has been shown to interact with downstream components of the
divisome (K. K. Busiek, Eraso, Wang, & Margolin, 2012).
ZipA is a transmembrane protein limited to the gammaproteobacteria (Haeusser
& Margolin, 2016). ZipA has a N-terminal periplasmic tail and transmembrane domain
connected to a large cytoplasmic C-terminal globular domain that binds to FtsZ (Cynthia
A. Hale & De Boer, 1997). The C-terminal domain is connected through a large
unstructured peptide linker, with two distinct sequence motifs: a short highly charged
residue region followed by a long proline/glutamine (P/Q)-rich region (Ohashi, Hale, de
Boer, & Erickson, 2002). ZipA has been implicated in both stabilizing FtsZ filaments
(Pazos, Natale, & Vicente, 2013) and contributing to their bundling (C A Hale, Rhee, &
de Boer, 2000; Kuchibhatla, Bhattacharya, & Panda, 2011; D RayChaudhuri, 1999), but
recent evidence suggests that ZipA may not be an efficient bundler of FtsZ filaments
(Krupka, Sobrinos-Sanguino, Jiménez, Rivas, & Margolin, 2018). ZipA has also been
implicated in the stimulation of pre-septal peptidoglycan synthesis and in linking
peptidoglycan synthases to the divisome (Pazos et al., 2018; Potluri, Kannan, & Young,
6

2012). Together, FtsZ, FtsA, and ZipA form an early division structure known as the
proto-ring (Rico, Krupka, & Vicente, 2013). This structure must form before divisome
assembly can be completed (Aarsman et al., 2005). While FtsA and ZipA can each
individually support Z-ring formation, downstream division components fail to localize if
either protein is absent and division is stalled (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002).

1.1.3 Com pletion of divisom e assem bly
Following the formation of the proto-ring, there is a significant delay of 14-21
minutes before the next downstream component localizes to midcell (Aarsman et al.,
2005). During this time, it has been hypothesized that the proto-ring is restructuring to
accommodate the arrival of the late division proteins (see Section 1.2) (Aarsman et al.,
2005). The sequence of divisome assembly was constructed based on the localization of
the essential fts cell division genes when others were depleted. The first late protein to
arrive is FtsK (Xuan Chuan Yu, Tran, Sun, & Margolin, 1998), as it, and subsequently all
other late division proteins, fails to localize when FtsA or ZipA are absent from the protoring (Cynthia A Hale & de Boer, 2002; Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002). FtsK is a large,
multi-pass transmembrane protein. Its N-terminal domain is necessary for its recruitment
to the divisome and for its function in cell division (Draper, McLennan, Begg, Masters, &
Donachie, 1998). Surprisingly, the C-terminal DNA translocase domain of FtsK, which is
involved in chromosome segregation, is not essential for cell survival (Stouf, Meile, &
Cornet, 2013; Xuan Chuan Yu, Weihe, & Margolin, 1998).
FtsK is required for the next component, FtsQ to be localized to the divisome (J.
C. Chen & Beckwith, 2001; Joseph C. Chen, Weiss, Ghigo, & Beckwith, 1999). FtsQ
arrives at the divisome in complex with FtsL and FtsB (Buddelmeijer & Beckwith, 2004),
both of which rely on the presence of each other and FtsQ to localize (Buddelmeijer,
7

Judson, Boyd, Mekalanos, & Beckwith, 2002). FtsQ, FtsL, and FtsB are single-pass
transmembrane proteins with large periplasmic domains. FtsL and FtsB were found to
form a heterotetramer (L2B2) with C-terminal tails in the periplasm that bind to FtsQ
(Condon et al., 2018). The FtsQLB complex was long thought to be a passive scaffolding
component of the divisome, required primarily for the localization of the downstream
proteins FtsW, FtsI, and FtsN (Joseph C. Chen, Minev, & Beckwith, 2002), but a series
of reports suggest that it has an active role in the regulation of septal peptidoglycan
synthesis in late division (see Section 1.3) (Boes, Olatunji, Breukink, & Terrak, 2019; Du,
Pichoff, & Lutkenhaus, 2016; Tsang & Bernhardt, 2015). FtsW is recruited to the
divisome next. FtsW is able to form a complex with FtsI independently of its arrival to the
divisome, but FtsI localization is dependent on FtsW (Fraipont et al., 2011; Mercer &
Weiss, 2002; Weiss, Chen, Ghigo, Boyd, & Beckwith, 1999). FtsW is a flippase that flips
lipid-linked peptidoglycan precursor Lipid II from the inner leaflet to the outer leaflet of
the inner membrane (Mohammadi et al., 2011). FtsI, also known as PBP3, is a
transpeptidase required for the synthesis of septal peptidoglycan and for the recruitment
of FtsN to the divisome (Adam et al., 1997; Wissel & Weiss, 2004).
The final recruit to the divisome is FtsN. FtsN is a single-pass transmembrane
protein with a short N-terminal cytoplasmic domain and a much larger periplasmic
domain. FtsN coordinates cell constriction with the outer membrane through its
interaction with the Tol-Pal complex (Gerding et al., 2009). The C-terminal SPOR domain
recognizes and binds to septal PG, and is a factor in FtsN’s localization to the divisome
(Duncan, Yahashiri, Ryan Arends, Popham, & Weiss, 2013). FtsN was found to interact
with the proto-ring protein FtsA when its N-terminal cytoplasmic domain dimerized, and
this interaction was sufficient for the localization of FtsN lacking its SPOR domain to the
divisome (K. K. Busiek et al., 2012; Kimberly K. Busiek & Margolin, 2014). The arrival of
8

FtsN to the divisome signals the end of divisome assembly, and activates cytokinesis by
triggering septal PG synthesis and cell constriction (Weiss, 2015).

1.2 Early divisom e regulation
Recently, it was shown that FtsA also participates as a negative regulator of FtsZ
assembly (Fig. 1-1) (Krupka et al., 2017). Overexpression of FtsA in ΔzapA or ΔzapC
backgrounds exacerbated cell filamentation and increased the diffuse appearance of
FtsZ rings indicating that the Z filaments were less bundled together at midcell (Krupka
et al., 2017). Previous evidence from multiple studies supported a model for early
division regulation by the polymerization state of FtsA (Pichoff, Du, & Lutkenhaus, 2015;
Pichoff, Shen, Sullivan, & Lutkenhaus, 2012). FtsA* (R286W) is a gain-of-function allele
of FtsA that can bypass the loss of multiple division proteins (Geissler, Elraheb, &
Margolin, 2003). FtsA* shows reduced self-interaction in several in vivo assays, and this
was hypothesized to confer its hypermorphic properties (Herricks et al., 2014; Pichoff et
al., 2012). Expression of FtsA* rescues defects in cell division from deletion of multiple
Zap proteins indicating that it has lost WT FtsA’s negative regulation of FtsZ assembly
(Krupka et al., 2017). The discovery of the lipid-bound miniring formed by purified E. coli
FtsA (Fig. 1-2A) and the open-ended oligomers formed by FtsA* (see Chapter 3)
connected previous observations and helped create a model for early division regulation
(Krupka et al., 2017; Schoenemann et al., 2018). In this model, FtsA minirings localize
to the division site by interacting with FtsZ. Individual FtsZ filaments are able to bind to
the FtsA minirings, but are kept separated from one another (Fig. 1-2B,C). Highresolution analysis of the FtsA miniring suggests that perhaps only one or two FtsZ
binding sites are available for optimal binding, as the individual FtsA subunits within the
12-mer miniring contain a 60° twist between each monomer (Fig. 1-2C)
9

Figure 1-2. Early division is regulated by the oligom erization state of FtsA
and the bundling of FtsZ filam ents. (A) Slice from a tomogram taken of a TEM
micrograph of FtsA minirings seeded on a lipid monolayer. (B) Slice of the same
tomogram taken further away from the membrane showing the separated FtsZ filaments
bound to the FtsA minirings in (A). (C) (right) Segmentation of a high-resolution structure
of the FtsA miniring from sub-volume averaging (see Figure 4-1B). The inner ring is likely
the FtsA MTS, and the outer ring is the N-terminal globular domain of FtsA. The FtsZ
filament is shown over the FtsA miniring. (left) The crystal structure of S. aureus FtsA
docked into the structure from the left panel of (C). The FtsZ C-terminal tail peptide is
shown where it would be interacting with FtsA subunits within the miniring. (D) In early
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division, the divisome is kept in the “locked” state by fully-formed FtsA minirings that
keep Z filaments separated from one another and prevent FtsN from binding to the 1C
domain of FtsA. Some factor (which the current model of division regulation suggests
might be ZipA) will disrupt the FtsA rings, removing the spatial constraint between Z
filaments. Zap proteins assist Z filament bundling and promote bundle stability. This
process exposes the 1C domain of FtsA, allowing completed divisome assembly and the
activation of constriction. The predicted cell morphologies associated with each stage
(locked or unlocked) are shown below. The shaded ovals are the replicated and
segregated nucleoids, and the green band at midcell represents the assembling or
assembled divisome, respectively.

Note: Panels A, B, C are from Krupka et al. (2017), republished here under
the Creative Commons license. Panel D and the figure legend writing were
created by Kara Schoenemann.
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(Krupka et al., 2017). In this state, the divisome is essentially “locked” until some factor,
which could be ZipA, either disrupts the FtsA minirings or bundles together the FtsZ
filaments to break the rings apart (Vega & Margolin, 2018a). Bundled FtsZ filaments,
assisted by the nonessential Zap proteins, prevent the formation of new FtsA minirings,
and the disruption of the rings removes the spatial constraint between FtsZ filaments,
allowing them to bundle. This creates a positive feed-forward loop to “unlock” the protoring and allow the recruitment of the late divisome proteins (Fig 1-2D). In the miniring,
the 1C domain of FtsA is predicted to be unavailable for binding through its interaction
with another FtsA subunit (Krupka et al., 2017). The 1C domain of FtsA is unique, as this
domain is located across from where the 1B domain would be located in actin (van den
Ent & Löwe, 2000). As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, FtsN has been shown to interact with
FtsA through its 1C domain (K. K. Busiek et al., 2012), and once FtsA minirings are
disrupted, the 1C domain of FtsA is available for FtsN to bind to (Fig. 1-2D). This
interaction led to the hypothesis that a small proportion of FtsN in the cell arrives to the
divisome early, once the proto-ring is in its unlocked state (Kimberly K. Busiek &
Margolin, 2014; Gerding et al., 2009). This early recruitment of FtsN would stimulate
some septal PG remodeling, creating binding sites for the SPOR domain of FtsN. This is
predicted to drive a second feed-forward loop in the late phase of division.

1.3 Late division regulation
PBP1b localizes to the divisome through its interaction with FtsI (PBP3)
(Bertsche et al., 2006). Recently, however, ZipA and FtsN were shown to have
overlapping roles in linking the PBP synthases to the cytoplasmic portion of the divisome
(Pazos et al., 2018). ZipA is able to interact with both class A PBPs and FtsI through its
transmembrane domain (Pazos et al., 2018). This interaction has been shown to be
12

Figure 1-3. Late divisom e regulation of septal peptidoglycan synthesis by
the FtsQLB com plex and FtsN. (Left) In early division, septal PG synthesis is
inhibited by the FtsQLB complex, shown with one FtsQ subunit bound to a
heterotetramer of two FtsL and two FtsB subunits. FtsQ specifically inhibits the
transpeptidase (TPase) activity of FtsI (shown in a complex with FtsW) and the
constriction control domain (CCD) of FtsL (highlighted in yellow on one subunit of FtsL
for clarity) inhibits the glycosyltransferase (GTase) activity of PBP1b. (Right) The arrival
of FtsN to the divisome through its cytoplasmic interaction with FtsA (not depicted here
for simplicity), stimulates the synthesis of septal peptidoglycan by relieving FtsL
repression of PBP1b activity. The periplasmic “E” domain of FtsN likely competes with
the CCD of FtsL for binding to the GTase domain of PBP1b. The interaction of FtsN with
PBP1b also stimulates its GTase activity. FtsQ repression of the TPase activity of FtsI is
likely also relieved through a currently unknown mechanism.
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important for the synthesis of pre-septal peptidoglycan, named PIPS (PBP3-independent
peptidoglycan synthesis) because it occurs independently of the activity of the divisionspecific PBP FtsI (Potluri et al., 2012). PIPS requires the presence of ZipA, FtsZ, and
either PBP1a and PBP1b indicating they share some redundancy in this process (Potluri
et al., 2012). However, PIPS can occur in the absence of ZipA if FtsA* is also present. It
was found that FtsN shares a role with ZipA in linking the PBPs to the divisome; PIPS
occurs in the absence of ZipA because FtsA* is able to more efficiently recruit FtsN to
the divisome through its exposed 1C domain (Pazos et al., 2018). PIPS has been
proposed to be an important process in the transition between cell elongation and cell
division, and may be critical for the hand-off of PG synthases from the elongasome
machinery to the divisome machinery (Fenton & Gerdes, 2013; Potluri et al., 2012). The
early recruitment of FtsN to the divisome through its interaction with FtsA may represent
an important failsafe in early division regulation, in which both ZipA and FtsN are able to
carry out this role to best adapt to changing environmental conditions.
The FtsQLB complex was recently shown to have inhibitory effects on the activity
of both PBP1b and FtsI. FtsBL, but not FtsQ, was shown to interact with PBP1b and
inhibited its glycosyltransferase activity (Fig. 1-3) (Boes et al., 2019). In addition, FtsQ
was shown to inhibit the transpeptidase activity of FtsI, creating a layered network of
regulatory interactions that E. coli probably relies on for survival in diverse niches (Boes
et al., 2019). This blocks premature synthesis of the septal cell wall, which has been
hypothesized to act in tandem with FtsZ in generating the force required for cell
constriction (Erickson & Osawa, 2017). It has been known for some time that FtsN
relieves this block somehow, as its arrival to the divisome activates cell constriction
(Weiss, 2015).
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FtsN is able to interact with PBP1b and has been shown to stimulate its activity
(Boes et al., 2019; Müller et al., 2007). Mutations previously found in FtsB and FtsL are
able to bypass the need for FtsN, suggesting that there is a regulatory relationship
between FtsN, FtsLB, and PBP1b (Tsang & Bernhardt, 2015). One study uncovered the
putative mechanism driving the regulation of septal PG synthesis by showing that FtsN
could antagonize the repression of PBP1b by FtsQLB. Point mutants in FtsL that bypass
the requirement for FtsN (FtsL* E88K) are located in its constriction control domain
(CCD) in the periplasm. Importantly, residues within the CCD of FtsL share similarity with
residues in the “E” domain of FtsN (Boes et al., 2019). The “E” domain of FtsN is a short,
~35-residue peptide located within the Helix 2 region of the periplasmic portion of FtsN
(residues 71-105) (Fig. 1-3) (Gerding et al., 2009). This peptide has been shown to be
sufficient for supporting cell division in the absence of FtsN, although cells require ~25fold increase in the amount of FtsNE compared to WT FtsN to complement (Gerding et
al., 2009). Excessive levels of FtsNE have been predicted to basically stuff the periplasm
with the peptide, forcing its localization to the divisome nonspecifically. The “E” domain
of FtsN and the CCD of FtsL are predicted to be a similar distance from the membrane
as the glycosyltransferase domain of PBP1b, suggesting that FtsN may relieve inhibition
of PBP1b activity through competition for binding with FtsL (Fig. 1-3) (Boes et al., 2019).
The observation that FtsN levels rise significantly during the later stages of cell division
supports this hypothesis (Vischer et al., 2015). Relief of PBP1b inhibition generates
substrate for FtsI transpeptidase activity. It is not clear if the presence of substrate is all
that is required for relief of FtsQ’s repression of FtsI activity, as FtsN does not stimulate
FtsI as it does PBP1b (Boes et al., 2019). PBP1b and FtsI activity generate new binding
sites for the C-terminal SPOR domain in FtsN, stimulating its recruitment to the divisome
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in a second feed-forward loop that drives septal PG synthesis and cell constriction
forward.

Gaps in knowledge and significance of research
The discovery of the disrupted miniring, or arc, of FtsA* oligomers provided a
hypothesis for how this particular mutant might bypass ZipA (Krupka et al., 2017), but it
was still unclear how so many other FtsA mutants could share this hypermorphic
property (Herricks et al., 2014; Pichoff et al., 2012). Many ZipA bypass mutants were
predicted to reduce FtsA self-interaction, but it was not immediately obvious why, as the
point mutations were located all over the FtsA molecule in multiple domains, and FtsA*
itself is located closer to the ATP binding pocket of FtsA than the predicted interaction
interface (Herricks et al., 2014; Szwedziak, Wang, Freund, & Löwe, 2012a). The model
proposed in Krupka et al. (2017) and described in section 1.2 provided a possible
mechanism for ZipA bypass, but this had yet to be rigorously tested. Further
characterization of FtsA mutants that can bypass ZipA is important for understanding the
role of each protein in early and late division regulation. In Chapter 3, I present data
showing that multiple mutants of FtsA that bypass ZipA form disrupted oligomers,
lending support to the previously proposed model of early division regulation. This was
also supported by in vivo experiments done to correlate the in vitro appearance of FtsA
oligomers with their function in cells.
Additionally, while much focus had been placed on the structure and function of
the FtsZ C-terminal linker (discussed in detail in section 4.1), the biological contributions
of the disordered peptide linkers in FtsA and ZipA had yet to be uncovered. FtsZ linker
was proposed to function as a transmitter of constriction of the Z-ring to the inner
membrane, as excessively large linkers were able to assembly into Z-rings at putative
16

division sites but failed to complete division, despite fully assembled divisomes (Buske &
Levin, 2013; Buske, Mittal, Pappu, & Levin, 2015; Gardner, Moore, & Erickson, 2013;
Sundararajan et al., 2015). This model did not elaborate on the possibility that this
function could be shared with the disordered peptide linkers in FtsA and ZipA, given that
any constriction from the cytoplasmic Z-ring must also be transmitted through the
membrane tether proteins. The ZipA linker had primarily been utilized as a model
peptide in biophysical studies of the properties of highly disordered peptides (LópezMontero et al., 2013; Ohashi, Galiacy, Briscoe, & Erickson, 2007; Ohashi et al., 2002),
but any insights gleaned from those studies has yet to be applied to the function of ZipA

in vivo. This work is the first to systematically dissect the contributions of the linkers in
FtsA and ZipA, providing insight on how the WT proteins might interact with the
membrane and with each other in their roles in cell division. In work presented in
Chapter 4, I examine deletions in the short FtsA linker and found that cells are still viable
when over half of the FtsA linker is deleted. I showed that this shortened mutant,
however, was compromised for some function in that it had defects in associating with
the membrane and disrupted the formation of normal FtsA minirings in vitro. In Chapter
5, a similar approach was used to study the functional contributions of the sequence
motifs within the ZipA linker. Surprisingly, extremely large portions of the ZipA linker
could be deleted with no obvious effect on cell division or cell morphology. I attempted to
uncover stress conditions in which the cells might rely on the large length or flexibility of
the ZipA linker to carry out division. I found that deletion of the large P/Q-rich region from
the ZipA linker enhanced its resistance to toxicity from FtsA overproduction, and that it
decreased resistance to toxicity by overexpression of FtsEX indicating that the affinity of
the ZipAΔP/Q mutant for FtsZ might be altered.
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In the Appendix, I describe work done to understand the importance of the FtsAFtsN interaction in cell division. By utilizing an approach to prematurely target FtsN to the
divisome, I was able to separate the functional contributions of FtsN recruitment from
interaction with FtsA to understand how each impacts division, if at all. This work
highlights the importance of the FtsA-FtsN interaction in the bypass of ZipA, as even
targeted FtsN was unable to suppress the loss of ZipA when interaction with FtsA was
impaired. This work represents a promising first step towards elucidating the nature of
the FtsA-FtsN interaction and its role in division regulation and has the potential to
uncover a novel role for FtsA in division beyond tethering FtsZ to the inner membrane
and recruiting FtsN to the divisome.
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Chapter II
M aterials and M ethods
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Table 2-1. Oligonucleotides used in all studies
Primer

Sequence (5’-3’)

265
1157
1158
1225
1355
1356
1518
1519
2159
2160

TGCAGGATTTGCGTCTGATA
CCGACATCATAACGGTTCTGGCA
GCCATCTAATTCAACAAGAACTG
TGCCGCCAGGCAAATTCTGTTTTATCAGAC
GACTCTGGAGCGGCAGTAGGC
CGCAGCGCTTGTGCATCGG
GCGACAAGTTGCTGCGATTCTCACC
CGTTATTAACAAGTCATCAATAAAGCC
GGCTCGTGGATCAAGCGA
ATAGTGAAGCAATCCCACCG
GGCCATACCAAAAGCGAAGTGGCGGAAGAAGGCTCGTG
GATCAAGCGA
GCGGCTTTCGTTTTTGCCCACCAGCACCGCATAGTGAAG
CAATCCCACCG
GCATCAGTTGGCTCGTGG
ATGTGACTCTTTCCCATAGTG
GATAAACCGAAGCGCAAAGAAG
ACGAGCAGCCTCATGCTC
CCGTCGCCGCAACACCAG
GCTGGTCCAGAAACCATGTACC
CAGCCGTTGCAGCAGCCA
GACATCCTCGTCATAAGAATCGTCGTC
TCAGTTGGCTCGTGGATC
CTCTTTCCCATAGTGAAGC
TCATGCCCCGGCTAACGCTCAGGAGCATGAGGCTGCTCG
TTTATATTCCCCAGAACATCA
CGTTCATGATAATCACCGCTTCTTTGCGCTTCGGTTTATC
ATAGGAACTTCAAGATCCCCTTATTA
TGAGAGCACAACGAGATTATG
TAGATTCAAAGTTTTGGTTAGTTTTTTC
AGCACAACGAAATTATGTACG
CTCATAGATTCAAAGTTTTGG
CAGGAAAATTCTGCGTATTTTAC
CGCGCAGTTCGCGCATCAG
TATATATCTAGATCAGGCGTTGGCGTCTTTGAC
CGCACAACGAAATTATGTACG
TTGTTGTTGAATTCTTTGTATAGTTC
TGCCGCATTGTATATCAGCTATG
ATGAAGACCAACTGTTCAG

2163
2164
2188
2189
2190
2191
2192
2193
2194
2195
2196
2197
2280
2281
2360
2361
2362
2363
2364
2365
2366
2386
2387
2388
2389
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MK4
MK5
GFP-ftsEX-F

CAGCAGGGAGATACCGTCGCCCAGAACTTTCAGC
GCTGAAAGTTCTGGGCGACGGTATCTCCCT GCTG
CCGGAATTCATGATTCGCTTTGAACAT

GFP-ftsEX-R

CGGAAGCTTTTATTCAGGCGTAAAGTG
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This chapter is based in part upon “Schoenemann, K. M., Krupka, M., Rowlett, V. W.,
Distelhorst, S. L., Hu, B., & Margolin, W. (2018). Gain-of-function variants of FtsA form
diverse

oligomeric

structures

on

lipids

and

enhance

FtsZ

protofilament

bundling. Molecular Microbiology, 109(5), 676–693” with permission from John Wiley
and Sons (Copyright © John Wiley and Sons, Molecular Microbiology, Volume 109,
2018, 676-693, 10.1111/mmi.14069) and “Schoenemann, KM; Vega, DE; and Margolin,
WM. Peptide linkers within the essential FtsZ membrane tethers ZipA and FtsA are
nonessential for cell division. Journal of Bacteriology Feb 2020, 202 (6) e00720-19” with
permission from the American Society for Microbiology (Copyright © American Society
for

Microbiology,

Journal

of

Bacteriology,

Volume

202,

2020,

e00720-19,

10.1128/JB.00720-19).

2.1 Strains and cell growth conditions

E. coli strains for each chapter are listed in Tables 3-1, 4-1, 5-1, and A-1. In all
studies, strain DH5α or Top10 were used as the host strain for molecular cloning and
strain C43 (Miroux and Walker, 1996) for protein overproduction and purification. Cells
were cultured in Luria-Bertani (LB) agar or broth containing 0.5% NaCl at 30°C and 42°C
except where indicated. The culture media were supplemented with ampicillin (50 μg ml–
1), kanamycin (50 μg ml–1), chloramphenicol (15 μg ml–1), tetracycline (10 μg ml–1),
glucose (0.2%), sodium salicylate (Na-Sal), stabilized 3% hydrogen peroxide or isopropyl
ß-D-1 galactopyranoside (IPTG) as indicated.

2.2 Strain construction
Strain derivatives where the chromosomal copy of FtsA is inactivated were
constructed by transducing an ftsA null allele (a +4 insertion at the unique BglII site that
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results in a frameshift) to the WT strain WM1074 (MG1655: ilvG rpb-50 rph-1 ΔlacU169)
containing plasmids encoding the corresponding FtsA variants and selecting for the
tetracycline resistance conferred by the linked leuO::Tn10 marker. The presence of the

ftsA null allele, which is ~50% cotransducible with leuO::Tn10, was confirmed by colony
PCR of the ftsQAZ locus using primer pair 1312/1313 and the loss of the BglII site.
The zipAΔP/Q and zipAΔ1/2 alleles were recombineered into the native zipA
locus of the WM1074 chromosome using standard λ Red recombineering (Thomason,
Sawitzke, Li, Costantino, & Court, 2014). The chromosomal zipAΔP/Q allele was
engineered in two steps. First, PCR was used to amplify a cya::kan pBAD-ccdB cassette
flanked by the zipA sequence immediately upstream and downstream of the PQ domain
from a genomic DNA preparation from strain CR201 using primers 2280/2281. The
resulting PCR fragment was electroporated into DY330 ftsA* cells induced for λ Red
recombinase functions. Cells were selected on LB plus kanamycin (25 μg mL-1) plus
0.2% glucose. Insertion of the cassette at the native zipA locus was verified by colony
PCR with primer pair 2364/2365 and sequencing. In the second step, the entire

zipAΔP/Q sequence was amplified from pDSW210F-ZipAΔP/Q using primers 265 and
2366 and electroporated into the zipA cya::kan pBAD-ccdB cells induced for λ Red
recombinase functions (Datsenko & Wanner, 2000). Cells in which the cya::kan pBAD-

ccdB cassette in zipA was replaced with ΔP/Q were selected on LB agar plates with
0.2% arabinose. The loss of the cya::kan pBAD-ccdB cassette was verified by colony
PCR at the native zipA locus and DNA sequencing. The zipAΔ1/2 allele was
recombineered into the chromosome in a single step by electroporating the entire

zipAΔ1/2 sequence amplified from pDSW210F-ZipAΔ1/2 into a zipA1 strain carrying
plasmid pKD46 induced for λ Red recombinase functions. Recombinants were selected
by recovering the cells in LB and overnight plating at 42°C. Cells were screened by
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colony PCR at the native zipA locus and sequencing. A phage P1 lysate was created
from the zipAΔP/Q and zipAΔ1/2 mutants to move them out of the recombineering strain
into a clean WM1074 background, and deletions were confirmed by colony PCR at the
native zipA locus.

2.3 Plasm id constructions and DNA m anipulation
Plasmids used in the studies are listed in Tables 3-2, 4-2, 5-2, and A-2. Oligos
used in all studies are listed above in Table 2-1. The ftsA*-like mutants were initially
isolated as intragenic suppressors of the ftsA27 thermosensitive mutant of FtsA, and
subsequently subcloned into pDSW210F for genetic experiments and pET28a for protein
purification as described previously (Herricks et al., 2014). Although pDSW210F harbors
the gene encoding GFP, the ftsA inserts all contain a stop codon in addition to their Nterminal fusion to FLAG. Standard protocols for molecular cloning, transformation, and
DNA analysis were used (Sambrook et al., 1989). pWM5205 was constructed as follows:
an AscI-PstI fragment of E. coli ftsA with its linker sequence replaced by that from S.

pneumoniae was synthesized and ligated into pWM2785. Plasmid pDSW207-ftsEX was
constructed by PCR amplifying the chromosomal ftsE-ftsX genes from WM1074 using
the primer pair GFP-ftsEX-F-EcoRI/GFP-ftsEX-R-HindIII. The PCR product was digested
with EcoRI and HindIII and cloned into the EcoRI-HindIII site of pDSW207. A Cterminally His6-tagged version of ftsQ was cloned into pWM2060 (pDSW210 lacking a

gfp gene) as a SacI-SalI fragment. The ftsI gene was cloned into pWM2060 as a SacIXbaI fragment. The ftsK gene lacking a stop codon was cloned into pDSW210F as a
SacI-XbaI fragment, fusing the N terminus to FLAG and the C terminus to GFP. All
inserts were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
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2.3.1 Site-directed m utagenesis
For cloning of the ftsZR174D mutant in pKG110 for in vivo assays and pET11a
for protein overproduction, site-directed mutagenesis using primer pair MK4/MK5 was
performed using pDH156 and pWM971 as templates, respectively; all ftsZ clones in
pKG110 encode 5 extra amino acids (HDICS) between codons 1 and 2. All mutations
were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
The cloned WT linker and smaller FtsA linker deletions (Δ10 through Δ8–15)
were assembled in the pDSW210F plasmid as follows. Mutant oligonucleotides were
synthesized by Genewiz as AscI-PstI flanked fragments. Following AscI-PstI digestion,
the fragments were ligated into AscI-PstI digested pDSW210F-FtsA using the NEB
Quick Ligation kit. FtsA inserts were verified by sequencing before being used in
experiments using pDSW210 vector primer pair 1157/1225. The larger FtsA linker
deletions (Δ5–15, Δ5-19, Δ1-20, and the scrambled linker sequence) and all ZipA linker
mutants were constructed in pDSW210F (pWM2784) with primer pairs 2188/2189,
2196/2197, 2159/2160, and 2163/2164 using the NEB Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit.
All mutants were confirmed by sequencing with the pDSW210 vector primer pair
1157/1225 before being used in experiments. The ZipA linker deletions were created
using the NEB Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit similarly to the FtsA linker deletions.
Primers 2190/2191, 2192/2193, and 2194/2195 were used to remove the P/Q, charged,
and 1/2 linker domains from ZipA-GFP or ZipAY229C-GFP in pDSW210. Deletions were
confirmed using the pDSW210 vector primer pair 1157/1158.
The ZapA-FtsN fusion plasmids were originally constructed by Kim Busiek, Ph.D.
A frameshift mutation was discovered in the 9-nt linker between the last codon in ZapA
and the second codon of FtsN. The NEB Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit was used to
repair the frameshift in plasmids pWM3425 and pWM3426 (pKG110-ZapA-FtsN and
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pKG116-ZapA-FtsN) using primer pair 2360/2361. This repair added T in the XbaI site
between ZapA and FtsN resulting in the new linker sequence TCTATGAGA. The
repaired plasmids were saved as pWM6532 and pWM6533 The D5N mutation was
introduced into the fusion plasmids using primer pair 2362/2363 to mutate GAT to AAT.
The mutation encoding the D5N substitution was introduced into pKG116-GFP-FtsN
using primer pair 2386/2387. All mutations were confirmed by sequencing using the pKG
sequencing primer pair 1518/1519.

2.4 Serial dilution and plating assays
Overnight cell cultures were diluted 1:200 and grown to OD600 = 0.2-0.4 at 30°C.
Cell densities were normalized between strains in 200 μL before being serially diluted
and spotted on agar plates at dilutions of 1X, 0.1X, 0.01X, 0.001X and 0.0001X from left
to right with a 0.4 μL-hanging drop 48-prong cell replicator.

2.5 Im m unofluorescence m icroscopy
For the ftsA12 depletion and α-FtsA immunofluorescence experiments in Chapter
4, overnight cultures of WM1115 + pDSW210-EcFtsA with the S. pneumoniae linker
were backdiluted 1:200 in LBAMP + 0.2% glucose and grown at 30°C to an OD600 ~0.1.
Cultures were induced with 50 μM IPTG before splitting into two separate culture tubes.
One culture continued growing at 30°C, while the other was shifted to 42°C. The ftsA12
depletion and α-FtsZ immunofluorescence experiments in Chapter 5 were conducted
similarly.

The

cells

were

grown

to

an

OD600

~0.4

before

harvesting

for

immunofluorescence microscopy. 500 μL of cell culture was added to tubes containing
20 μL of NaPO4 (pH 7.9) and 100 μL of 16% paraformaldehyde and glutardialdehyde.
Cells were incubated for 15 minutes at 25°C and 30 minutes on ice before pelleting,
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washing with PBS, and resuspending in 200 μL glucose-tris-EDTA (GTE) buffer. Cells
were adhered to a 15-well microscopy slide for 5 min with a 0.1% poly-L-lysine solution.
Adhered cells were washed once with PBS before being treated with a 0.5 mg/mL
solution of chicken egg white lysozyme in GTE for 5-7 min at 25°C. Cells were washed
with PBS. Cells were blocked for 10 min at 25°C with a 2% BSA solution. Following PBS
wash, a 1:2000 solution of rabbit anti-FtsA or rabbit anti-FtsZ was added to cells and
incubated overnight at 4°C. Cells were thoroughly washed with PBS 25 times before
adding the secondary goat anti-rabbit linked to Alexa Fluor 488 (1:5000) and incubating
for 1 h at 25°C. Cells were washed 25 times with PBS before adding ProLong Gold with
DAPI. Slides were allowed to cure for 24 h at -20°C before imaging.

2.6 Cell Im aging
Overnight cell cultures were back-diluted 1:200 in fresh LB medium and grown to
mid-exponential phase. Cells were imaged with either phase-contrast or differential
interference contrast (DIC) optics on an Olympus BX63 microscope with a Hamamatsu
C11440 ORCA-Spark digital CMOS camera. Image data were acquired and analyzed
with cellSens software (Olympus) or ImageJ

2.7 Protein purification and im m unoblotting
FtsZ derivatives were purified by precipitation with ammonium sulfate as
described (Haeusser et al., 2014). After resuspension in Storage Buffer (50 mM Tris pH
7.5, 250 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA and 10% glycerol), 0.05 mM GDP was
added followed by freezing in liquid nitrogen and storage at –80°C. His6-tagged FtsA,
FtsA*-like variants, and FtsA linker mutants were purified using Talon metal affinity resin
as described (Krupka et al., 2017). The purified proteins were resuspended in Storage
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Buffer supplemented with 0.05 mM ADP, frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80˚C.
The CB-X protein estimation assay (G-Biosciences) was used to determine protein
concentration. Cell extracts were processed for immunoblotting as described (Haeusser
et al., 2014), using anti-FLAG (1:2000), affinity purified polyclonal anti-FtsZ (1:5000),
affinity-purified rabbit anti-ZipA (1:1000), or polyclonal rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000,
Invitrogen),

and goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:2000,

Sigma) conjugated to horseradish peroxidase. Western Lightning ECL Pro kit
(PerkinElmer) or the Pierce ECL Western blotting substrate detection kit (Thermo
Scientific) was used to detect chemiluminescence. Protein band intensities were
measured and compared using ImageJ (Schneider, Rasband, & Eliceiri, 2012).

2.8 Visualizing and analyzing FtsA and FtsZ structures by transm ission
electron m icroscopy
Lipid monolayers made from E. coli polar lipids (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) were
assembled using a custom-made Teflon block as previously described (Krupka et al.,
2017). After placing the electron microscopy grids on the monolayer, 0.1–1 μM purified
FtsA or FtsA variant protein was added through a side-injection well into storage buffer
lacking glycerol to a final volume of 80 μl and incubated for 40 min, followed by the
addition of 4 mM ATP (20 min), 5 μM FtsZ (5 min) and 4 mM GTP (20 min) where
indicated. The grids were then negatively stained with 1% uranyl acetate and imaged on
a JEOL 1400 Transmission Electron Microscope coupled with a Gatan Orius CCD
camera. Protofilament spacing was measured with boxes or lines using the Plot Profile
tool in ImageJ calculating the average distance between peak values. All ATP and GTP
stock solutions used in these and other assays described in these studies were buffered
to pH 7.5. To visualize FtsZ assembly, purified FtsZ or FtsZR174D (15 μM) were
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incubated with 1 mM GTP + 10 mM CaCl2 in FtsZ Storage Buffer at 25°C for 10 min.
Following incubation, 10 μl of each sample was placed on a glow-discharged formvar
carbon coated nickel grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and incubated for 1 min. Filter
paper was used to wick away excess sample; the grids were washed with a 5 μl drop of
1% uranyl acetate and stained for 30 s with a 5 μl drop of 1% uranyl acetate. Stain was
wicked away with filter paper, and the grids were allowed to dry. Electron micrographs
were captured as described above.

2.9 FtsZ polym erization and sedim entation assays
Sedimentation assays were adapted from a protocol used previously (Haeusser
et al., 2014). Reactions (180 μL) with FtsZ or FtsZR174D (15 μM) were assembled on
ice in Storage Buffer and 1 mM GTP. 10 mM CaCl2 was added before a 10 min
incubation

at

25°C.

Sedimentations

were

performed

in

a

Beckman

TL-100

Ultracentrifuge with a TLA 100.3 rotor at 70,000 rpm for 20 min. To avoid mixing
supernatant and pellet fractions, 120 μL of the supernatant was taken as a sample. The
remaining supernatant was removed, and the pellets were resuspended in 120 μl of
Storage Buffer. Samples were boiled in SDS-PAGE loading buffer before separation by
15% SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Blue staining. The FtsZ and FtsZR174D samples were
loaded at 15 μl and 20 μl, respectively, to maximize the possibility of detecting
FtsZR174D in the pellet fractions. Microplate light scattering analysis of FtsZ
polymerization was conducted on a BioTeK Synergy MX microplate reader following a
previously published protocol (Garcia, Rowlett, Margolin, & Morano, 2016) with the
exception that the reactions were carried out in FtsZ Storage Buffer with 0 or 10 mM
CaCl2 before addition of GTP. The reactions were performed in triplicate.
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2.10 ATPase assays
The ATPase activities of FtsA mutant proteins on lipid monolayers were
calculated based on the amount of phosphate detected by the Biomol Green phosphate
detection kit (Enzo Life Sciences). Lipid monolayers were prepared as described above
with the following minor modifications. Following incubation with E. coli polar lipids for 1
h, the total volume of each monolayer solution was reduced to 50 μl, and electron
microscopy grids were not used. FtsA was added to the lipid monolayers at a
concentration of 0.25 μM and incubated for 40 min. Hydrolysis was stimulated with the
addition of 1 mM ATP and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. The total volume
from each monolayer was then rapidly transferred to a 96-well plate and immediately
mixed with 100 μl Biomol Green reagent as directed by the manufacturer. The reactions
were incubated for 30 min and the absorbance at OD620 was measured in a BioTeK
Synergy MX microplate reader. The standard curve and activity calculations were done
as described by the protocol. Monolayers containing ATP but no FtsA were used as a
negative control to account for non-enzymatic hydrolysis of ATP or extraneous
phosphate; the OD620 values from these reactions were subtracted from the other
reactions to remove background noise. All reactions were done in triplicate.

2.11 Tom ography data collection and reconstruction
Negatively stained samples were imaged with a 300kV electron microscope (FEI
Polara) equipped with a field emission gun and a direct detection device (Gatan K2
Summit). The tomographic package SerialEM (Mastronarde, 2005) was utilized to collect
a single-axis tilt series at ~6 μm defocus with cumulative doses of ~200 e−/Å2. For each
dataset, 35 image stacks were collected in a range from –51° to +51° using increments
of 3°. Each stack contained about 10 images, which were first aligned using Motioncorr
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(Li et al., 2013) and were assembled into drift-corrected stacks by TOMOAUTO (Kremer,
Mastronarde, & McIntosh, 1996; Xiong, Morphew, Schwartz, Hoenger, & Mastronarde,
2009). The drift-corrected stacks were aligned and reconstructed by using marker-free
alignment (Winkler & Taylor, 2006). In total, 10 tomograms (3600 X 3600 X 120 pixels)
were generated and used for further processing.

2.12 Sub-tom ogram analysis
1,200 particles (128 X 128 X 64 pixels) were manually selected from 10
reconstructions and extracted for sub-tomogram analysis by using tomographic package
I3 (Winkler et al., 2009). Two distinct class averages emerged after multiple cycles of
alignment and classification. We used IMOD (Kremer et al., 1996) to take snapshots of
2D slices from 3D tomograms. UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) was used for the
surface rendering of 3D averaged structures.
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Chapter III

Gain-of-function m utations in the interaction interface of FtsA subunits
form alternative lipid-bound oligom eric structures that prom ote FtsZ
filam ent bundling
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This chapter is based on “Schoenemann, K. M., Krupka, M., Rowlett, V. W., Distelhorst,
S. L., Hu, B., & Margolin, W. (2018). Gain-of-function variants of FtsA form diverse
oligomeric structures on lipids and enhance FtsZ protofilament bundling. Molecular
Microbiology, 109(5), 676–693” with permission from John Wiley and Sons (Copyright ©
John Wiley and Sons, Molecular Microbiology, Volume 109, 2018, 676-693,
10.1111/mmi.14069).

3.1 Introduction
FtsZ monomers are able to self-assemble into protofilaments that then associate
closely with one another to form bundles, or groups of several filaments (Huang, DurandHeredia, & Janakiraman, 2013). This enhancement of lateral interactions, referred to
henceforth simply as bundling, seems to be important for FtsZ function in cells. In
addition to the Zap proteins, ZipA has been implicated as a bundling stimulator (C A
Hale et al., 2000; Kuchibhatla et al., 2011; D RayChaudhuri, 1999) although recent
evidence suggests that ZipA does not promote FtsZ bundling in vivo or on lipid surfaces

in vitro (Krupka et al., 2018). The essential functions of ZipA can be bypassed by the
gain-of-function mutation L169R in FtsZ, referred to henceforth as FtsZ*. The L169R
substitution is located on the lateral face of the FtsZ subunit and promotes stronger
lateral interactions between FtsZ filaments, favoring the assembly of protofilament pairs.
FtsZ* can resist the inhibitory effects of the bacteriophage lambda Kil peptide and can
bypass ZipA (Haeusser et al., 2014; Haeusser, Rowlett, & Margolin, 2015). As ZipA
does not seem to be a significant bundling factor for FtsZ, FtsZ* may bypass ZipA
indirectly by altering FtsA’s oligomerization state.
Indeed, recent evidence suggests that the oligomerization state of FtsA is
important for regulating FtsZ protofilament bundling during early stages of cell division
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(Krupka et al., 2017) as well as progression of cell division. As discussed in detail in
Section 1.2, disruption of FtsA oligomeric interactions would potentially free the 1C
domain to become available for its alternate activity in recruiting downstream division
proteins (Pichoff et al., 2012). This model of early division regulation is supported by the
presence of multiple amino acid substitutions in FtsA that can allow bypass of the
normally essential ZipA protein, including the prototype hypermorphic substitution,
R286W (FtsA*) (Geissler et al., 2003; Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002). Like FtsA*, many of
the other ZipA bypass substitutions are located at or near the interaction interface
between two FtsA subunits suggesting that decreased self-interaction between two FtsA
monomers obviates the need for ZipA to disrupt FtsA-FtsA interactions. These
substitutions include several intragenic suppressors of the thermosensitive ftsA27 allele,
which can also bypass ZipA, map to the FtsA-FtsA interface (residue changes G50E,
Y139D, and T249M), and exhibit reduced self-interaction indicating that they share
several characteristics with FtsA* (Herricks et al., 2014).

E. coli FtsA assembles into lipid-bound 12-mer minirings that bind FtsZ
protofilaments and keep them separated from one another (Krupka et al., 2017). This
anti-bundling activity of FtsA in vitro is consistent with in vivo phenotypes. Normally, FtsA
overproduction inhibits cell division, but in the absence of the FtsZ bundling proteins
ZapA and ZapC, much lower levels of FtsA become capable of similar division inhibition
suggesting that FtsA antagonizes the FtsZ bundling activity of ZapA and ZapC. FtsA*, in
contrast, forms incomplete minirings or arcs on lipid monolayers. These open-ended
FtsA* oligomers allow FtsZ protofilaments to associate laterally and form bundles,
possibly because the FtsA* oligomers coat the lipid surface more densely and/or
because they present a higher density of FtsZ binding sites (Krupka et al., 2017). In
support of FtsA* as a stimulator of FtsZ protofilament bundling, when FtsZ* is
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coassembled on lipids with FtsA*, it assembles into large sheets of multiple
protofilaments, strongly suggesting a synergistic bundling effect. These data led to a
model in which decreased interaction between FtsA* subunits within FtsA oligomers
results in enhanced FtsZ filament bundling (Krupka et al., 2017). To test the model, it
would be valuable to know whether the properties observed for FtsA* could be
generalized to other FtsA*-like mutants.
In this work, other FtsA*-like proteins (FtsAG50E, FtsAY139D, and FtsAT249M)
are shown to assemble into strikingly distinct lipid-bound oligomeric structures, yet all
enhance FtsZ protofilament bundling under several conditions tested suggesting that
FtsA can remain functional and even hypermorphic while forming diverse oligomeric
structures. In addition, further evidence is provided for the physiological relevance of
FtsA*-mediated FtsZ protofilament bundling activity by showing that in vivo, FtsA* and
the FtsA*-like mutants can counteract the dominant-negative effects of an FtsZ mutant
that is deficient in protofilament bundling in vitro. As has been demonstrated for FtsA*
(Geissler & Margolin, 2005), I also show that these mutant FtsA proteins are able to
rescue some divisome defects. Finally, I tested the minimum limit of FtsA polymerization
by creating combination FtsA*-like mutants and assessing their oligomer formation and
retention of hypermorphic in vivo phenotypes.
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Table 3-1. Strains used in this chapter
Strain

Description

WM1074

MG1655 lacU169

WM4649

WM1074 ftsI23 leuO::Tn10

WM4915
WM2101

WM1074 ftsZ* leuO::Tn10 (DPH642)
WM1074 ftsK44 ycaD::Tn10

WM4661

WM1074 ftsQ1 leuO::Tn10

WM5731

WM1074 ftsA0 leuO::Tn10 + pDSW210F−ftsA

WM5732
WM5733
WM5734
WM5735
C43
WM1115
WM5337

WM1074 ftsA0 leuO::Tn10 +
pDSW210F−ftsA*
WM1074 ftsA0 leuO::Tn10 +
pDSW210F−ftsAG50E
WM1074 ftsA0 leuO::Tn10 +
pDSW210F−ftsAY139D
WM1074 ftsA0 leuO::Tn10 +
pDSW210F−ftsAT249M
BL21(DE3) derivative
WM1074 ftsA12 leuO::Tn10
MG1655 zipA1 nupC::Tet

Source/Reference
Lab collection
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018a)
(Haeusser et al., 2015)
(Haeusser et al., 2015)
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018)
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018)
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018)
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018)
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018)
(Schoenemann et al.,
2018a)
(Miroux & Walker,
1996)
(Geissler et al., 2003)
(Vega et al., 2018)
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Table 3-2. Plasm ids used in this chapter
Plasmid
pKG110
pDH156
pDH155
pWM5366
pKG116
pWM4651
pWM2060
pDSW210F
pWM2785
pWM2787
pWM971
pDH160
pWM1260
pWM1609
pWM4760
pWM4761
pWM4820
pWM5867
pWM2531
pWM4803
pWM5236
pWM6116
pWM6118
pWM6353
pWM6354
pWM6169
pWM6170

Description
pACYC184 derivative containing
nahG promoter
pKG110- ftsZ
pKG110- ftsZ*
pKG110- ftsZ R174D
pKG110 derivative with stronger
RBS
pKG116- zapA
pDSW210 lacking GFP
pDSW210 with N-terminal FLAG
epitope
pDSW210F- ftsA
pDSW210F- ftsA*
pET11a- ftsZ
pET11a- ftsZ*
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA*
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA G50E
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA Y139D
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA T249M
pET11a- ftsZ R174D
pWM2060- ftsI
pWM2060- ftsQ-6X His
pDSW210F- ftsK-GFP
pDSW210F-ftsA G50E Y139D
pDSW210F- ftsA* Y139D
pDSW210F- ftsA* G50E
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA G50E
Y139D
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA* Y139D
pET28a- 6X His-ftsA* G50E

Source/Reference
J.S. Parkinson
(Haeusser et al., 2015)
(Haeusser et al., 2015)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
J.S. Parkinson
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
(Geissler and Margolin, 2005)
(Shiomi and Margolin, 2007)
(Shiomi and Margolin, 2007)
(Shiomi and Margolin, 2007)
H. Erickson
(Haeusser et al., 2015)
(Geissler et al., 2003)
(Geissler et al., 2003)
(Herricks et al., 2014)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018)
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 FtsA*-like m utants assem ble into diverse oligom eric
structures on lipid m onolayers
A group of FtsA*-like mutants with single amino acid substitutions were originally
isolated as intragenic suppressors of a ftsA27 thermosensitive allele of FtsA (S195P),
which maps to the ATP binding pocket (Herricks et al., 2014). Like FtsA* (R286W), these
mutant proteins could also bypass the requirement for ZipA indicating that they were
hypermorphs (Herricks et al., 2014). When mapped to the crystal structure of an FtsA
dimer from Thermotoga maritima (Szwedziak, Wang, Freund, & Löwe, 2012), a set of
these amino acid replacements in E. coli FtsA do not map to the ATP binding pocket, but
instead to or near to the interface between two FtsA monomers (Fig. 3-1A). I focused on
three of these substitutions (G50E, Y139D, and T249M) for this work, as they are all
near the subunit-subunit interface but in distinct locations on the FtsA molecule. In
addition to their ability to bypass ZipA, in vivo protein interaction assays showed that
these mutants decrease FtsA-FtsA interactions suggesting that they have reduced or at
least altered self-interaction in physiological FtsA polymers (Herricks et al., 2014; Pichoff
et al., 2012).
Previously, it was shown that purified FtsA forms minirings on lipid monolayers,
whereas FtsA* assembles into incomplete rings or arcs (Fig. 3-1B–C, red vs. orange
arrows) (Krupka et al., 2017). This led us to hypothesize that the FtsA*-like mutant
proteins FtsAG50E, FtsAY139D and FtsAT249M could also disrupt the miniring-specific
longitudinal interactions between FtsA subunits. As predicted, when incubated in the lipid
monolayer system and viewed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), all three
purified mutant proteins were able to form structures other than or in addition to minirings
(Fig. 3-1). FtsAY139D, located near the bottom of the 1C subdomain far from the ATP
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binding pocket, formed a surprisingly wide range of structures, including short straight
filaments (blue arrow), incomplete rings and arcs (orange arrows) and minirings (red
arrow) similar to those formed by WT (wild-type) FtsA (Fig. 3-1E). In contrast,
FtsAT249M, which maps closest to R286 near the top of the monomer, was more
reminiscent of FtsA*, forming mostly incomplete rings and arcs (Fig. 3-1F, orange
arrows).

3.2.2 FtsAG50E assem bles into short straight double filam ents on
lipids
FtsAG50E, located at the top of the subunit interface close to the Y139 residue
on the opposite subunit, formed the most striking structures. Instead of the typical curved
oligomers, FtsAG50E assembled mostly into short straight double stranded filaments
(Fig. 3-1D, blue arrows). Because these filaments seemed to be uniform in structure, the
negative-stained images were analyzed by tomography to obtain higher resolution. Subvolume averaging of the tomograms showed that FtsAG50E filaments are composed of
five or six pairs of laterally interacting FtsA subunits (Fig. 3-2A–C). As G50 maps near
the longitudinal subunit interface, these data suggest that the G50E replacement alters
the normal longitudinal interactions between two FtsA subunits. It is possible that the
consequence of changing these interactions at one segment of the subunit interface
disfavors the 30˚ bend between subunits observed in FtsA minirings and arcs (Krupka et
al., 2017). This conversion, in turn, might increase lateral interactions with an FtsAG50E
subunit from another straight filament (Fig. 3-2C). It is not yet clear how or why the short
double filaments are consistently only five to six subunits in length, although this may
reflect a general restriction on the number of FtsA monomers that can populate a given
oligomer under the assembly conditions. Nonetheless, FtsAG50E has gain-of-function
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Figure 3-1. FtsA subunit m utants form alternate lipid-bound structures.
(A) The atomic structure of the binding interface between two subunits of ATP-bound T.

maritima FtsA, highlighting R286 (red), T249 (teal), G50 (green) and Y139 (yellow). TEM
micrographs of (B) 0.5 μM FtsA, (C) 0.3 uM FtsA*, (D) 0.5 uM FtsAG50E, (E) 0.3 uM
FtsAY139D and (F) 0.1 uM FtsAT249M on lipid monolayers in the presence of 4 mM
ATP. Arrows highlight minirings (red), arcs (orange) and straight double filaments (blue).
Scale bar = 100 nm.
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Figure 3-2. FtsAG50E protein form s short double stranded filam ents on
lipid m onolayers. (A) Tomographic slices of representative structures of the mutant
protein. (B) 3D subvolume averages show two distinct subclasses of structures. Lines a,
b and c depict views of the front, middle and back of the filament, respectively. (C)
Surface rendering of the 5-subunit-long class-2 structure shown in different views. Scale
bars are shown. Note: Tomography and 3D subvolume averaging analysis

was performed and figure 3-2 images were assembled by Bo Hu, Ph.D
from an electron microscopy grid prepared by Veronica Rowlett, Ph.D.
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properties similar to those of FtsA*, FtsAY139D and FtsAT249M, despite forming very
different structures on membranes. This suggests that there is more than one way to
make a hypermorphic FtsA, and that this may involve freeing FtsA subunit ends (see
Section 3.3, Discussion).

3.2.3 Higher concentrations of FtsAY139D and FtsAT249M form
FtsAG50E-like straight filam ents on lipid m onolayers in the presence of
added ATP
The experiments on lipid monolayers in Section 3.2.1 used physiological
concentrations of FtsA protein added to the system, typically less than 0.5 μM. Changing
the input concentration of protein from 0.1-0.5 μM did not result in significant alterations
to the general patterns observed (Fig. 3-3A–B). In addition, the presence or absence of
ATP in the reactions did not have reproducible effects on the structures formed, as was
observed previously (Krupka et al., 2017; Szwedziak et al., 2012). I then asked whether
adding higher concentrations of protein might drive oligomerization into different
structures, including more minirings. As expected, in the absence of ATP, FtsAG50E
formed dense patches of straight filaments (Fig. 3-4C), although some arcs were also
observed. As expected, FtsA* formed many arcs (Fig. 3-4A), although the higher packing
density on the lipid monolayers made it more difficult to visualize them. Likewise, when
assembled at 1 μM without added ATP, FtsAY139D and FtsAT249M also formed mainly
arcs (Fig. 3-4E, G), although at this density, straight filaments could not be ruled out. The
most striking result, however, was observed when ATP was added to the mixtures.
Although FtsA* and FtsAG50E still formed mainly arcs and straight filaments,
respectively (Fig. 3-4B, D), both FtsAY139D and FtsAT249M
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Figure 3-3. Exam ples of FtsA and FtsZ structures when added to lipid
m onolayers at alternative protein concentrations. Shown are negative-stain
electron micrographs of lipid monolayers containing (A) FtsAY139D, (B) FtsA* or (C) a
mixture of FtsA* + FtsZ at the concentrations and conditions listed. In (A-B), black
arrows and arrowheads highlight minirings or arcs, respectively; white arrowheads
highlight straight oligomers. In (C), arrows highlight FtsZ filament bundles. Scale bar,
100 nm.
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Figure 3-4. FtsA*-like proteins assem ble into ATP-dependent sheets of
straight filam ents on lipid m onolayers. TEM micrographs of (A) 1 μM FtsA*, (C)
FtsAG50E, (E) FtsAY139D, and (G) FtsAT249M without ATP, or with added ATP
(B,D,F,H). Red arrows highlight curved oligomers (arcs), which are the predominant
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visible structures in panels A, B, E, G but are also present in C. The arrowhead in C
highlights the predominant short straight filaments made by FtsAG50E. Red parallel lines
highlight the orientation of aligned filaments in panels D, F, H. Scale bar = 100 nm.
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Figure 3-5. Exam ples of distances between FtsA or FtsZ filam ents. Shown
are electron micrographs of the conditions (described at the right). The area in red was
subjected to the Plot Profile analysis in ImageJ, and the number of peaks was divided by
the distance to obtain a rough average of inter-filament distances that were reported in
the text. Note: Data analysis in Figure 3-5 was performed by William

Margolin, Ph.D on micrographs taken by Kara Schoenemann from electron
microscopy

girds

prepared

by

Kara

Schoenemann.

Figure

3-5

was

assembled by William Margolin, Ph.D.
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assembled into large rafts of straight filaments (Fig. 3-4F, H). These filaments were of
variable length and were difficult to measure because of the high packing density of
protein on the monolayer. The strong apparent lateral association between groups of
straight filaments assembled at different angles (4–5 nm spacing between filaments, Fig.
3-5, top panel) resulted in a distinct patchwork appearance that was not as obvious in
the absence of ATP. This is the first strong effect of ATP on FtsA oligomeric structure
that has been observed. FtsAG50E filaments seemed to be longer in the presence of
ATP than in its absence (Fig. 3-4D), based on the length of continuous filaments.
However, the high packing density made it impossible to quantitate these lengths. As
shown previously, assembly of WT FtsA on lipid monolayers at higher (1 μM)
concentrations resulted in similar minirings with or without ATP, and it did not form
straight filaments (data not shown) (Krupka et al., 2017).
Considering the effect of ATP on FtsA oligomerization, the rates of ATP hydrolyzed by
the FtsA*- like mutant proteins when assembled on the monolayers was measured. It
was first determined that WT FtsA hydrolyzed ~2.5 mol ATP per mol FtsA per min (Table
3-3), which is similar to the levels observed previously in solution (Herricks et al., 2014)
suggesting that the presence of lipid membranes, and thus the predicted assembly of
FtsA into lipid-bound minirings, did not significantly alter its ATPase activity. The ATP
turnover rates of the FtsAY139D and FtsAG50E proteins were slightly higher than WT
FtsA, in the range of 3.3 to 4.5 mol ATP per mol FtsA, whereas the FtsAT249M protein
exhibited the same rate as WT FtsA (Table 3-3). The higher hydrolysis rates for
FtsAY139D and FtsAG50E correlate with some in vivo phenotypes (see below).
However, the significance of the modest differences in ATPase activities remains
unclear, and a recent report suggests that the rate of ATP hydrolysis by FtsA in the
presence of lipids can be several-fold higher under certain conditions (Conti et al., 2018).
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Table 3-3. ATPase activity of FtsA m utants.

FtsA protein

ATPase activity (mol Pi/mol
FtsA/min)
Standard deviations are indicated

WT FtsA

2.51 ± 0.72

FtsAG50E

3.29 ± 0.51

FtsAY139D

4.50 ± 1.12

FtsAT249M

2.50 ± 0.13

Note: ATPase assays and Table 3-3 were performed and assembled by
Steven Distelhorst, Ph.D.
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3.2.4 All three FtsA*-like m utants enhance lateral interactions
between FtsZ protofilam ents assem bled on lipid m onolayers
As FtsA* forms short arcs when bound to the lipid monolayer instead of
minirings, I showed that this structural change removes the constraints on miniringbound FtsZ protofilaments to laterally interact, allowing FtsZ protofilaments to bundle
(Krupka et al., 2017). Considering that three of the FtsA*-like mutants also bypass ZipA
and form alternative structures on lipid monolayers, I predicted that the mutant proteins
would also allow FtsZ filaments to bundle. After seeding the lipid monolayers with each
of the three mutant FtsA proteins, FtsZ was added at physiological concentrations along
with GTP. In contrast to the aligned, but unbundled FtsZ protofilaments typical of those
bound to FtsA minirings (Fig. 3-6A), I found that all three of the mutant FtsA proteins
enabled bundling of FtsZ filaments (Fig. 3-6D–F), with lateral spacing mostly ranging
from 4–7 nm (Fig. 3-5). This bundling is similar to that of the self-bundling mutant FtsZ*
on lipid monolayers seeded with WT FtsA (Fig. 3-6B) or bundling of FtsZ promoted by
FtsA* (Fig. 3-6C). As was observed previously (Krupka et al., 2017), FtsA minirings were
disrupted after addition of FtsZ* (Fig. 3-6B). The ability of the FtsA*-like proteins to
bundle FtsZ did not depend on the concentration of FtsZ or FtsA, or on the presence or
absence of ATP (Fig. 3-3 and data not shown).

3.2.5 A bundling-defective FtsZ has a dom inant-negative phenotype
that can be suppressed by FtsZ*
The three FtsA*-like mutants can allow more efficient lateral interactions between
FtsZ polymers than WT FtsA on lipids in vitro, but it was not clear if a genetic approach
might be able to infer this activity in vivo. To address this, I used a mutant of FtsZ,
FtsZR174D, which is nonfunctional for cell division, but retains the ability to form FtsZ
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Figure 3-6. FtsA*-like proteins prom ote bundling of FtsZ protofilam ents on
lipid monolayers. TEM micrographs of (A) 5 μM FtsZ added to 0.3 μM FtsA, (B) 5 μM
FtsZ* added to 0.5 μM FtsA, and 5 μM FtsZ added to 0.5 μM of (C) FtsA*, (D)
FtsAG50E, (E) FtsAY139D and (F) FtsAT249M. All reactions were in the presence of 4
mM ATP and GTP at room temperature. Scale bar = 100 nm.
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rings at cell division sites (Koppelman et al., 2004). In vitro, FtsZR174D polymerizes into
protofilaments at the same rate as WT FtsZ, but is deficient in protofilament bundling
even in the presence of millimolar Ca2+, a potent stimulator of FtsZ bundling (Koppelman
et al., 2004; X C Yu & Margolin, 1997), although a recent study has disputed these data
(Moore, Whatley, Joshi, Osawa, & Erickson, 2017). I hypothesized that if FtsZR174D
indeed inhibits lateral interactions between protofilaments, then coassembly of
FtsZR174D with native FtsZ might interfere with the ability of a protofilament to laterally
associate with another protofilament, despite containing a subset of normal FtsZ
subunits. If true, it is also possible that FtsA*-like proteins could counteract these
dominant negative effects.
To test whether FtsZR174D is actually defective in protofilament bundling, I compared
the ability of the purified mutant and WT proteins to form large structures in
sedimentation and light scattering experiments. Using a light scattering assay in a
microplate system under assembly conditions with added GTP, I detected light scattering
by WT FtsZ, but not FtsZR174D (Fig. 3-7A). When 10 mM CaCl2 was added to promote
protofilament bundling, WT FtsZ showed an increased light scattering signal, but
FtsZR174D did not (Fig. 3-7A). Similarly, in sedimentation experiments with added GTP
and CaCl2, about half of the WT FtsZ protein was found in the pellet fraction, whereas
FtsZR174D was not detectable in the pellet fraction (Fig. 3-7B). When reactions were
carried out in storage buffer lacking glycerol or spun for longer times, including in the
absence of CaCl2, more FtsZ was found in the pellet fraction, but the FtsZR174D protein
still pelleted less efficiently than the WT protein in CaCl2, and not at all in the absence of
CaCl2 (data not shown). The ability of FtsZR174D to sediment in CaCl2 suggested that
FtsZR174D is capable of assembling, but not nearly as well as the WT protein.
To test whether FtsZR174D was competent for protofilament assembly and to
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Figure 3-7. Evidence that FtsZR174D can assem ble into protofilam ents but
is defective in lateral interactions. (A) Microplate monitoring of changes in FtsZ
and FtsZR174D polymerization by light scattering. Purified proteins (15 μM) were
incubated either in the presence or absence of 10 mM CaCl2 at 25°C for 10 minutes.
The data plotted show the change in absorbance following addition of GTP at time point
0. Absorbance was measured for 3 minutes prior to GTP addition, and the average from
3 replicate reactions was subtracted from the measurements taken after GTP addition.
(B) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE of the supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions from
sedimentation reactions containing 10 μM of purified FtsZ or FtsZR174D and GTP in the
presence or absence of 10 mM CaCl2 after incubation for 10 min at 25°C. (C-D)
Transmission EM images of 15 μM purified FtsZ (C) and FtsZR174D (D) incubated at
25°C in the presence of 1 mM GTP and 10 mM CaCl2. Most FtsZ filaments associated
into bundles, some consisting of 6-7 filaments (arrow), whereas FtsZR174D filaments
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were mostly single and only occasionally associated as doublets (arrows). Scale bar,
100 nm.
confirm the trends observed by light scattering and sedimentation, I assembled WT and
mutant FtsZ in GTP + 10mM CaCls to provide the best chance for FtsZR174D to bundle,
and examined them using negative stain TEM. Both proteins assembled into abundant
protofilaments, although FtsZR174D formed mostly single filaments with occasional
double filaments (Fig. 3-7D), and WT FtsZ formed mostly double and higher order
filament bundles (Fig. 3-7C). Similar results were observed in the absence of glycerol
(data not shown). Taken together, these data suggest that the FtsZR174D protein can
form protofilaments but is deficient in lateral interactions, consistent with the original
report about this mutant (Koppelman et al., 2004).
I then asked whether the defect in lateral interactions in vitro would result in a
dominant-negative phenotype in vivo, as explained above. To address this question,
FtsZR174D was expressed from a medium-copy plasmid, pKG110, carrying a relatively
weak translation initiation signal and a sodium salicylate-inducible nahR promoter.
Despite this low expression, induction of pKG110-FtsZR174D with a moderately low
concentration (1 μM) of sodium salicylate, producing 5–7 fold higher levels of protein
compared with native FtsZ (data not shown), was lethal to cells. In contrast, induction of
pKG110-FtsZ caused no detectable loss of viability with 1 μM or 10 μM inducer (Fig. 38A). The lethality was caused by inhibition of cell division, as 1 μM induction of
FtsZR174D expression from pKG110 resulted in long filamentous cells lacking division
septa, whereas the same induction level with pKG110-FtsZ had little effect on cell length
(data not shown). If FtsZR174D is indeed bundling-deficient, then adding a bundlingproficient FtsZ should be able to counteract the dominant-negative effects. For this
purpose FtsZ* was used, whose L169R substitution located on the lateral face of the
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FtsZ monomer promotes lateral interactions between protofilaments (Haeusser et al.,
2015). Even when expressed from the native ftsZ locus, FtsZ* strongly resisted the
dominant-negative

Figure 3-8. Dom inant-negative effects of FtsZR174D and suppression by
FtsZ*. (A) Viability assay of WM1074 transformed with pDSW210-FtsA and indicated
pKG110-FtsZ derivatives with the indicated concentrations of sodium salicylate to induce
expression of ftsZ and ftsZ derivatives from pKG110 or empty vector (EV). (B) Viability
assay with the indicated concentrations of sodium salicylate to induce expression of

ftsZR174D from pKG110 in either a WT strain background (WM1074) or a strain with
native ftsZ replaced by ftsZ* (WM4915). Note: Viability assays described in

Figure 3-8 were performed by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D. Figure 3-8 was also
assembled by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D.
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effects of FtsZR174D (Fig. 3-8B). This result is consistent with the specific ability of
substitutions at L169, either L169P or L169V, to restore functionality of an FtsZR174A
mutant in a random screen for intragenic suppressors (Gardner et al., 2017). Although
FtsZ, FtsZ* and another FtsZ derivative with enhanced lateral interactions, FtsZE93R,
were all toxic when strongly overproduced from plasmids, at lower levels they were not
toxic whereas FtsZR174D was (Fig. 3-8A). More work must be done to fully elucidate the
effects of the R174D mutation on FtsZ assembly and function, but these results are
consistent with the hypothesis that FtsZR174D exerts its dominant-negative effects by
limiting FtsZ bundling.

3.2.6 FtsA*-like proteins suppress the dom inant-negative effects of
FtsZR174D and exacerbate the negative effects of FtsZ*
The main hypothesis raised above was addressed by producing FtsA or the FtsA*-like
proteins from compatible IPTG-inducible plasmids in a strain that lacks native FtsA. It
was found that the FtsA*-like proteins, which were the only sources of FtsA in these ftsA
null mutants, conferred resistance to FtsZR174D overexpression after induction of
pKG110-ftsZR174D with sodium salicylate. Even in the absence of IPTG, leaky
expression of the three ftsA*-like mutants from the weakened Ptrc promoter in
pDSW210F was able to restore growth, as was leaky expression of ftsA* (Fig. 3-9A).
This uninduced level of expression is similar to native levels of FtsA (data not shown).
High levels of FtsAG50E and FtsAT249M (induced with 100 μM IPTG, ~16-fold
induction) were toxic to cells, similar to WT FtsA (Fig. 3-9B, left column). Induced WT
FtsA remained toxic at all levels of FtsZR174D, whereas the toxicity of FtsAG50E and
FtsAT249M was suppressed with increasing expression of FtsZR174D (Fig. 3-9B).
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Figure 3-9. FtsA*-like proteins but not FtsA can suppress the dom inantnegative effects of FtsZR174D. WM1074 ftsA null mutants containing pDSW210
with FtsA variants in addition to pKG110-ftsZR174D were tested for viability on plates
containing 0, 0.5, 1, or 2.5 μM sodium salicylate to induce FtsZR174D and either (A)
0.2% glucose (uninduced) or (B) 100 μM IPTG to modulate expression of FtsA from the
pDSW210-ftsA constructs. Note: Suppression assays described in Figure 3-9

were performed by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D. Figure 3-9 was also assembled
by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D.
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Figure 3-10. Levels of endogenous FtsZ and overproduced FtsZR174D or
FLAG-FtsA under different FtsA expression conditions. The native ftsA allele
was inactivated in strains carrying pKG110-ftsZR174D and each of the FLAG-FtsA
variants (noted at the top) expressed from IPTG-inducible promoter in pDSW210F. Cells
were then grown to early log phase and either induced or not induced with 2.5 μM
sodium salicylate (Na-Sal) to express FtsZR174D from pKG110, or IPTG to express the
pDSW210F-ftsA derivative, and harvested proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE.
Western blots of these gels were then probed with either anti-FtsZ (top) or anti-FLAG
(bottom). Molecular weight markers are shown at the right. Note that whereas anti-FLAG
only detects the FLAG-FtsA, anti-FtsZ detects both native FtsZ, visible as a faint lower
band, and the FtsZR174D produced from the plasmid (upper band, due to 5 extra
residues at the N terminus). Note: Data in Figure 3-10 was collected by Marcin

Krupka, Ph.D. Figure 3-10 was also assembled by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D.
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Cellular levels of the various FtsA derivatives were roughly equivalent at the
uninduced or IPTG-induced conditions, as were the uninduced or induced levels of
FtsZR174D, respectively (Fig. 3-10). Overall, these results suggest that the dominantnegative effects of FtsZR174D can counteract the toxicity of excess FtsAG50E and
FtsAT249M, but the levels of the defective FtsZ need to be sufficiently high in order to
work. Interestingly, the same pattern of expression balance for FtsAY139D or FtsA* was
not observed. FtsA* has generally stimulatory effects on cell division (Geissler, Shiomi, &
Margolin, 2007; B. Liu, Persons, Lee, & de Boer, 2015; Tsang & Bernhardt, 2015) and I
observed that FtsAY139D often phenocopies FtsA*. For example, neither FtsAY139D
nor FtsA* were toxic when overproduced, in contrast to FtsAG50E, FtsAT249M or WT
FtsA (Fig 3-9B). Like FtsA*, FtsAY139D also suppressed other divisome defects more
strongly than the other mutants (see Section 3.2.6). FtsA* was previously shown to be
toxic in combination with FtsZ* in vivo (Haeusser et al., 2015). Considering that FtsA*
promotes bundling of FtsZ* on lipid monolayers, forming large protofilament sheets
(Krupka et al., 2017), I hypothesized that these two mutant proteins might synergize to
over-bundle FtsZ, inhibiting normal septation. To explore if FtsA*-like mutants behave
similarly when co-expressed with FtsZ or FtsZ* in vivo, increasing concentrations of FtsZ
or FtsZ* were expressed in cells already producing constant high levels of FtsA or FtsA*like proteins from pDSW210F induced with 250 μM IPTG. The plasmid used for FtsZ or
FtsZ* expression was pKG116, which is sodium salicylate-inducible like pKG110, except
that expression levels are higher because of a stronger translation initiation signal. As
expected, FtsA, FtsAG50E and FtsAT249M alone were toxic (Fig. 3-11A, G, M). Their
toxicity was suppressed by co-expression with FtsZ (Fig. 3-11B, H, N); this is not
surprising, as a proper FtsA:FtsZ ratio is needed to form normal division septa (Dai &
Lutkenhaus, 1992; Dewar, Begg, & Donachie, 1992). However, the key result was that
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Figure 3-11. FtsZ* is m ore toxic than FtsZ in cells overproducing FtsA*like proteins. FtsZ or FtsZ* were expressed from pKG116 plasmids (or pKG116 empty
vector, EV) with the indicated concentration of sodium salicylate inducer, in the same
cells as pDSW210F derivatives of FtsA, which were overproduced with induction by 250
μM IPTG. Letters A–O at the right correspond to rows cited in the text. Note: Toxicity

assays performed in Figure 3-11 were performed by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D.
Figure 3-11 was also assembled by Marcin Krupka, Ph.D.
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coexpression of FtsZ* with FtsA did not reduce viability (Fig. 3-11B vs C), whereas
coexpression of FtsZ* with FtsA* and all three FtsA*-like mutants reduced viability
significantly (Fig. 3-11F, I, L, O vs. E, H, K, N). These results support the idea that FtsA*like mutants synergize with FtsZ* similar to FtsA* itself.

3.2.7 FtsA*-like m utants rescue som e therm osensitive cell division
m utants
Although the FtsA*-like mutants featured in this study were originally isolated as
intragenic suppressors of the thermosensitive ftsA27 allele, they are, like the original
FtsA*, able to bypass ZipA to various extents (Herricks et al., 2014). I hypothesized
these mutants might be capable of suppressing other thermosensitive cell division
mutants, as FtsA* was shown to suppress the thermosensitive alleles ftsK44 and ftsQ1
(Geissler and Margolin, 2005). Given the different oligomeric structures that they form on
lipid monolayers, their different toxicity profiles, and their abilities to compensate for an
under-bundled FtsZ, I predicted that the FtsA*-like mutants might display a range of
suppression properties. To test this, each mutant protein was expressed from a
pDSW210 derivative at different induction levels in various fts mutants and tested for the
ability to permit growth at nonpermissive temperatures on LB medium without salt, which
is the most stringent condition for the fts mutants. In general, I found that the ability to
suppress the fts mutants occurred the pattern FtsAY139D = FtsAG50E > FtsAT249M
(Fig. 3-12). FtsAY139D and FtsAG50E were able to efficiently suppress ftsQ1, ftsK44
and ftsI23, although IPTG induction was needed for optimal suppression of ftsQ1.
FtsAT249M partially suppressed ftsK44 (at lower temperatures), and weakly suppressed

ftsQ1 and ftsI23. As FtsAT249M is the most toxic at higher levels, its inability to
suppress may result from being constrained to uninduced levels. As expected from their
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Figure 3-12. Suppression of therm osensitive cell division m utants by
FtsA*-like proteins. WM1074 derived strains containing ftsQ1, ftsI23 or ftsK44
thermosensitive alleles with pDSW210F derivatives expressing various ftsA derivatives,
the complementing fts gene, or empty pDSW210 vector (EV) were tested for viability at
permissive (30˚C) or nonpermissive (42˚C) temperatures overnight on LB with no added
NaCl, either in the presence or absence of inducer (50 μM IPTG).
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Figure 3-13. Differences in the effects of expression of FtsA*-like alleles
on cell length. (A) Phase contrast micrographs of WM1074 ftsA null (ftsAo) cells
containing pDSW210-ftsA variants following induction with 0, 50 or 100 μM IPTG at
37°C. Scale bar, 10 μm. (B) Violin plot of measured cell lengths in μm in the presence of
100 μM IPTG using the BoxPlotR web tool (http://shiny.chemgrid.org/boxplot/r). White
dots show the medians; black bar limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers
extend 1.5 times the interquartile range from the 25th and 75th percentiles. The gray
areas extend vertically to include all outliers; the widths of the gray areas represent
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probability densities. The number of cells counted for sample is shown below in
parentheses.
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toxicity profiles, induction of FtsAT249M and FtsAG50E expression with 100 μM IPTG,
like WT FtsA, inhibited division in some proportion of cells, whereas the same induction
of FtsAY139D and FtsA* did not (Fig. 3-13). Interestingly, only FtsA* was able to shorten
wild-type cells indicating that despite the hypermorphic properties of the FtsA*-like
proteins, they lack the ability to accelerate cell division (Geissler et al., 2007; Tsang and
Bernhardt, 2015). Together, these results indicate that the FtsA*-like proteins can
overcome a range of cell division defects, although the FtsA* prototype remains the most
powerful hypermorphic allele.

3.2.8 Com binations of FtsA*-like m utations do not affect oligom er
structure but alter ZipA bypass phenotypes.
Each FtsA*-like mutant shows considerably reduced self-interaction in several in

vivo assays (Herricks et al., 2014; Pichoff et al., 2012), but still polymerizes into short
oligomers in vitro. Considering that reductions in FtsA self-interaction seem to confer
hypermorphic properties, I wanted to determine how critical FtsA polymerization is for its
function. I combined FtsA*-like mutations in various combinations and assessed their
function in vivo. The T249M mutation was excluded from these studies, as the T249M
mutant is the weakest ZipA bypass allele and has some deleterious effects on cell
division when overexpressed (Fig. 3-13). All 3 FtsA*-like combination mutants were able
to suppress the thermosensitivity of ftsA12 and were less toxic than WT FtsA at the
same level of IPTG induction (Fig. 3-14), mirroring the phenotypes of the individual
FtsA*-like mutants (Fig. 3-9B). Interestingly, the G50E mutation appears to affect toxicity
the most in a dominant-negative manner, as induction of either of the G50E combination
mutants is as toxic as FtsAG50E alone despite the presence of the FtsA* or Y139D
mutation (Fig. 3-14).
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Figure 3-14. Com binations of FtsA*-like m utations in FtsA suppress the
therm osensitivity of ftsA12 . Viability assay of WM1115 (ftsA12) with the vector
pDSW210 or pDSW210 derivatives of FtsA, the FtsA*-like mutants, or combinations of
FtsA*-like mutants at the permissive temperature of 30°C (top panels) or the
nonpermissive temperature of 42°C (bottom panels) with increasing IPTG induction.
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Figure 3-15. FtsA*-like double m utants form arcs when bound to lipids.
TEM micrographs of lipid monolayers with the listed concentration of purified protein
added. All reactions contained 4 mM ATP. Arrowheads highlight several select arc
oligomers. Scale bar = 100 nm.
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I purified the combination mutant proteins to determine what shape of oligomers,
if any, formed. All three of the FtsA*-like combination mutants formed arcs or short
filaments (Fig. 3-15). I anticipated that the addition of the G50E mutation to FtsAY139D
or FtsA* might drive the formation of the short double filaments observed in FtsAG50E
(Fig. 3-2). No double filaments or other G50E-like structures were observed for either
FtsAG50EY139D or FtsA*G50E (Fig. 3-15) indicating that the Y139D or FtsA* mutation
might be more dominant in determining oligomer formation, which is consistent with both
being stronger suppressors of other temperature-sensitive divisome proteins and less
toxic when overexpressed (Fig. 3-12 and 3-13). It has also been observed previously
that addition of the G50E mutation to other FtsA mutants does not result in the formation
of the short double filaments (data not shown). Overall, I observed that the combination
of two FtsA*-like mutations do not appear to completely prevent FtsA polymerization in

vitro.
I tested the combination mutants’ ability to bypass ZipA. Given that the individual
FtsA*-like mutations bypass ZipA and that each combination mutant formed oligomers in

vitro predicted to have exposed 1C domains, I hypothesized that the combination of
mutations would also bypass ZipA. Each combination mutant was transformed into a
strain in which the chromosomal copy of ZipA is replaced with the temperature sensitive

zipA1 allele and tested for its ability to support growth at temperatures over 30°C. At the
permissive temperature, induction of WT ZipA in this strain at 100 μM IPTG is toxic,
which has been observed previously (Schoenemann, Vega, & Margolin, 2019; Vega &
Margolin, 2018b). Expression of the individual FtsA*-like mutants are not toxic at the
same level of induction, with the mutants following roughly the same toxicity pattern
observed previously (Fig. 3-9B). Intriguingly, however, the induction of FtsAG50E at 100
μM does not limit cell growth as much as was observed in Fig. 3-9B, although the growth
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is clearly not as robust as seen when FtsA* or FtsAY139D are expressed (Fig 3-16, top
panels).
When I assessed the mutants for their ability to suppress zipA1 at 42°C, I
observed that all of the FtsA*G50E and FtsA*Y139D combination mutants were able to
support cell growth similar to their respective individual mutant variants (Fig. 3-16, lower
panels) except the FtsAG50EY139D double mutant, which actually lost its ZipA bypass
capability at 42°C (Fig. 3-16, lower panels). Depletion of zipA1 at temperatures above
30°C has been previously observed to be incomplete at the intermediate temperatures of
34°C and 37°C (see section 5.2.1) (Schoenemann et al., 2019; Vega & Margolin,
2018b). These observations suggest that it is possible to see partial suppression of

zipA1 that could be masked in the most stringent bypass condition of 42°C. Thus, I
tested the combination mutant’s ability to suppress zipA1 at 37°C and observed that the
FtsAG50EY139D double mutant was able to weakly suppress zipA1 (Fig. 3-16, middle
panels). These data indicate that while the combination of the G50E and Y139D
mutations clearly abrogates their hypermorphic phenotypes in the double mutant, at
least some gain-of-function properties not present in WT FtsA are retained. Overall,
these data show that combining FtsA*-like mutations does not affect their function in vivo
or their oligomeric structures in vitro, but does abolish some of their hypermorphic
properties in the case of the FtsAG50EY139D mutant.
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Figure

3-16.

FtsA

G50E

Y139D

is

unable

to

suppress

zipA1

therm osensitivity. WM5337 (zipA1) cells transformed with pDSW210F derivatives
containing either WT ZipA, FtsA*-like mutants, or the FtsA*-like combination mutants
were serially diluted and plated on increasing concentrations of IPTG. Plates were
incubated overnight at the following temperatures: 30°C, 37°C, or 42°C.
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3.3 Discussion
In this work, I examined the in vitro oligomeric structure and in vivo behavior of
several hypermorphic FtsA protein variants that were previously shown to function
similarly to FtsA*, as well as combinations of these hypermorphic mutants. Their
properties are summarized in Table 3-4. I showed that like FtsA*, these single and
double residue substitutions can significantly alter the miniring oligomeric structure
normally formed by FtsA when bound to lipid monolayers. The substitutions are located
at or near the interaction interface between two FtsA monomers suggesting that the
altered structures are a result of major changes in subunit interactions. Remarkably,
these altered structures retain functionality in cell division and are able to suppress
several cell division defects (with the sole exception of FtsAG50EY139D) indicating that
FtsA can adopt a variety of oligomeric structures other than minirings and still be
functional. The gain-of-function properties of the oligomers formed by FtsA*-like variants
suggest that native FtsA evolved to keep septum formation in check in order to
coordinate optimally with its divisome protein partners during the process. The FtsA*-like
variants seem to circumvent this regulation.
How might these FtsA*-like substitutions result in the gain-of-function phenotypes
observed? When bound to lipids, these altered FtsA structures also enable adjacent
FtsZ filaments to associate more closely in vitro, enhancing FtsZ lateral interactions and
promoting formation of protofilament bundles. This confirms previous reports showing
that non-miniring structures assembled by FtsA* released the constraints on the spacing
of aligned FtsZ protofilaments, resulting in close lateral interactions and frequent
formation of protofilament bundles (Krupka et al., 2017). Moreover, in this work, through
several lines of genetic evidence, it was shown that these mutants are able to enhance
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Table 3-4. Sum m ary of phenotypic properties of FtsA and FtsA*-like
m utants.

FtsA variant

[IPTG]
causing
toxicity in ftsA
null
background

ZipA
bypass

Oligomeric
structures at
lower
density

FtsZ
filament
bundling
in vitro

Suppresses
FtsZR174D
toxicity

Resistant
to excess
FtsZ*

FtsAG50E

50-100 µM

++

Short double
filaments

+

+

±

+

+

±

+

+

±

FtsAY139D

>1000 µM

+

FtsAT249M
FtsAR286W
(FtsA*)
FtsA
FtsAG50E
Y139D
FtsA*G50E
FtsA*
Y139D

100 µM

++

Short
straight
filaments,
arcs, WTlike
minirings
Arcs

>1000 µM

+++

Arcs

+

+

-

100 µM

-

Minirings

-

-

+

n/a

-

Arcs

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

++

Arcs

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

+++

Arcs

n/a

n/a

n/a

Note: ZipA bypass phenotypic properties were assigned based on data
published in (Herricks et al. 2014), (Geissler et al. 2003), and (Pichoff et
al. 2012). Oligomeric structure and ability to bundle FtsZ filaments
phenotypic properties in vitro in FtsA were assigned based on data from
(Krupka et al. 2017).
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FtsZ bundling in vivo, supporting the hypothesis that these altered oligomeric structures
may be physiologically relevant. The current model for how FtsA regulates cell division is
that strong FtsA-FtsA interactions, which result in the assembly of closed FtsA minirings,
mask the 1C domain of FtsA that normally interacts with and recruits additional division
proteins (Pichoff et al., 2012; Krupka et al., 2017). This model also suggests that FtsZ
protofilament bundling is antagonized by the constraints of being tethered to the
membrane by FtsA minirings. Conversion of FtsA to non-miniring structures, either by
mutation or by a signaling event during cell division, induces a conformational change
that releases the 1C domain to allow binding of other proteins, and permits FtsZ
protofilaments to laterally interact. This work has highlighted that non-miniring structures,
which are likely a consequence of weaker FtsA-FtsA interactions, include curved
oligomers (arcs) as well as the straight double stranded filaments induced by the G50E
replacement. In both cases, in contrast to closed minirings, the 1C domain at the bottom
of a subset of FtsA molecules would be freed from binding to the top of an adjacent FtsA
subunit and become available to bind other proteins which could explain why FtsA*-like
hypermorphic mutants of FtsA are relatively numerous and easy to isolate, as any type
of disruption of closed minirings will give rise to FtsA oligomers with free ends (Pichoff et
al., 2012).
Of course, confounding this model is the loss of the hypermorphic properties of
the FtsAG50EY139D double mutant. This mutant is functional in vivo and forms
predicted open-ended oligomers; according to the model proposed above, it should also
then be able to bypass the requirement for ZipA. However, I observed that in the most
stringent condition for zipA1 bypass, the double mutant was unable to support cell
growth. It’s not clear why this would be the case, as the model of early division regulation
through FtsA’s oligomerization state predicts that any mutant with a free 1C domain
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would bypass the requirement for ZipA, and the FtsAG50EY139D mutant does not form
oligomeric structures that obviously occlude this domain like the WT FtsA minirings. It is
entirely possible, however, that closer examination of the FtsAG50EY139D oligomer
structure through higher-resolution methods like tomography and sub-volume averaging
would show that the 1C domain is somehow inaccessible or otherwise altered such that
FtsN binding is inhibited in some way.
Furthermore, the examination of the properties of these double FtsA*-like
mutants is still too preliminary to rule out the possibility that the FtsAG50EY139D mutant
is not compromised in some other essential function of FtsA. While the FtsAG50EY139D
double mutant was able to suppress ftsA12 thermosensitivity as well as the other double
mutants, it could be that cells would not be able to rely on it as the sole copy of FtsA
available in a background with the ftsA null allele. Moreover, the ability of the double
mutants to bundle FtsZ filaments in vitro has yet to be examined. The prediction is that
all would be able to bundle FtsZ, as their disrupted miniring oligomers should remove the
spatial constraint between FtsZ filaments, but this assumption needs to be tested
explicitly. If the FtsAG50EY139D double mutant is somehow deficient in FtsZ filament
bundling, and if FtsZ filament bundling is critical for the progression of division beyond its
role in the positive feedback loop of miniring disruption, it might make sense that the
double mutant would lose some of its hypermorphic properties. In any case, further work
will need to be done before concluding that these results weaken support for the FtsA
oligomerization state model of early division regulation; if true, however, this mutant
would be the first and only example of an FtsA variant that does not fit into the disrupted
oligomer model.
The FtsZ ring focuses in a narrow band in order to successfully synthesize the
division septum (Coltharp & Xiao, 2017). One focusing mechanism in E. coli likely
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involves FtsZ filament crosslinking or lateral interactions (Coltharp, Buss, Plumer, &
Xiao, 2016; Dajkovic, Pichoff, Lutkenhaus, & Wirtz, 2010; Haeusser et al., 2015; Lan,
Dajkovic, Wirtz, & Sun, 2008; Milam, Osawa, & Erickson, 2012; Szwedziak, Wang,
Bharat, Tsim, & Löwe, 2014), the structures and potential roles of which were recently
reviewed (Erickson & Osawa, 2017; Margolin & Krupka, 2018). It is likely that the extent
of FtsZ bundling needs to be balanced, because FtsZ that bundles too proficiently or too
little (as assayed in vitro) can disrupt normal cell division. For example, hyper-bundled
FtsZ can inhibit normal septation (Encinar et al., 2013; Haeusser et al., 2015; Jaiswal et
al., 2010). The ability of FtsA*-like proteins to exacerbate the toxicity of co-overproduced
FtsZ* also suggests that bundling can become deleterious for cells. The importance of a
proper balance of FtsZ protofilament bundling for normal cell division is also supported
by experiments with FtsZR174D, which cannot function in cell division without an
intragenic suppressor mutation at L169 (Arkus Gardner, Osawa, & Erickson, 2017), and
has a strong dominant-negative phenotype. Evidence presented here suggests that this
phenotype is, at least in part, a result of the mutant FtsZ’s defective protofilament
bundling; if FtsZR174D monomers coassemble with WT FtsZ, then they could inhibit
lateral interactions between adjacent protofilaments sufficiently to block formation of a
division septum. The ability of FtsZ* to resist the toxicity of FtsZR174D in trans suggests
that FtsZ* can shift the putative population of under-bundled protofilaments toward
normal bundling. Moreover, the ability of FtsA*-like proteins to suppress the toxic effects
of FtsZR174D is consistent with their enhancement of FtsZ protofilament bundling
observed on lipid monolayers. Nonetheless, the FtsZR174D protein is also poorly
recruited to the membrane (Koppelman et al., 2004), so an alternative possibility is that
FtsA*-like proteins or FtsZ* suppress the dominant-negative effects of FtsZR174D by
strengthening interactions between FtsZR174D and its membrane tethers FtsA or ZipA.
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Although here the focus has been on their oligomeric structures and ability to
enhance lateral interactions between FtsZ protofilaments, it is important to emphasize
that WT FtsA and FtsA*-like variants may differ in other activities. For example, FtsA*
and FtsAY139D proteins enhance FtsZ protofilament bundling on lipid monolayers and
completely resist the toxic effects of FtsZR174D, yet cells are unperturbed by high
concentrations of FtsA* or FtsAY139D proteins unlike the other FtsA*-like mutants. This
observation suggests that these two FtsA*-like mutants, unlike FtsAG50E or
FtsAT249M, have more global effects on cell division. Nonetheless, the ability of all of
the

FtsA*-like

proteins

described

here

to

rescue

the

growth

phenotype

of

thermosensitive ftsQ, ftsK and ftsI mutants to some extent suggests that FtsA
oligomerization state regulates one or more cell division checkpoints. As the FtsA
oligomeric structures themselves seem to be sensitive to changes in assembly
conditions such as protein concentration and added nucleotide, the roles of these and
other factors need to be explored in future work. Although not anticipated, the ability of
several of the FtsA*-like proteins to form sheets of straight filaments on lipids and the
ability of FtsAG50E to form double-stranded structures hint at a potential role for lateral
interactions between FtsA oligomers. Of course, cytoskeletal structures observed in vitro
may not necessarily reflect the in vivo properties of these mutants, which is why it is
crucial to employ complementary genetic and cytological methods. Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to propose that formation of FtsA minirings and arcs on the inner surface of
the cytoplasmic membrane of E. coli would be energetically favorable, as the degree of
membrane curvature in 1 μm-diameter cells prior to division is similar to that of the
planar lipids in our experiments and much flatter than the curvature of the oligomers.
Clearly, one important future goal is to detect these FtsA structures in dividing E. coli
cells. In addition, continued study of hypermorphic and hypomorphic FtsA mutant
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proteins and their effects on its many activities in cell division will be necessary to
understand the interplay between FtsA and other cell division proteins including how
FtsZ treadmilling and septal wall synthesis are regulated by these activities (Bisson-Filho
et al., 2017; S. Yang et al., 2017).
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Chapter IV
The predicted disordered peptide linker in FtsA is not essential for cell
division
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This chapter is based on “Schoenemann, KM; Vega, DE; and Margolin, WM. Peptide
linkers within the essential FtsZ membrane tethers ZipA and FtsA are nonessential for
cell division. Journal of Bacteriology Feb 2020, 202 (6) e00720-19.” with permission from
the American Society for Microbiology (Copyright © American Society for Microbiology,
Journal of Bacteriology, Volume 202, 2020, e00720-19, 10.1128/JB.00720-19)

4.1 Introduction
All three proto-ring proteins, despite being functionally and structurally distinct,
share one similar structural feature: a peptide linker predicted to be intrinsically
disordered (Fig. 4-1A). E. coli FtsZ contains a ~50-amino-acid peptide that links the Nterminal core globular domain with the C-terminal tail (Gardner et al., 2013). FtsA and
ZipA, as well as several other proteins, compete for binding to the conserved C-terminal
tail of FtsZ (Ortiz et al., 2016). Several studies examined the effects of alterations of the
FtsZ linker in different bacterial species (Buske et al., 2015; Gardner et al., 2013;
Sundararajan et al., 2015). Surprisingly, the FtsZ linker is amenable to significant
changes in length and charge, but it must remain flexible for proper function in cell
division (Buske & Levin, 2013). This led to a model in which the constriction force
exerted by FtsZ polymers is transmitted to the inner membrane through its unstructured
linker as a signal for the divisome to activate septal peptidoglycan synthesis (Buske &
Levin, 2013). Of course, any constriction transmitted to the membrane from the Z ring
must also pass through the membrane tethers FtsA and ZipA, which prompted me to
investigate the in vivo role of their peptide linkers (ZipA linker studies are discussed in
detail in Chapter 5).
FtsA harbors an ~20-residue linker that connects its core globular domain, which
binds to FtsZ (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2007), to its C-terminal amphipathic helix, which
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Figure 4-1. Overview of potential proto-ring protein interactions. (A) ZipA,
with its N-terminal transmembrane domain, unstructured linker domain, and C-terminal
(CT) FtsZ-binding domain, is shown attached to an FtsZ protofilament undergoing
subunit treadmilling. FtsZ has its own unstructured linker, shown as a green squiggle.
FtsA, tethered to the cytoplasmic membrane with its C-terminal amphipathic helix and
a putative linker domain (shown as an orange squiggle), forms oligomeric minirings
(shown here) that, like ZipA, bind to treadmilling FtsZ protofilaments. The figure was
created with Biorender. (B) An FtsA miniring on a lipid monolayer, shown as two
tomographic

slices

from

averaged

negative-stain

electron

micrograph

images.

(Republished from Nature Communications (Krupka et al. 2017).)
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Figure 4-2. The FtsA and FtsZ linkers contain disordered regions. (A)
PONDR VL-XT (pondr.com) prediction for FtsA. The inset region is indicated in the black
box. The linker region is indicated in the shaded yellow box on the inset. (B) PONDR VLXT prediction for FtsZ. The inset region is indicated in the black box, and the linker
region is indicated in the shaded pink box on the inset.
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acts as a membrane-targeting sequence (MTS) required for FtsA function (Pichoff &
Lutkenhaus, 2005a). Though short, the FtsA linker is predicted to have unstructured
characteristics (Fig 4-2). In a subvolume-averaged structure of an FtsA miniring from a
tomographic slice close to the membrane, each linker is visible as one of 12 spokes
connecting an inner ring comprising 12 MTS domains and an outer ring comprising the
12 core domains of FtsA (Fig. 4-1B) (Krupka et al., 2017). In a membrane-distal
tomographic slice, the MTS and linkers are less prominent than the core (Fig. 4-1B)
suggesting that the linkers allow the core domains to extend inward from the cytoplasmic
membrane (Fig. 4-1A).
In a preliminary exploration of the importance of the FtsA linker in E. coli prior to
the discovery of the lipid-bound minirings, I substituted the native E. coli FtsA linker with
the ~60-residue linker from Streptococcus pneumoniae and found that this mutant was
nonfunctional but still localized to the divisome (Fig. 4-3), similar to observations from
mutants of FtsZ with extended linkers (Gardner et al., 2013; Sundararajan et al., 2015).
These data highlighted the importance of the FtsA linker in its function and prompted me
to explore its role further.
In contrast to the model for FtsZ linker function, the short length of the FtsA linker
may serve a structural role to maintain the integrity of the miniring structure, but no
studies to date have examined this hypothesis. It is notable that FtsA proteins from S.

pneumoniae and Thermotoga maritima form filaments on lipids instead of minirings
(Krupka et al., 2014; Szwedziak et al., 2012), and at least the linker region of S.

pneumoniae FtsA is much longer than that of E. coli FtsA.
In this work, I found that FtsA can tolerate large deletions within its linker region
with no significant effects on cell viability. Deletion of over half of the FtsA linker, while
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Figure 4-3. E. coli FtsA with its native linker replaced with the S.

pneumoniae FtsA linker does not function in division but localizes to the
divisom e. Immunofluorescence microscopy images taken in WM1115 (ftsA12) cells
expressing E. coli FtsA with its native linker sequence replaced with the ~60-residue
linker from S. pneumoniae (construct notated as “EcFtsA with Spneumoniae linker” in
this figure) at 30°C and following depletion of ftsA12 at 42°C. Expression of the chimeric
FtsA was induced with 50 μM IPTG and detected with an anti-FtsA antibody bound to a
fluorescent secondary antibody. False-colored red FtsA rings are visible in cells. Shown
are both DIC and fluorescent micrographs merged into one image. Scale bar = 5 μm.
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still supporting cell growth, does have significant effects on cell morphology when
overexpressed as the only source of FtsA in the cell. Large deletions in the FtsA linker
appear to affect miniring formation, as mutants with deletions of 11 residues or more
form arcs on lipid monolayers. In contrast to our model of early divisome regulation, the
disrupted minirings do not bypass ZipA suggesting that while free-end oligomers were
observed on monolayers, the shortened-linker mutant in FtsA does not have the same
gain-of-function properties as other FtsA mutants that form similar structures.
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Table 4-1. Strains used in this chapter
Strain

Description

Source/Reference

WM1115

WM1074 ftsA12 leuO::Tn10

(Geissler et al., 2003)

0

WM6066
C43

WM1074 ftsA leuO::tn10 +
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ5-15

(Schoenemann et al., 2019)

BL21(DE3) derivative

(Miroux & Walker, 1996)

Table 4-2. Plasm ids used in this chapter
Plasmid
pDSW210

pWM2785

Description
Ptrc-GFP pBR322 derivative
pDSW210 with N-terminal FLAG
epitope
pDSW210F- ftsA

pWM5741

pDSW210F- ftsA recloned WT linker

(Schoenemann et al., 2019)

pWM5742
pWM5743
pWM5744
pWM5745
pWM5746
pWM5747
pWM5749
pWM5870
pWM5871
pWM5782
pWM6031

pDSW210F- ftsA Δ10
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ11
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ9-10
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ11-12
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ8-10
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ11-13
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ11-14
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ6-10
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ8-13
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ8-15
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ1-20
pDSW210F- ftsA scrambled linker
sequence
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ5-15
pDSW210F- ftsA Δ5-19
pET28a- 6X His ftsA scrambled
linker
pET28a- 6X His ftsA Δ5-15
pET28a- 6X His ftsA Δ5-19
pET28a- 6X His ftsA Δ1-20

(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)

pWM2784

pWM6032
pWM6062
pWM6063
pWM6119
pWM6129
pWM6130
pWM6131
pWM5205

pDSW210F- E. coli ftsA with linker
from Streptococcus pneumoniae

Source/Reference
(Weiss et al., 1999)
(Shiomi & Margolin, 2007a)
(Shiomi & Margolin, 2007a)

(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 FtsA can tolerate deletions of up to 11 residues in its linker
To investigate whether the postulated ~20-residue linker is important for the
function of FtsA, I constructed a library of deletions ranging from 1 to 8 amino acids. I
chose to delete residues starting from the middle of the putative linker, reasoning that
this would be less likely to perturb important residues within the N-terminal globular
domain or the MTS (Fig. 4-4A). After verifying the linker deletion mutants by sequencing,
I expressed them from the weakened isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)inducible trc promoter in plasmid pDSW210F in a strain where the chromosomal copy of

ftsA was replaced with the temperature-sensitive allele ftsA12. Promoter leakage from
this plasmid normally allows a FLAG-tagged wild-type (WT) FtsA to complement ftsA12
without IPTG induction, whereas overproduction of FtsA by induction with 50 to 100 μM
IPTG is toxic (Fig. 4-4B).
Growth of the mutants was assessed on agar plates at 42°C with increasing
levels of IPTG. I anticipated that the FtsA linker might be able to tolerate small deletions,
and indeed, FtsA with as many as 8 residues in the middle of the linker deleted (FtsAΔ8
–15) conferred full viability at 42°C, even with no IPTG induction (Fig. 4-4B). The plasmid
carrying the recombinant FtsA likely has a promoter mutation preventing toxicity with full
IPTG induction (Fig. 4-4B, row 3), because none of these smaller deletions derived from
this plasmid (Fig. 4-4B, top two sets of spots) were toxic when induced with 100 μM
IPTG. Surprisingly, deletion of over half of the ~20-amino-acid linker (FtsAΔ5–15) did not
significantly affect cell viability (Fig. 4-4B), although it did require some IPTG induction
for growth at 42°C.
At this point I wondered whether this linker was needed at all, but larger
deletions, removing residues 5 to 19 or the entire linker, abolished viability (Fig. 4-4B,
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Figure 4-4. Effects of deletions within the 20-residue region linking the
core oligom eric and am phipathic helix dom ains of FtsA. (A) Schematic
showing the amino acid sequence of the linker and its context within the entire FtsA
protein (top), along with the residues deleted that had no effect on viability (green) or that
abolished viability (red). The scrambled sequence that replaced the WT sequence is
shown at the bottom. (B) After growth at 30°C, ftsA12 mutant strains containing the
pDSW210F plasmid derivatives shown were serially diluted 10-fold and spotted on
plates at either the permissive (30°C) or nonpermissive (42°C) temperature with the
indicated amounts of IPTG and incubated overnight. The row labeled “cloned WT FtsA”
represents a positive-control construct in which the WT linker sequence was cloned into
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a vector by the same method by which the smaller linker deletions were cloned. (C)
Representative micrographs of ftsA-null mutant cells harboring pDSW210F expressing
either WT FtsA or FtsAΔ5–15 grown at 30°C and induced with 100 μM IPTG,
highlighting aberrant cell morphologies. Scale bar, 10 μm.
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bottom set of spots). The ability to delete up to 11 residues from the heart of this domain
strongly suggested that FtsA does not need its linker to be a specific length, but to
bolster this idea, we replaced the 20-residue linker with a peptide carrying the same
residues but in random order and found that including this scrambled linker abolished
viability (Fig. 4-4B, bottom row), although reduced steady-state levels of this chimeric
protein at 42°C may be the reason for the inactivity (Fig. 4-5). All of the other linker
deletions were expressed from the vector at the permissive and nonpermissive
temperatures, comparable to the case for WT FtsA (Fig. 4-5).
Although the cells expressing the viable linker deletions could clearly form
colonies, I investigated whether there were any subtle effects on cell morphology that
would not be detectable on spot plates. In log-phase culture under conditions in which
cells are viable on plates, cells expressing all of the linker deletions had WT-like cell
morphology (data not shown), with the exception of cells overexpressing the FtsAΔ5–15
mutant. These cells, particularly when the chromosomal ftsA gene was inactivated by
transducing in an ftsA null allele linked to leuO::Tn10, showed morphological defects
similar to those resulting from expression of FtsA mutants deficient in binding the cell
membrane, including cell curving and bulging (Fig. 4-4C) (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2005a;
Shiomi & Margolin, 2008; Yim et al., 2000). Several filamentous cells overexpressing WT
FtsA are depicted in Fig. 4-4C to emphasize that even though these cells are much
longer than normal, they still retain their rod shape and do not curve or bulge like the
cells expressing the FtsAΔ5–15 mutant. This observation indicated that while still
functional enough to support cell growth in rich medium, the FtsAΔ5–15 mutant may
bind to the membrane less efficiently than WT FtsA. Nonetheless, overall these data
show that the heart of the ~20-amino-acid linker that connects the MTS with the core
region of FtsA is largely dispensable for FtsA function in cell division.
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Figure

4-5.

Im m unoblots

of

plasm id-expressed

FtsA

linker

m utant

derivatives. (A) Extracts of WM1074 cells producing specific FLAG-FtsA derivatives
from pDSW210F after induction with 50 μM IPTG at 30°C were normalized for protein
levels and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Western blots were probed with anti-FLAG antibody
to show relative protein levels. The samples were all run on one gel, but the picture is
separated to exclude a skipped lane. B) Same as (A), except cells were grown at 42°C.
The samples were all run on one gel, but the picture is separated to exclude a skipped
lane. (C) Same as (A) and (B), from additional FtsA derivatives grown at the indicated
temperatures. The samples were all run on one gel, but the picture is separated to
exclude a skipped lane.
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4.2.2 Sm aller FtsA linker deletion m utants are unable to bypass
ZipA
As shown in Fig. 4-4B, induction of the smaller linker deletion mutants is not toxic
at 100 μM IPTG, whereas the same level of induction in WT FtsA is toxic. I concluded
that this was likely a consequence of the cloning strategy employed in the construction of
the linker mutant plasmids, but considering that our initial hypothesis for linker function
was that the linker maintains the structural integrity of the miniring, another possibility
could be that these small deletions inhibited the formation of minirings. Previously
published data covered in detail in Chapter 3 shows that point mutations in FtsA that
disrupt miniring formation generally lead to a less toxic phenotype when overexpressed

in vivo (Krupka et al., 2017; Schoenemann et al., 2018a). I wondered if the small
deletions in the FtsA linker mutants disrupted their ability to form miniring oligomers.
Aside from directly observing oligomeric structures in vitro from purified protein, another
way to test this hypothesis would be to assess their ability to suppress the
thermosensitivity of the zipA1 allele. As implied in the current model for early division
regulation in Section 3.3, ZipA bypass phenotypes can be correlated to oligomer shape

in vitro. I selected a few linker mutants randomly, ranging from deletions of 1 residue to 8
residues, and transformed them into a zipA1 strain. Each of the FtsA linker mutants was
not toxic when expressed with 100 μM IPTG (Fig. 4-6, top panels). Expression of WT
ZipA in the zipA1 background at high levels is toxic for cells, as has been observed
previously (Fig. 5-5) (Schoenemann et al., 2019; Vega & Margolin, 2018b). At the
nonpermissive temperature of 42°C, however, only WT ZipA was able to support cell
growth (Fig. 4-6, lower panels) indicating that none of the linker deletion mutants have
the hypermorphic properties that might be expected if they disrupted miniring formation.
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Figure 4-6. Sm aller linker deletions in FtsA can only partially suppress

zipA1 . WM5337 (zipA1) strains expressing WT ZipA, WT FtsA, or the FtsA linker
deletion variants from pDSW210F were serially diluted and plated on increasing
concentrations of IPTG before overnight incubation at the indicated temperatures. “EV”
indicates the zipA1 strain carrying empty pDSW210 vector.
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Inactivation of zipA1 is incomplete at intermediate temperatures between the
permissive temperature of 30°C and the nonpermissive temperature of 42°C (see
section 5.2.1 (Schoenemann et al., 2019; Vega & Margolin, 2018b); thus, any growth of

zipA1 strains that weakly suppress its thermosensitivity at these intermediate
temperatures could be masked by observing only the most stringent bypass condition of
42°C. To illustrate this point, at 34°C growth of the empty vector strain was much weaker
than at 30°C, and at 37°C growth was exacerbated further before the strain was
completely inviable at 42°C (Fig. 4-6). Furthermore, as more zipA1 was depleted from
cells at the higher temperatures, the toxicity of WT ZipA expression decreased (Fig. 4-6,
right panels). When I examined the ability of the FtsA linker deletion mutants to suppress

zipA1 at the intermediate temperatures, I observed that the smallest linker deletion
behaved most like WT FtsA indicating that deletion of a single residue from the linker
likely does not have a strong effect on FtsA miniring formation. Surprisingly, the larger
deletions from 3 to 8 residues appear to weakly suppress zipA1 at least as well as WT
ZipA at 34°C (Fig. 4-6, second row of panels); however, this suppression was much
weaker at 37°C and as mentioned above was completely lost at 42°C, similar to WT
FtsA. These results hint that the larger deletions in the FtsA linker could be destabilizing
the miniring, making it more prone to disassembly than WT FtsA rings, but overall the
smaller FtsA linker deletion mutants did not appear to have the same gain-of-function
ZipA bypass property that might have been predicted if they completely abrogated
miniring formation.

4.2.3 Larger FtsA linker deletion m utants do not form m inirings on
lipids
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Based on the in vivo data above, I surmised that the smaller deletions were
perhaps not dramatic enough to totally disrupt the formation of FtsA minirings. As
mentioned in section 4.2.1, each of the smaller deletions did not significantly alter cell
morphology when overexpressed (data not shown). In the largest functional deletion
mutant FtsAΔ5-15, however, the effects of reducing linker length by half were enough to
induce severe morphological changes in cells when overexpressed (Fig. 4-4C) indicating
that the structure of the FtsA polymer could be seriously affected. I purified this mutant,
along with the larger FtsAΔ5-19 deletion mutant and the FtsA mutant with the scrambled
linker sequence and examined the shapes of oligomers formed by these proteins when
incubated with lipids. Each of the FtsA mutants formed oligomers that could be
visualized by TEM (Fig. 4-7). FtsAΔ5-15 appeared to form curved oligomers, indicated
by the black arrows in Fig. 4-7, but there were also some straight single filaments that
could be observed (Fig. 4-7, white arrows). The polymers of FtsAΔ5-19 and FtsA with
the scrambled linker sequence were similar, with each forming mostly curved oligomers
with a few straight filaments (Fig. 4-7).
After observing partial suppression of zipA1 by smaller FtsA linker mutants (Fig.
4-6) and discovering disrupted miniring oligomers formed by purified FtsAΔ5-15, I
wondered if this mutant would be able to suppress zipA1 more efficiently than the
smaller deletions. The curved oligomers formed by FtsAΔ5-15 seemed remarkably
similar to the arcs formed by FtsA* and FtsAY139D (Fig. 3-1), two of the strongest ZipA
suppressors of the FtsA*-like mutants examined in Chapter 3. I tested the ability of
FtsAΔ5-15 to suppress zipA1 and compared it to FtsA* and FtsAY139D. Consistent with
previous observations, overexpression of FtsA*, FtsAY139D, or FtsAΔ5-15 was not toxic
in zipA1 at 30°C (Fig. 4-8, left panels). At 42°C, FtsA* and FtsAY139D were able to
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Figure 4-7. FtsA linker m utants do not form m inirings. TEM micrographs of
purified FtsA linker mutant protein on lipid monolayers. Each protein was added at a
concentration of 0.5μM, and all reactions were carried out in the presence of 4mM added
ATP. Black arrowheads highlight curved arcs and white arrowheads highlight single
straight filaments. “FtsA Scr linker” indicates the FtsA mutant with the scrambled linker
sequence. Scale bar = 100 nm.
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Figure 4-8. FtsAΔ5-15 is unable to suppress zipA1 . WM5337 (zipA1) cells
transformed with pDSW210 variants of WT ZipA, WT FtsA, FtsAΔ5-15, or the FtsA* and
FtsA*-like mutant FtsAY139D were serially diluted and plated on increasing
concentrations of IPTG (indicated on the left) before being incubated overnight at 30°C
(left panels) or 42°C (right panels).
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support growth. As has been noted before, FtsA* was the strongest suppressor of zipA1
thermosensitivity, and while still functional, FtsAY139D needed slightly more induction to
suppress zipA1 to the same extent as FtsA* (Fig. 4-8, right panels). In contrast, the
FtsAΔ5-15 linker mutant was totally unable to suppress zipA1 indicating that the
disrupted polymers I observed in vitro did not confer the gain-of-function phenotypes
correlated for FtsA* and FtsAY139D. Overall, these data show that while the various
linker deletions in the functional and nonfunctional mutants of FtsA appeared to form
disrupted polymers in vitro, they were unable to bypass ZipA.
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4.3 Discussion
The linker domain of FtsA from various bacterial species is quite variable in terms
of amino acid sequence and length. Nonetheless, I was surprised to find that deletions of
large proportions of the linker regions in FtsA of E. coli had only subtle effects on cell
division and viability, at least under the conditions used in this study. The unstructured
linker in E. coli FtsA is relatively short compared to those in FtsZ, ZipA, or some other
bacterial FtsAs, such as that from S. pneumoniae. While I initially hypothesized that the
FtsA linker may function similarly to the FtsZ linker (Buske & Levin, 2013) based on the
data from the E. coli FtsA with an extended linker (Fig. 4-3), high-resolution analysis of
the FtsA minirings suggests that such a short peptide would not have an extensive
functional role beyond structural support for the membrane-bound oligomer (Fig. 4-1B).
The in vivo and in vitro data shown here supports the hypothesis for a passive structural
role the linker plays in maintaining or permitting optimal steric positioning between the Cterminal MTS and the larger globular domain of FtsA when bound to the membrane.
Removal of the entire linker or 2/3 of its length appeared to completely abolish function
(Fig. 4-4B), although the reason was not exactly clear. Both proteins had equal steadystate levels at 30°C and 42°C (Fig. 4-5C), and at least FtsAΔ5-19 was able to form
membrane-bound oligomers that were similar to those formed by the functional linker
mutant FtsAΔ5-15 (Fig. 4-7). Based on the strong aberrations in cell morphology caused
by overexpression of the FtsAΔ5-15 mutant (Fig. 4-4C), it seems probable that removal
of more than half of the linker sequence disrupts proper orientation of the FtsA subunits
on the membrane, possibly preventing adequate FtsZ binding, and this could be why the
larger deletions were not functional in vivo.
Replacing the native FtsA linker with its primary sequence in a randomized order
destabilized the protein significantly (Fig. 4-5C), even at 30°C, suggesting that the linker
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sequence I initially defined could contain residues important for the stability of either the
N-terminal FtsA globular domain or the C-terminal MTS. The observation of polymers of
FtsA with the scrambled linker sequence lipids suggests that the C-terminal MTS is
functional (Fig. 4-7) and that the incorrect residues in the beginning of the linker
sequence are destabilizing the N-terminal globular domain of the FtsA mutant. In
contrast, the FtsAΔ1-20 mutant appears to have equivalent steady-state levels as WT
FtsA protein (Fig. 4-5C) suggesting that the absence of residues in the initial linker
sequence does not affect its steady-state levels in cells. It seems unlikely that incorrect
residue identity would be more deleterious for protein stability than the absence of
residues. Another possibility is that the randomized sequence of residues in the
scrambled linker mutant makes FtsA more susceptible to degradation or aggregation,
although it is not immediately obvious why that would be the case.
The most striking phenotype observed of any of the FtsA linker mutants was the
severe cell curving and bulging induced by overexpression of FtsAΔ5-15 (Fig. 4-4C).
These morphological defects were primarily observed in a background where the
chromosomal copy of FtsA had been inactivated. The same level of overexpression of
the FtsAΔ5-15 mutant in a WT background was not sufficient to induce the same degree
of curvature and bulging in cells (data not shown) suggesting that mixed oligomers of
WT FtsA and FtsAΔ5-15 were able to function properly. It is not clear if these mixed
oligomers would still be able to form minirings, or if the introduction of a few subunits
with severely shortened linkers would prevent further polymerization. Clearly, as evident
in Fig. 4-7, the FtsAΔ5-15 mutant was unable to form minirings on its own. In contrast to
what I might have expected based on previous data correlating disrupted minirings to in

vivo gain-of-function phenotypes (Krupka et al., 2017; Schoenemann et al., 2018a),
FtsAΔ5-15 was not able to bypass ZipA (Fig. 4-8). Rather than being an exception to the
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model, I conclude that this is because the FtsAΔ5-15 mutant was only functional when
overexpressed (Fig. 4-4B) and caused serious cellular defects (Fig. 4-4C), and any
further perturbations to the divisome (such as the absence of ZipA) would result in cell
death. In other words, the FtsAΔ5-15 mutant was functional enough to support cell
division on its own, but did not have gain-of-function properties solely because it did not
form closed minirings. Other non-functional FtsA mutants have been observed to form
oligomers other than minirings (data not shown) suggesting that the relationship between
structures formed in vitro and phenotypes observed in vivo is complex and not yet fully
understood.
This work represents a preliminary examination of linker function in FtsA. Other
properties of the FtsA linker like those examined in the FtsZ linker (c/z ratios, structure,
and flexibility) (Buske et al., 2015; Gardner et al., 2013; Sundararajan et al., 2015),
should be investigated. In addition, investigations on the effects of lengthening the FtsA
linker will be critical for understanding its role in FtsA function. Importantly, however, my
work here suggests that the FtsA linker is necessary for its function, if only in a passive
manner. These data also seem to hint at the importance of the linker structure in FtsAs
from different bacterial species in determining the kinds of lipid-bound structures it would
be able to form, based on previous observations of the polymers formed by S.

pneumoniae and T. maritima FtsAs and their disparate linker sequences from one
another and from E. coli (Krupka et al., 2014; Szwedziak et al., 2012). Specifically, I
doubt that the E. coli FtsA with the S. pneumoniae linker is now able to form long
filaments like the S. pneumoniae FtsA, but the addition of its large linker in E. coli likely
disrupts miniring polymerization in a negative manner and similarly, extreme shortening
of the S. pneumoniae linker would do the same.
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Chapter V
The large unstructured peptide linker in ZipA is not essential for cell
division
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This chapter is based on “Schoenemann, KM; Vega, DE; and Margolin, WM. Peptide
linkers within the essential FtsZ membrane tethers ZipA and FtsA are nonessential for
cell division. Journal of Bacteriology Feb 2020, 202 (6) e00720-19.” with permission from
the American Society for Microbiology (Copyright © American Society for Microbiology,
Journal of Bacteriology, Volume 202, 2020, e00720-19, 10.1128/JB.00720-19)

5.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, all three proto-ring proteins contain
predicted disordered regions within their peptide linkers. In contrast to FtsA, ZipA
contains a much larger peptide linker roughly 150 amino acids in length, consisting of a
highly charged region followed by a P/Q-rich domain (Fig. 5-1) (Cynthia A. Hale & De
Boer, 1997). This linker region has been used as a tool for biophysical methods as
verification for the behavior of unstructured peptides (López-Montero et al., 2013; Ohashi
et al., 2007, 2002). Unlike the widely conserved FtsZ and FtsA, ZipA is confined to the
gammaproteobacteria (Haeusser & Margolin, 2016). Although the specific sequences of
the ZipA linkers from different species are not well conserved, the various ZipA proteins
share overall domain structure (Fig. 5-2). The biological function of the ZipA linker in cell
division has not yet been studied. Here I examined the functional contribution of the ZipA
disordered peptide linker in cell division. Surprisingly, large portions of the ZipA linker
could be removed with no significant deleterious effects on cell viability. I stressed cells
under several different conditions to determine the fitness cost of the linker deletions and
found that altering FtsA activity revealed some effects of the linker deletions on cell
viability. In addition, I found that deletion of the large P/Q-rich domain did not restore
growth and had no effect on the toxicity of overexpression of the nonfunctional mutant
ZipAY229C nor did it significantly enhance Z-ring stability in cells with depleted FtsA.
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Figure 5-1. The ZipA linker contains a predicted disordered region. PONDR
VL-XT prediction for ZipA. The blue and green boxes correspond to the charged and
P/Q-rich domains of the linker, respectively. Residues with a score higher than 0.5 are
predicted to be intrinsically disordered.
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Figure 5-2. M ultiple sequence alignm ent for ZipA proteins from different
species. The Clustal Omega Multiple Sequence Alignment tool from the European
Molecular

Biology

Laboratory-

European

Bioinformatics

Institute

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/; see reference) was used to align the primary
sequences

of

ZipA

proteins

from

several

different

species,

and

MView
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(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mview/)

was

used

to

visualize

the

alignment.

Sequences were collected from the NCBI Gene database. Sequences were collected
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Vibrio fischeri, Yersinia pestis, Klebsiella pneumoniae,

Salmonella enterica, Escherichia coli, and Shigella dysenteriae. Residues are colored by
identity. Consensus sequences are shown below the species alignment.
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Table 5-1. Strains used in this chapter
Strain
WM1072
WM1074
WM1125
WM2101

WM2530
WM4649
WM5337
WM5521
WM6483
WM6392
WM6433
WM6491
WM6492

Description
MG1655 ΔrecA
MG1655 ΔlacU169
MG1655 ftsZ84
MG1655 ftsK44 ycaD::Tn10
DY330 {W3110 ΔlacU169
gal490 pglD8 [λcI857 Δ(crobioA)]} ftsA* leuO::Tn10
MG1655 ftsI23
MG1655 zipA1
ΔnupC::Tn10
EC1215 ΔftsEX
WM 1074 zipAΔP/Q
ΔnupC::Tn10
WM1074 zipAΔ1/2
ΔnupC::Tn10
CR201 cya::kan pBad-ccdB
WM6483 ftsA12
WM6392 ftsA12

Source/Reference
G.M. Weinstock
Lab Collection
(X. C. Yu & Margolin, 2000)
(Haeusser et al., 2015)

(D. Yu et al., 2000)
(Vega & Margolin, 2018b)
(Vega & Margolin, 2018b)
(Arends, Kustusch, &
Weiss, 2009)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Fan et al., 2017)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)

Table 5-2. Plasm ids used in this chapter
Plasmid
pDSW210

Description
Ptrc-GFP pBR322 derivative

Source/Reference
(Weiss et al., 1999)

pKD46

Expresses λ Red functions
pDSW210 with N-terminal
FLAG epitope
pDSW210F- ftsA
pDSW210F- zipAΔP/Q
pDSW210F- zipAΔ+/pDSW210F- zipAΔ1/2
pDSW210 derivative with
stronger trc promoter
pDSW207- ftsEX
pACYC184 derivative with
nahG promoter
pKG116- ftsA
pDSW210-zipA Y229C
pDSW210-zipAΔP/Q Y229C

(Datsenko & Wanner, 2000)

pWM2784
pWM2785
pWM6059
pWM6060
pWM6061
pDSW207
pWM2799
pKG116
pWM5779
pWM5308
pWM6490

(Shiomi & Margolin, 2007a)
(Shiomi & Margolin, 2007a)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Schoenemann et al., 2019)
(Weiss et al., 1999)
Lab collection
(Han & Parkinson, 2014)
Lab collection
Lab collection
This work
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 The unstructured ZipA linker dom ain is dispensable
First I asked whether ZipA could tolerate large deletions in its linker region similar
to FtsA. I defined the ZipA linker and domain boundaries based on a previous study that
found much of the linker to be unstructured (Ohashi et al., 2002) (Fig. 5-1). As a first
step, large deletions in a functional ZipA-green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion
expressed from pDSW210 were made to remove the entire membrane-proximal charged
domain (ZipAΔ+/-), the P/Q-rich domain (ZipAΔP/Q), or half of the linker (ZipAΔ1/2) (Fig.
5-3). All linker deletions were well expressed from the pDSW210 plasmid, with levels
comparable to that for WT ZipA (Fig. 5-4A). It is known that full-length ZipA migrates
aberrantly slowly in SDS-PAGE (Cynthia A. Hale & De Boer, 1997), running at ~50 kDa
instead of the predicted 37 kDa. The GFP fusions to ZipAΔ+/-and ZipAΔ1/2 also
migrated more slowly than their predicted sizes of 58 and 55 kDa, respectively, but
removal of the entire P/Q-rich domain restored migration to the predicted size of 52 kDa
(Fig. 5-3B and 5-4A). This result suggests that the P/Q domain is responsible for an
unusual structure that persists even in the presence of SDS and that the loss of this
domain might have significant physiological consequences.
To test for physiological effects, I transformed pDSW210 derivatives carrying
ZipA and the linker deletion derivatives (fused to GFP at their C termini) into the
thermosensitive zipA1 background to assess their ability to support cell growth at
temperatures nonpermissive for zipA1 growth. As reported previously (Vega & Margolin,
2018b), cells with the zipA1 allele grow and divide at 30°C but are inviable at 34°C or
higher (Fig. 5-5). However, the ZipA1 protein is likely partially functional at 34°C or 37°C
(but not at 42°C), because other alleles such as specific deletions of amino acid
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Figure 5-3. ZipA and the three deletions of its unstructured linker dom ain
used in this study. (A) Schematic of ZipA domains showing the extents of the linker
deletions. (B) GFP fusions of ZipA, ZipAΔP/Q, ZipAΔ1/2, and ZipAΔ+/- expressed from
pDSW210 were induced with 100 μM IPTG at 30°C, and proteins subjected to SDS
PAGE were probed by Western blot with anti-GFP antibody. Molecular weight markers in
kilodaltons are shown at the left. The expected size of each fusion protein is denoted in
parentheses with GFP at 27 kDa. All but ZipAΔP/Q-GFP run abnormally slowly, ~16 kDa
larger than predicted. All lanes were derived from the same blot but were spliced as
shown. Note: Western blot analysis in Fig 5-3B was performed by Daniel

Vega, Ph.D. Panel B was also assembled by Daniel Vega, Ph.D.
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Figure 5-4. Im m unoblots of ZipA linker derivatives. (A) Extracts of WM 1074
cells producing various ZipA-GFP derivatives from pDSW210 after induction with 50 μM
IPTG were normalized for protein levels, subjected to SDS-PAGE, and Western blots
were probed with anti-GFP to show relative protein levels and sizes. As also shown in
Fig. 5-3B, ZipA ΔP/Q migrates at the expected size, while all other ZipAs migrate
aberrantly slowly between ~95 and 70 kDa. (B) Same as (A), except extracts were from
cells with ZipA linker deletions replacing the native chromosomally-encoded ZipA, and
blot was probed with anti-ZipA. As in (A), only ZipAΔP/Q runs at the expected size.
Predicted sizes: WT ZipA = 36.44 kDa, ZipAΔ1/2 = 27.35 kDa, ZipAΔP/Q = 27.54 kDa.
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biosynthetic genes can rescue zipA1 mutants at 34°C or 37°C (Vega & Margolin,
2018b).
Surprisingly, ZipAΔP/Q or ZipAΔ1/2 allowed normal growth of zipA1 cells at any
nonpermissive temperature, including 42°C (Fig. 5-5). Some IPTG induction was
required for full viability at higher temperatures, although the reason for this is unclear,
as the ZipA derivatives themselves were at equivalent steady-state levels at 42°C (Fig.
5-4A). ZipAΔ+/-, on the other hand, did not confer viability on zipA1 cells at 42°C,
although it allowed viability at 34°C or 37°C indicating that it retained some partial
functionality (Fig. 5-5). Consistent with these results, cells producing ZipAΔP/Q and
ZipAΔ1/2 from plasmids were able to survive transduction with the ΔzipA::kan allele,
while ZipAΔ+/- expressing cells were not (data not shown).
These results confirm that ZipA lacking most of its linker domain can function
normally in cell division and indicate that deletion of the charged domain disrupts ZipA
function. This disruption could be due to loss of a highly positively charged patch of
amino acids in the charged domain immediately following the transmembrane domain,
which could function to correctly orient ZipA in the membrane. In the ZipAΔ1/2 mutant,
where only the second half of the charged domain is deleted (Fig. 5-3), this positive
patch is retained and may allow the ZipA transmembrane domain to orient itself properly.
The viability of cells with large deletions within the ZipA linker was unexpected. I
surmised that perhaps under the rich growth conditions of the lab, the linker domains are
dispensable for growth. The nature of the high-copy-number plasmid used to express the
ZipA variants introduces heterogeneity in the cell population, where levels of the proteins
in individual cells can vary widely with the number of plasmids per cell. I therefore
decided that the best approach to detect potentially subtle changes in phenotype was to
move the linker deletion mutations into their native locus on the chromosome.
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Figure 5-5. Deletions of the P/Q dom ain (ZipAΔP/Q) or half of the ZipA
linker

(ZipAΔ1/2)

fully

suppress

the

therm osensitivity

of

the

zipA1

temperature-sensitive mutant. WM 5337 (MG1655 zipA1) plus pDSW210F variants
expressing WT ZipA, ZipA ΔP/Q, ZipAΔ+/-, or ZipAΔ1/2 on LB plus ampicillin were
serially diluted and spotted onto plates containing various concentrations of IPTG at
30°C, 34°C, 37°C, or 42°C. Although ZipAΔ+/-could suppress zipA1 at the partially
permissive temperatures of 34°C and 37°C, only ZipA, ZipAΔP/Q, and ZipAΔ1/2 were
able to permit full viability at 42°C.
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I used the λ Red system to recombineer the zipA alleles into the
chromosome(Thomason et al., 2014) either by conversion of the thermosensitive zipA1
allele to thermoresistance or by using ccdB::kan-mediated selection-counterselection
(see Materials and Methods Section 2.2). As insertion of the ccdB::kan cassette disrupts
the zipA reading frame in the second method, we used a host recombineering strain
containing the ftsA* allele (WM2530), which permits growth and division even if ZipA is
deleted completely. After confirming the recombinants by sequencing, the chromosomal
linker mutant alleles were transferred to a WT (ftsA+) strain background by P1
transduction of a linked marker (ΔnupC::Tn10) and confirmed again to be intact.
Consistent with the data from plasmid-borne zipA alleles in zipA mutants, strains
carrying zipAΔP/Q or zipAΔ1/2 in place of chromosomal WT zipA grew and divided
normally at 30°C or 37°C (Fig. 5-6) with only a very slight increase in filamentous cells
(Fig. 5-7) confirming our conclusion that much of the ZipA linker is completely
dispensable. In addition, like the plasmid-borne GFP fusions, deletion of the P/Q domain
alone restored normal migration to the ZipA protein (Fig. 5-4B). To address the question
of whether the unstructured linker of ZipA confers any fitness advantage, we used these
engineered chromosomal zipA linker alleles to identify conditions in which the loss of the
normal linker has a fitness cost.

5.2.2 Deletion of the ZipA P/Q dom ain has no effect under osm otic
or oxidative stress conditions
The sensitivity of several fts cell division mutants to low-salt conditions (Stephen
G. Addinall, Erfei, & Lutkenhaus, 1996) prompted us to test whether cells with ZipA linker
deletions would grow more poorly in medium with no added NaCl. However, the growth
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Figure 5-6. Effects of osm otic or oxidative stress on the ZipA linker
m utants. (A) Cells carrying either WT zipA, zipAΔP/Q, or zipAΔ1/2 at the native zipA
chromosomal locus were grown to mid-exponential phase in regular LB (0.5% NaCl), LB
with no added NaCl (LB 0N), or LB with 0.2 M sucrose and imaged by DIC microscopy.
(B) The same strains used for panel A, along with a recA mutant control, were grown in
LB supplemented with the indicated concentrations of hydrogen peroxide for 2.5 h at
30°C, and then 10-fold dilutions were spotted onto LB plates and incubated overnight at
30°C.
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Figure 5-7. Cell length m easurem ents of ZipA linker m utants in various
growth m edia. Cell lengths were measured in ImageJ from phase contrast images of
cells grown to an OD600 between 0.3-0.4. A violin plot was assembled in Prism8 by
GraphPad. Numbers above individual violins correspond to the number of cells
measured for each strain in each condition. The thick dashed line represents the
average measured cell length, with the thinner dashed lines representing the 1st and 3rd
quartiles.
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and division of strains with chromosomal zipAΔP/Q or zipAΔ1/2 were virtually
indistinguishable from those of the zipA+ strain WM1074 (Fig. 5-6A), again with only a
very slight increase in filamentous cells (Fig. 5-7). Growth in hypertonic medium
containing 0.2 M sucrose yielded similar results (this time, WM1074 cells included a few
filamentous cells compared with the mutants) suggesting that deletions of the ZipA linker
do not sensitize cells to extremes in osmolality.
The divisome is also known to be sensitive to oxidative stress (Samaluru,
SaiSree, & Reddy, 2007). To test whether ZipA linker deletions make the divisome more
sensitive to oxidative stress, we subjected the chromosomal linker mutants to various
levels of H2O2 for 2 h in liquid culture and then assessed their viabilities on agar plates.
As expected, cells lacking a functional recA gene were hypersensitive to peroxide stress
(Carlsson & Carpenter, 1980) with ~100-fold killing in 1 mM peroxide compared with no
peroxide and zero viability in 4 mM peroxide (Fig. 5-6B). However, cells carrying either
WT zipA, zipAΔP/Q, or zipAΔ1/2 were equally viable in 1 to 4 mM peroxide, and all were
killed when subjected to 8 mM peroxide. Therefore, I conclude that the loss of most of
the ZipA linker domains has no significant effect on the sensitivity or resistance to
oxidative stress.

5.2.3 Loss of the ZipA P/Q dom ain confers resistance to excess
FtsA
As ZipA and FtsA both bind to the same short conserved C-terminal peptide of
FtsZ and are required to tether FtsZ to the membrane, I asked whether deletions of the
ZipA linker might be affected when FtsA levels are perturbed. It is well known that
overproduction of FtsA strongly inhibits cell division, but the inhibition can be suppressed
by increasing levels of FtsZ (Dai & Lutkenhaus, 1992; Dewar et al., 1992) or by the
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hypermorphic allele FtsZ* (L169R), which promotes lateral interactions between FtsZ
protofilaments (Haeusser et al., 2015) and seems to disassemble FtsA minirings on
membranes in vitro. As ZipA interacts directly with FtsA in cells (Vega & Margolin,
2018a) but can be bypassed by oligomerization-deficient versions of FtsA (FtsA*)
(Geissler et al., 2003; Pichoff et al., 2012), it has been inferred that ZipA itself may help
to break up FtsA minirings and activate the divisome (Krupka et al., 2017). FtsA also
likely competes with ZipA for binding to FtsZ (Du, Henke, Pichoff, & Lutkenhaus, 2019;
Herricks et al., 2014). Therefore, it is likely that excess FtsA is toxic because it displaces
ZipA from FtsZ or because it overwhelms the ability of ZipA to disassemble FtsA
minirings, or some combination of both hypotheses. Consistent with these ideas, I found
that cells carrying the zipA1 allele are significantly more sensitive to higher FtsA protein
levels than cells with WT zipA. Whereas 100 μM IPTG was needed to significantly inhibit
growth of WT cells expressing FtsA from pDSW210F, uninduced levels of FtsA
expression from the same plasmid severely reduced viability in zipA1 cells, and 10 μM
IPTG abolished growth (Fig. 5-8). Full viability of zipA1 cells carrying pDSW210F-ftsA
was achieved only when glucose was added to the growth medium to repress promoter
leakage (Fig. 5-8).
To test whether deletion of the ZipA linker might alter its ability to resist the toxic
effects of excess FtsA, I introduced pDSW210F-ftsA to strains expressing native
chromosomal copies of WT zipA, zipAΔ1/2, or zipAΔP/Q. As expected, FtsA was toxic to
WT cells at IPTG levels above 50 μM, and the same was observed for cells with
ZipAΔ1/2 (Fig. 5-9). In contrast, ZipAΔP/Q conferred strong resistance to excess FtsA at
50 or 100 μM IPTG (Fig. 5-9). I observed similar FtsA resistance when both ZipAΔP/Q
and FtsA were expressed from compatible plasmids in a zipA1 strain at the
nonpermissive temperature of 42°C (Fig. 5-10) indicating that this effect is not a result of
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Fig 5-8. FtsA is m ore toxic in zipA1 cells than in W T cells. WM1074 or
WM5337 (MG1655 zipA1) cells carrying either pDSW210F empty vector (Ev) or
pDSW210F-ftsA under IPTG control were serially diluted 10-fold, spotted on plates
containing either glucose (to suppress gene expression) or the indicated amounts of
IPTG, and incubated overnight at 30°C. Note: Serial dilution plating in Fig. 5-8

was performed by Daniel Vega, Ph.D. The figure was assembled by
William Margolin, Ph.D.
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Figure 5-9. Overproduced FtsA is less toxic in zipAΔP/Q cells than in W T
cells or in cells with zipAΔ1/2 . WM1074 (WT) or WM1074 derivatives with
chromosomal zipA replaced with either zipAΔP/Q or zipAΔ1/2 carrying either
pDSW210F empty vector or pDSW210F-ftsA under IPTG control were serially diluted 10fold, spotted on plates containing the indicated amounts of IPTG, and incubated
overnight at 30°C.
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Figure

5-10.

overproducing

Overexpression
ZipAΔP/Q,

but

of
not

FtsA
WT

is

less

ZipA.

toxic
WM

in

5337

cells

also

(zipA1)

cells

cotransformed with pDSW210 derivatives expressing WT ZipA or ZipAΔP/Q (labeled in
blue) and either empty pKG116 vector or pKG116-ftsA (labeled in red) were seriallydiluted 10-fold and spotted on LB plates with the indicated concentrations of IPTG
(labeled in blue as it induces pDSW210 derivatives) and/or sodium salicylate (NaSal;
labeled in red as it induces pKG116 derivatives) and incubated at 30°C or 42°C
overnight.
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a strain-specific suppressor. These results suggest that deletion of the entire P/Q linker
alters ZipA protein structure in a way that enhances ZipA binding to FtsZ and more
effectively compensates for excess FtsA potentially by bringing FtsZ protofilaments
closer to the membrane. It is notable that the ΔP/Q deletion, but not the Δ1/2 deletion,
confers both FtsA resistance and normal protein migration in SDS-PAGE (Fig. 5-4)
suggesting that the same structural features might enable both effects.

5.2.4 Deletions of the ZipA linker do not significantly suppress or
exacerbate other divisom e defects
As ZipAΔP/Q could resist excess FtsA, which is a feature of gain-of-function
alleles such as FtsA* and FtsZ*, we asked whether ZipAΔP/Q or ZipAΔ1/2 might be able
to suppress the thermosensitivity of fts cell division mutants. We tested ftsK44 and ftsI23
thermosensitive alleles both of which can be suppressed by FtsA* or FtsZ* (Geissler &
Margolin, 2005; Haeusser et al., 2015). However, WT ZipA, ZipAΔP/Q, nor ZipAΔ1/2
could rescue viability at the nonpermissive temperature of 42°C (Fig. 5-11 A and C). This
observation suggests that although ZipAΔP/Q can negate FtsA overproduction, it is not
able to overcome multiple divisome defects in the way that FtsA* or FtsZ* can. Curiously,
production of ZipAΔ+/-, which is largely nonfunctional under normal conditions, modestly
suppressed thermosensitivity of ftsK44 at 42°C. How this suppression occurs might be
interesting but is presently unclear. We also compared the abilities of ZipA derivatives to
affect viability of cells carrying the thermosensitive ftsZ84 allele, which decreases FtsZ’s
GTPase activity and inhibits normal Z-ring dynamics (De Boer, Crossley, & Rothfield,
1992; Debabrata RayChaudhuri & Park, 1992; Stricker, Maddox, Salmon, & Erickson,
2002). Although it was reported that excess ZipA could suppress ftsZ84 (D
RayChaudhuri, 1999), we observed no suppression of ftsZ84 by
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Figure 5-11. Neither ZipA nor the linker deletions of ZipA confer significant
suppression of several key fts m utants. MG1655 derivatives containing various
pDSW210 plasmid derivatives of ZipA or ZipA linker mutants in strains with the (A)

ftsK44, (B) ftsZ84, or (C) ftsI23 thermosensitive allele were grown at 30°C, serially
diluted 10-fold, and spotted onto plates at the permissive (30°C) or nonpermissive
(42°C) temperature with various levels of IPTG to induce the ZipA constructs.
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ZipA or any of the three linker deletion mutants at 42°C in no-salt LB medium, which is
the most stringent test of ftsZ84 function (Fig. 5-11B). As in other strain backgrounds, we
found that at the permissive temperature, WT ZipA was more toxic to ftsZ84 cells when
modestly overproduced at low IPTG induction levels than ZipAΔP/Q or ZipAΔ1/2 at
equivalent induction levels.

5.2.5. Loss of the P/Q dom ain exacerbates effects of weakening
FtsA activity
FtsX, helped by its FtsZ-binding partner FtsE, interacts with FtsA to provide a
checkpoint for septum formation in response to periplasmic cues (Pichoff, Du, &
Lutkenhaus, 2019). When the FtsEX complex is overproduced, the specific interaction
between FtsX and FtsA preferentially displaces FtsA from the Z ring, forcing cells to rely
on ZipA as the main membrane anchor for FtsZ (Du et al., 2019). Although we have
shown here that removal of the ZipA linker domains has no detectable deleterious effect
on ZipA activity, we reasoned that displacing FtsA from the Z ring might expose defects
of the ZipA linker deletions.
To test this idea, we expressed FtsEX from pDSW207, which has a stronger Ptrc
promoter than pDSW210 and fuses GFP to the N-terminus of FtsE. These plasmids
were introduced into strains carrying either WT zipA, zipA1, zipAΔP/Q, or zipAΔ1/2
allele. In addition, we also introduced these plasmids into strains carrying ftsA12

zipAΔP/Q or ftsA12 zipAΔ1/2, which might amplify any negative effects. In spot plate
viability tests at the permissive temperature of 30°C, overproduction of GFP-FtsEX with
up to 100 μM IPTG had no detectable toxicity in WT cells (WM1074) or in control cells
harboring a deletion of ftsEX (Fig. 5-12, rows A and B). In contrast, cells with the ftsA12
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Figure 5-12. Increased sensitivity of the ZipA linker m utants to the effects
of excess FtsEX. WT (WM1074) or various mutant derivatives of WM1074 carrying
the IPTG-inducible pDSW207-ftsEX plasmid were grown to mid-exponential phase,
diluted 10-fold, spotted onto LB plates supplemented with various concentrations of
IPTG, and incubated overnight at 30°C.
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allele became sensitive to GFP-FtsEX induction at 100 μM IPTG, and cells with the

zipA1 allele were still more sensitive with cells showing a viability decrease even at 50
μM IPTG (Fig. 5-12, rows C and D). This increased sensitivity to FtsEX levels caused by

ftsA12, and further by zipA1, was also observed previously (Du et al., 2019). Most
significantly, cells carrying zipAΔP/Q were more sensitive to FtsEX overproduction than
WT cells, with a drop in viability nearly as severe as for cells with zipA1 at 50 or 100 μM
IPTG (Fig. 5-12, compare row A with row E). In addition, cells with both ftsA12 and

zipAΔP/Q alleles were more sensitive to GFP-FtsEX than cells with the single alleles
(Fig. 5-12, compare row D or E with row G), with nearly no viability at 100 μM IPTG.
Interestingly, cells with the zipAΔ1/2 allele were also more sensitive to GFP-FtsEX than
WT cells, but the effects were much milder than with zipAΔP/Q. This is consistent with
the larger ΔP/Q deletion having a more significant effect than the smaller Δ1/2 deletion
(compare rows F and H with rows A, D, E, and G).

5.2.6

Loss

of

the

P/Q

dom ain

does

not

restore

function

to

ZipAY229C
The observation that ZipAΔP/Q resists toxicity from FtsA overexpression and is
more sensitive to Z-ring disruption by overexpression of FtsEX prompted me to test the
hypothesis in greater detail that this mutant is able to bind to FtsZ more efficiently in
greater detail. As mentioned previously, overexpression of FtsA could be toxic due to
increased competition with ZipA for binding to the conserved C-terminal peptide of FtsZ.
It has been proposed that ZipA likely binds to FtsZ with higher avidity than FtsA (Du et
al., 2019; Du, Park, & Lutkenhaus, 2015). Possible mechanisms for ZipAΔP/Q
resistance to FtsA toxicity could be that reducing the linker length in ZipA increases its
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Figure 5-13. Deletion of the PQ dom ain does not rescue growth of the
ZipAY229C m utant protein. WM5337 (zipA1) transformed with pDSW210F
derivatives of WT ZipA, ZipAY229C or ZipAΔP/Q Y229C plated on increasing
concentrations of IPTG before being incubated overnight at 30°C, 34°C, 37°C, or 42°C.
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avidity for FtsZ binding further or enhances its ability to compete with FtsA for FtsZ,
potentially by bringing FtsZ filaments closer to the membrane. One of the 4 point
mutations found in zipA1 (Y229C) appears to affect its binding to FtsZ, as it is unable to
localize to the FtsZ ring when expressed (data not shown) (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002).
I wondered if deleting the P/Q domain from the ZipA linker would increase ZipAY229C
binding to FtsZ, possibly restoring its function. I tested its ability to suppress zipA1
thermosensitivity at multiple temperatures to detect even subtle improvements in cell
growth. Overexpression of ZipAY229C is not as toxic as overexpression of ZipA at 30°C
(Fig. 5-13 top panels), likely because it is not sequestering FtsZ from FtsA or other FtsZbinding proteins. Deletion of the P/Q domain from ZipAY229C did not have an effect on
its toxicity when overproduced suggesting that it does not rescue or enhance FtsZ
binding. Indeed, when cells are incubated at higher temperatures, deletion of the P/Q
domain from ZipAY229C did not appear to restore or improve growth when compared to
ZipAY229C alone (Fig. 5-13, lower panels).

5.2.7 ZipAΔP/Q is less toxic than W T ZipA when overexpressed and
does not stabilize Z rings in ftsA12 .
Deletion of the PQ domain alone was not sufficient to restore function to the
ZipAY229C mutant, but it is possible that simply bringing FtsZ filaments closer to the
membrane is not sufficient to overcome the disruption of FtsZ binding introduced by the
Y229C substitution. Thus, I utilized another genetic method to test the hypothesis that
ZipAΔP/Q is a better FtsZ membrane tether than WT ZipA or ZipAΔ1/2. As mentioned
in Fig. 5-9 and 5-10, overexpression of FtsA is more toxic in a zipA1 background than in
WT (zipA+). Similarly, I found that overexpression of ZipA is slightly more toxic for cells in
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Figure 5-14. ZipAΔP/Q does not stabilize Z rings in ftsA12 at 42°C. (A)
WM1074 or WM1115 (ftsA12) (labeled in red) transformed with pDSW210F containing
WT ZipA, ZipAΔ+/-, ZipAΔ1/2, or ZipAΔP/Q and plated on increasing concentrations of
IPTG before being incubated overnight at 30°C or 37°C. (B) Immunofluorescence
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microscopy images of WM1115 (ftsA12) cells with WT zipA, zipAΔ1/2, or the zipAΔP/Q
alleles inserted into the native zipA locus on the chromosome at 30°C or following ftsA12
depletion at 42°C for 45 min. False-colored green FtsZ rings are visible in cells. Areas
where Z rings should be present but are absent are indicated with white arrowheads.
Scale bars = 10μm.
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an ftsA12 background compared to WT (ftsA+.) (Fig. 5-14A, upper panels). If ZipAΔP/Q
binds to FtsZ even more efficiently than WT ZipA, it could be more toxic when
overexpressed. I compared its overexpression to ZipAΔ+/- and ZipAΔ1/2 in WT and

ftsA12 strain backgrounds (Fig. 5-14A). Surprisingly, overexpression of all of the ZipA
mutants, but particularly ZipAΔ1/2 and ZipAΔP/Q were less toxic in ftsA12 than WT ZipA
at 30°C. Moreover, ZipAΔP/Q appeared to partially suppress the thermosensitivity of

ftsA12 at 37°C and was the least toxic ZipA linker mutant (Fig-5-14A) indicating that its
overexpression in the compromised ftsA12 mutant does not exacerbate cell growth like it
did in the FtsEX overexpression experiment (Fig. 5-12). As expected, at the most
stringent condition of 42°C, only the WT (ftsA+) strains were able to grow at any
induction level (data not shown).
As a final approach to test the hypothesis that ZipAΔP/Q might be a more
efficient or stable Z ring tether than WT ZipA, I visualized FtsZ rings in an ftsA12 strain
with either the WT zipA, or zipAΔ1/2 or zipAΔP/Q alleles at the native zipA locus at the
permissive temperature of 30°C or following depletion of ftsA12 at 42°C. While ZipA can
support Z-ring formation in the absence of FtsA, some of the Z-rings are destabilized
and are absent from where they might be expected to form following the temperature
shift (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002). I hypothesized that, if it were a better FtsZ tether,
fewer Z-rings would be absent from cells expressing ZipAΔP/Q than WT ZipA or
ZipAΔ1/2 at 42°C. As expected, several elongated cells were observed with missing Zrings in WT ZipA and ZipAΔ1/2 (Fig. 5-14B) following the shift to 42°C. Contrary to my
hypothesis, there appeared to be relatively more cells with missing Z-rings in ZipAΔP/Q
indicating that ZipAΔP/Q is not necessarily a stronger or more stable Z-ring tether when

ftsA12 is depleted (Fig. 5-14B).
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5.3 Discussion
I anticipated that deletions in the linker in ZipA would have some aberrant effect
on cell division, especially considering that the distinctive charged and P/Q-rich
sequence motifs are generally conserved in ZipA proteins from other species (Fig. 5-2).
Although deletions of the E. coli ZipA linker regions had little to no effect in otherwise WT

E. coli cells even under several stress conditions tested, I found that loss of the P/Q
region in particular renders cells more resistant to excess levels of FtsA, and either loss
of P/Q or loss of half of the linker results in more sensitivity to excess levels of FtsEX. In
addition, overproduction of ZipAΔP/Q or ZipAΔ1/2 is generally less toxic to cells than
equivalent levels of WT ZipA (Fig. 5-5 and 5-11A and B). What clues could these
phenotypes provide for the function of the ZipA linker region? Although the mechanism
underlying toxicity of excess FtsA is not completely understood, it is likely that excess
FtsA displaces ZipA binding to FtsZ protofilaments, and excess FtsZ or more FtsZ
bundling provides more (or more usable) substrate for ZipA and FtsA binding, thus
alleviating the competition. It should be noted here that ZipA likely binds to FtsZ with
higher avidity than FtsA (Du et al., 2019, 2015).
Based on this model, one hypothesis is that ZipAΔP/Q binds more efficiently to
FtsZ than does WT ZipA and hence competes even more effectively with FtsA. This
hypothesis would also explain the enhanced sensitivity of ZipAΔP/Q to excess FtsEX
compared with WT ZipA, as cells with ZipAΔP/Q should be more sensitive to FtsEXmediated displacement of FtsA from the Z ring than cells with WT ZipA (Du et al., 2019).
In other words, if ZipAΔP/Q binds FtsZ better than WT ZipA, then it should compete with
FtsA more effectively, and thus any further weakness in FtsA-FtsZ interactions should
have a synthetic toxic effect on cell division. However, the generally decreased toxicities
of ZipAΔP/Q or ZipAΔ1/2 relative to ZipA in WT or ftsA12 backgrounds (Fig. 5-14A) and
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the qualitative observation that Z-rings in cells depleted for ftsA12 are not more stable in
ZipA linker mutant backgrounds (Fig. 5-14B) do not support the idea that the linker
mutants bind FtsZ more efficiently and displace FtsA more than WT ZipA.
Moreover, deletion of the P/Q domain from a mutant defective in localizing to the
Z-ring did not restore its growth or enhance its toxicity, as might be expected if it
improved FtsZ binding (Fig. 5-13). It is possible that ZipA toxicity is not due solely to
competition with FtsA for binding FtsZ, and given that ZipA interacts with FtsZ, FtsA,
PBPs, and probably other proteins such additional mechanisms are likely (Pazos et al.,
2018). Future experiments with mutants that uncouple the multiple functions of ZipA will
be needed to dissect these effects and gain more insights into its roles in cell division.
Although it is clear from the present study that a long flexible linker is not required for
ZipA to function in cell division, it will be interesting to determine how spatial separation
of FtsZ filaments from the membrane affects their interactions with their membrane
tethers and overall activity in cell division.
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Chapter VI
Discussion and Future Directions
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Much work has been done in the past decade to uncover the mechanisms
underlying regulation of cell division in E. coli. These studies have led to a model that
can be divided into two steps: early regulation of the proto-ring proteins FtsA, FtsZ, and
ZipA, and late division regulation by the late divisome proteins FtsQLB, FtsW, FtsI, and
FtsN (Aarsman et al., 2005). In particular, the discovery of the structure of purified E. coli
FtsA oligomers in vitro contributed to the development of a model of early divisome
regulation in which the oligomerization state of the essential proto-ring proteins
determined the progression of divisome activation (Du et al., 2019; Krupka et al., 2017;
Pichoff et al., 2015). Structural and genetic studies from several groups contributed to
our understanding of how of later stages of division are regulated by the late divisome
proteins FtsQLB, FtsW/I, and FtsN (Condon et al., 2018; Mohammadi et al., 2011; Tsang
& Bernhardt, 2015). Many of these studies utilized gain-of-function or bypass mutants to
gain insight into the function of the division proteins they no longer required.
This work addresses several questions that have plagued the field; namely, how
could the requirement for ZipA be bypassed in so many different ways, including single
amino acid substitutions in disparate, unrelated proteins and overexpression of late
division proteins (Geissler et al., 2003; Herricks et al., 2014; Pichoff et al., 2015, 2012)?
In addition, the culmination of results from several studies investigating the function of
the intrinsic disordered peptide linker in FtsZ lead to a model in which the constriction
force of the Z-ring was transmitted through the linker to the membrane to signal divisome
activation (Buske & Levin, 2013; Buske et al., 2015; Gardner et al., 2013; Sundararajan
et al., 2015). An obvious question remained unanswered: how do the disordered peptide
linkers in the FtsZ membrane tethers FtsA and ZipA contribute to this model, especially
when bearing in mind the considerable differences between the structural properties of
their linkers?
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6.1 Visualization of FtsA oligom ers in dividing cells
In Chapter 3, I discussed work on several gain-of-function mutants of FtsA that
were identified as intragenic suppressors of a loss of function, single amino acid
substitution in the ATP-binding pocket (Herricks et al., 2014). Similar mutants were
identified that reduced the self-interaction between FtsA subunits (Pichoff et al., 2012).
All of the identified mutants, which included FtsA* (R286W), were able to bypass ZipA.
FtsA* had been previously shown to bypass a number of divisome proteins, ZipA
included (Geissler et al., 2003). The discovery of the 12-subunit E. coli FtsA miniring and
FtsA* arc emphasized a structurally-based model for early division regulation that
supported the previous work done on these mutants. Each of the gain-of-function
mutants that I studied formed alternative structures from the WT miniring, lending further
support to the model that any free-ended and functional FtsA mutant should in theory be
able to bypass the requirement for ZipA.
Despite the evidence presented to support the connection between in vitro
structures of FtsA and in vivo phenotypes, FtsA minirings or mutant arcs have yet to be
observed directly in E. coli cells. While the technological power exists to capture the FtsA
minirings with sufficient resolution, namely cryo-electron microscopy and tomography
(cryo-ET), many factors present significant hurdles to directly imaging FtsA minirings in a
dividing E. coli cell. First and foremost, FtsA molecules are present at lower numbers in
the cell than other division proteins, at anywhere between 600-900 molecules per cell,
compared to the roughly 5,000 molecules of FtsZ present (Krupka et al., 2017; Rueda,
Vicente, & Mingorance, 2003). Minirings consist of 12 individual subunits of FtsA;
estimations from Krupka et al. (2017) conclude that it’s possible for 12-miniring arrays to
be distributed in 6 discrete patches around the cell circumference in a WT cell in rich
media, consistent with the discovery of discrete FtsZ assemblies distributed around the
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cell axis (Rowlett & Margolin, 2014). Additionally, at least in the proposed model of early
division regulation, the FtsA miniring exists in a transient state at early stages of cell
division and is disrupted into arcs as division progresses (Krupka et al., 2017). Taken
together, this means that in order to directly visualize FtsA minirings or FtsA*-like arcs in
cells, the following conditions would have to exist simultaneously: the precise localization
of a discrete FtsA ring and FtsZ filament assembly captured in their early division state
prior to disruption in an E. coli minicell small enough for high resolution cryo-ET,
assuming that minicell formation in no way alters division regulation through the FtsA
miniring. Despite the monumental challenges this task presents, detection of FtsA
minirings in cells, or finding other ways to detect free ends of FtsA beyond recruitment of
FtsN, will be critical for validating the proposed models for division regulation.

6.2 The role of ZipA in FtsA m iniring disruption
ZipA has been shown to interact directly with FtsA in vivo (Vega & Margolin,
2018a), prompting the hypothesis that ZipA’s role in early division regulation was to
antagonize the FtsA miniring and promote its disruption. The evidence presented in
Chapter 3 supported the model that any FtsA with a free 1C domain, predicted to be
masked in the miniring, should be able to bypass ZipA, if that is its sole essential
function. However, the existence of several functional mutants of FtsA, including the
G50E-Y139D double mutant discussed in Chapter 3 and the FtsA linker mutants
discussed in Chapter 4, that form free-ended oligomers but fail to bypass ZipA
confounds this model. The masked 1C domain prediction was made on the basis of
fitting the crystal structure of Staphyloccocus aureus FtsA into the high-resolution
miniring structure (Krupka et al., 2017). Based on the disparity between in vitro
structures formed by individual bacterial species’ FtsA, it will be imperative to have the
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crystal structure of E. coli FtsA in the future to confirm that the 1C domain is indeed
masked and unmasked as has been predicted. The difficult in vitro biochemical
properties of E. coli FtsA and the generally empirical nature of protein crystallization
have made this endeavor challenging and as of yet unsuccessful (McPherson & Gavira,
2014).
In addition to understanding exactly how FtsA domains are organized within the
miniring, it will be critical in the future to show that ZipA’s interaction with FtsA actually
has an antagonistic activity on FtsA rings. Previous observations of the purified ZipA
soluble domain linked to an N-terminal His-tag (His-sZipA) in the monolayer system
showed that pre-seeded FtsA minirings were not disrupted significantly by His-sZipA
when exogenous ATP was added to the mixture, but were disrupted to a greater extent
when no ATP was added (unpublished data from Marcin Krupka, Ph.D.). While these
results are preliminary, they may point to the importance of ATP binding and hydrolysis
for FtsA function, as this has yet to be truly understood. This in vitro work supports
previous results that showed ZipA bypass mutants that form disrupted oligomers were
more resistant to ZipA overexpression than WT FtsA (Herricks et al., 2014).
Confounding the relationship between ZipA and FtsA are observations that
overexpression of ZipA does not convert FtsA minirings into FtsA*-like structures and is
much more toxic in FtsA mutants impaired for ATP binding (Herricks et al., 2014).
Clearly, the connections between ATP binding and hydrolysis, oligomer formation, ZipA
antagonism, and division regulation are highly complex. While the continued study and
progress into assembly of functional in vitro divisomes will certainly be useful for
understanding the roles of individual division proteins on a biochemical level, it will also
be necessary to show that they accurately reflect what is happening in vivo (Den
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Blaauwen, Hamoen, & Levin, 2017; Kretschmer, Ganzinger, Franquelim, & Schwille,
2019).

6.3 The role of the conditionally-essential FtsEX com plex in early
division
FtsEX, mentioned in Section 5.2.5, is an early divisome protein that localizes with
FtsZ, FtsA, and ZipA. FtsEX was initially not considered a truly essential division
component, as it can be deleted from the chromosome with no obvious defects and was
only essential in low osmolality media (Reddy, 2007). While low osmolality conditions
often exacerbate temperature-sensitive division phenotypes for other compromised
divisome proteins, including ftsZ84, the complete bypass of FtsEX in high osmolality
conditions excluded it from early studies of divisome proteins (Stephen G. Addinall et al.,
1996). A string of recent studies has unveiled interesting discoveries on the properties of
FtsEX and its role in early and late division regulation. These results have larger
implications on the models presented here and represent an exciting new direction for
cell division research.
FtsEX is homologous to the ABC transporter superfamily, wherein FtsE is the
cytoplasmic ATPase component and FtsX is the integral inner membrane protein, but
has yet to show any transport activity (Pichoff et al., 2019). FtsEX has been shown to
have two major activities thus far: it links amidases required for cell separation to the
divisome and activates cell septation through the interaction of FtsX with FtsA (Arends et
al., 2009; Du et al., 2016; Pichoff et al., 2019). The first activity is largely dispensable, as
cell separation is not necessarily critical for cell survival, especially when grown in rich
media in lab conditions (Heidrich, Ursinus, Berger, Schwarz, & Höltje, 2002). However,
the second activity has been shown to be essential in low osmolality conditions, and
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relies upon the ATPase activity of FtsE (Du et al., 2019). Through these studies, it has
been concluded that like ZipA, FtsEX is a putative antagonist of FtsA polymers
(presumably FtsA minirings) contributing to their disruption to progress division forward
(Du et al., 2019).
Not surprisingly, FtsA* is able to bypass the loss of FtsEX even in low osmolality
conditions (see Fig. A-3) (Reddy, 2007). FtsA* is not, however, able to suppress the
toxicity of an ATPase-deficient mutant of FtsE (FtsED162N), without the presence of
another point mutation that disrupts the FtsA-FtsX interaction (Du et al., 2016). This
implies that although FtsA* forms open-ended oligomers, its interaction with FtsX keeps
the early divisome “locked”, and unlocking this interaction requires ATP hydrolysis by
FtsE. The mutations in FtsA that block interaction with FtsX are nonfunctional on their
own, and their function is only restored when FtsA* or other strong ZipA bypass
mutations are present on the same molecule (Du et al., 2016). In other words, FtsA
mutants impaired for interaction with FtsX are only functional in cells when they form
FtsA*-like oligomers. These data prompt an intriguing question: are the point mutations
in FtsA that block its interaction with FtsX forming “stronger” or “locked” minirings?
Importantly, it was found that the late divisome proteins FtsK and FtsW failed to localize
to the division site in an FtsA-depletion strain expressing FtsA mutants impaired for
interaction with FtsX (Du et al., 2016), lending support to the “locked” miniring
hypothesis. While the work presented here has largely focused on the effects of breaking
open minirings, it will be critical in the future to do complementary studies with “locked”
minirings to further validate their presence in vivo if they cannot be directly visualized in
cells, and these FtsA mutants represent a promising first step in this direction.
FtsE interacts with the conserved C-terminal tail of FtsZ, where the other
membrane tethers FtsA and ZipA bind (B. D. Corbin, Wang, Beuria, & Margolin, 2007;
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Du et al., 2019; Mosyak et al., 2000; Szwedziak et al., 2012). The FtsA-FtsX interaction
is not necessary for FtsEX recruitment to the Z-ring (Du et al., 2016) indicating that the
FtsE-FtsZ interaction is critical for the localization of FtsE and consequently, FtsX to the
future division site. As discussed in Chapter 5, overexpression of FtsEX can lead to
displacement of ZipA and FtsA from the Z-ring (Du et al., 2019), presumably by
outcompeting for binding to the C-terminal tail of FtsZ. Unlike FtsA and ZipA, however,
FtsEX is unable to serve as a functional membrane tether for Z-rings. This implies that
FtsEX is largely serving as another layer of the complex regulatory network governing
early division as opposed to a structural or stability component for the Z-ring scaffold like
FtsA and ZipA.
Future work with FtsEX and the mechanisms underlying its role in regulating the
progression of early division will be critical for understanding how E. coli adapts to its
many different lifestyles outside of the lab environment: in the soil, in water, and on
plants, and of course within the gut of a variety of hosts (Gonzales-Siles & Sjöling,
2015). As previous studies have emphasized, FtsEX exists within a tight web of
interactions with proto-ring proteins that regulate the cell’s entry into late division; simply
removing it from this web because it can be bypassed in lab conditions may no longer
serve to produce meaningful discoveries that have real-world applicability. As an
example, while the study of mutants like FtsA* can be useful, these types of gain-offunction mutants are never actually found in environmental isolates likely because the
rich growth conditions of the lab allow them to skirt key regulatory steps in division (such
as locking and unlocking by FtsEX), which would normally be fatal in harsher niches.
Furthermore, narrowing the focus of division regulation to merely the shapes of polymers
formed by FtsA has failed to yield consistent conclusions illustrated perfectly by the
discovery of the G50E-Y139D double mutant and the functional linker deletions within
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FtsA that fail to bypass ZipA despite forming open-ended oligomers. It is highly likely that
these perturbations in FtsA’s structure have an influence on division outside of the shape
of oligomers they form and their relationship to ZipA, and thus investigations into their
relationship with other divisome proteins like FtsEX are absolutely necessary before
drawing strong conclusions on where they fit into the model of early division regulation.

6.4 Im portance of the disordered peptide linkers in proto-ring
proteins
In Chapters 4 and 5, I presented evidence for the functional contributions of the
disordered peptide linkers in the FtsZ membrane tethers FtsA and ZipA. The short, ~20residue linker in FtsA is likely serving a passive role in maintaining optimal steric
positioning between the large N-terminal globular domain of FtsA that binds FtsZ and the
C-terminal membrane targeting sequence (MTS). Deletion of roughly half of the linker
sequence (FtsAΔ5-15) supports growth, but overexpression of this linker mutant causes
morphological defects (Fig. 4-4C) reminiscent of other FtsA mutants that are defective in
associating with the membrane (Gayda, Henk, & Leong, 1992; Pichoff & Lutkenhaus,
2005a) suggesting that extreme shortening of the linker sequence disrupts the
interaction of this FtsA mutant with the inner membrane. The characteristic bulges and
curves in cells are hypothesized to be caused by extensive polymerization of the FtsA
mutants in the cytoplasm (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2005a). Somewhat contrary to this,
FtsAΔ5-15 oligomers are detectable on lipid monolayers by TEM (Fig. 4-7). At least
some portion of the FtsAΔ5-15 molecules in the cell must be successfully associating
with the membrane, as FtsA mutants that contain disruptive point mutations in the Cterminal MTS, or lack it entirely, are not functional (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2005a; Shiomi
& Margolin, 2008). It is not clear if the FtsAΔ5-15 molecules that cause the bulging and
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curving phenotype in cells are the same ones that comprise the membrane-bound
oligomers that I observed, or if the nature of the lipid monolayer system is naturally
selecting for the FtsAΔ5-15 oligomers that can bind to the membrane. In other words,
are there polymers of FtsAΔ5-15 being formed that cannot bind to the membrane and
thus are causing the bulging and curving phenotype, and are these polymers distinctly
separate from another group of FtsAΔ5-15 polymers that can bind the membrane and
support cell division, even in the absence of WT FtsA? The high-copy plasmid
expressing FtsAΔ5-15 naturally creates heterogeneity in the cell population, as individual
cells can have a different number of plasmids each expressing protein (see Section
5.2.1). This phenomenon may be responsible for the paradoxical observation of cells
that are clearly deformed beyond viability, yet the population as a whole is viable when
FtsAΔ5-15 is the only source of FtsA available for cells to use. Similar to what was done
for the ZipA linker mutants, FtsAΔ5-15 should be incorporated into the native ftsA locus
on the chromosome to normalize its expression in cells to eliminate this possibility and
further explore the concept of two distinct populations of FtsAΔ5-15 oligomers.
The ZipA disordered peptide linker is totally unique compared with both the FtsA
and FtsZ peptide linkers. While it is still predicted to lack any kind of structure, it is the
longest proto-ring linker at roughly 150-residues and contains distinct sequence motifs
absent in the FtsA or FtsZ linkers. The primary sequence of the ZipA linker is not well
conserved, but its disordered nature and the large P/Q-rich domain are (Fig. 5-2). As
such, I predicted that removing large portions of the linker would be immediately
deleterious for cells. To my surprise, these deletions did not confer the death sentence to
cells that I expected. Rather, deletion of the entire P/Q domain and half of the linker
sequence did not appear to affect division at all, and removal of the charged domain at
least partially suppressed the loss of zipA1 at nonpermissive temperatures above 30°C.
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It seemed clear that such a large linker sequence, which is extremely bulky and likely
energetically costly to synthesize, would not be retained throughout the evolution of E.

coli and other gammaproteobacteria if it did not confer at least some fitness advantage.
The data I presented seem to suggest that removal of the P/Q domain may increase the
avidity of ZipA for FtsZ, which becomes problematic for cells when FtsA is displaced
from the Z-ring; these conclusions were not, however, consistently supported by other
experiments that I conducted to test this hypothesis. At least in the conditions tested, it is
still not exactly clear what role each of the domains has in ZipA’s function. It’s possible
that, like I mentioned earlier in the discussion on FtsEX, testing the linker function in
conditions that more closely resemble E. coli’s natural ecological niches will be
necessary to truly understand its importance. In the past, the disordered peptide linker of
ZipA has been utilized as a tool in biophysical studies of the properties of intrinsically
disordered peptides (López-Montero et al., 2013; Ohashi et al., 2007, 2002). It will be
useful in the future to consider the properties of the ZipA linker discovered in their
research and devise a strategy to test the applicability to cell division in vivo. As an
example, the SpmX protein in Caulobacter crescentus contains a proline-rich linker
between its lysozyme domain and transmembrane domain (Perez et al., 2017). One
group found that the proline-rich linker was critical for tetramerization of SpmX, which in
turn was necessary for proper function in vivo (Perez et al., 2017). ZipA has previously
been shown to dimerize independently of its C-terminal FtsZ-binding domain (Skoog &
Daley, 2012), and it is possible the linker is involved in this in a similar manner to SpmX;
however, if true, the data in Chapter 5 suggests that dimerization through the linker is
clearly not required for ZipA function in cell division. This work represents the first study
on the biological relevance of the disordered peptide linkers in FtsA and ZipA, but many
questions remain on their purpose in division.
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6.5 The future of targeting the divisom e for antibiotic developm ent
Ultimately, the goal of this research is to uncover novel targets for the
development of new antibiotic therapies against multidrug-resistant organisms. The work
conducted in model organisms like E. coli can be applied to other taxa, including those
that contain notorious human pathogens, that possess the same or homologous division
proteins. A significant proportion of all bacterial species utilize FtsZ to organize cell
division in some way, and most rely on its presence for successful division to occur
(Haeusser & Margolin, 2016). There are examples, albeit extreme, of engineered E. coli
cells that can grow and survive without FtsZ present on the chromosome, but these cells
have extremely compromised cell morphology that likely increases their sensitivity to
environmental disturbances (Mercier, Kawai, & Errington, 2016). Thus, the nearuniversal reliance of bacteria on FtsZ to support the essential cellular process of division,
the extremely low likelihood that under selective pressure bacteria would evolve
mechanisms to survive without FtsZ, and sufficient sequence and structural divergence
from its eukaryotic homolog tubulin have made FtsZ an obvious and attractive target for
the development of antibiotics (Rahman, Wang, Wang, & Chen, 2020).
Much of the previous search and development for novel inhibitors have focused
on small molecules that bind to one of two regions of FtsZ: the N-terminal GTP-binding
and hydrolysis domain, and the C-terminal region which binds to many essential
auxiliary proteins (Casiraghi, Suigo, Valoti, & Straniero, 2020). It is not clear why these
inhibitors have yet to be examined in clinical trials, especially considering that the
strongest candidate for drug development, PC190723, has been shown to be effective
against MRSA in an animal model of Staphylococcus aureus infection (Haydon et al.,
2008), but a recent review on the newest discoveries in FtsZ inhibition as a novel
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antimicrobial therapy optimistically concludes that this is still a fruitful direction to pursue
(Carro, 2019).
How would the work presented here potentially translate to the development of
new antibiotics? Importantly, a panel of small molecules were discovered to disrupt the
interaction of ZipA with FtsZ, with the implication that these could be useful for
combination antibiotic therapy in the future (Tsao et al., 2006). While any ZipA-FtsZ
inhibitor would be limited to treating infections by species which contain ZipA, this
discovery broadens the field of the types of interactions that can be targeted in cell
division beyond those that have been found to inhibit FtsZ activity or assembly alone.
Given that the most promising FtsZ inhibitor to date has yet to be assessed in any kind
of clinical setting, this might be an equally important avenue to pursue in the future. From
the work I present here, one can imagine that perhaps targeting FtsA oligomerization
would be useful; as mentioned earlier, while reductions in self-interaction seem to
enhance FtsA’s function in lab strains, it likely would be fatal in the harsher environments
where E. coli and related species are naturally found. Likewise, inhibiting the interaction
between FtsA and FtsZ, or locking the interaction between FtsA and FtsEX, could also
be possible through small-molecule screens or synthetic peptide design experiments.
These types of inhibitors would have broader application to other bacterial species, as
FtsA is conserved in more taxa than ZipA (Haeusser & Margolin, 2016). Challenges still
exist in the targeting of Gram-negative pathogens over Gram-positives (Casiraghi et al.,
2020), but the development of cell division-specific antibiotics will be useful in the future
either on their own or in combination with other therapies. Regardless, basic research
into the mechanisms underlying the regulation of early and late division, like that
presented here, will be critical to uncover new targets for antibiotic development and
combat the ever-increasing prevalence of multi-drug resistant pathogens.
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Appendix
Artificially targeting FtsN to the divisom e
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A.1 Introduction
As detailed in Chapter I, assembly of the divisome follows a roughly linear
sequential dependency pathway, in which recruitment of subsequent proteins is
dependent on the presence of the preceding division protein (Fig. A-1).

This linear

pathway was established based on studies that utilized either immunofluorescence or
functional fluorescent protein fusions to detect the localization of a division protein of
interest when others were depleted. FtsZ localizes to the divisome first along with FtsA
and ZipA (Stephen G. Addinall et al., 1996; Stephen G. Addinall & Lutkenhaus, 1996; Z.
Liu, Mukherjee, & Lutkenhaus, 1999). The localization of ZipA and FtsA depend on FtsZ,
but are independent of one another (Cynthia A. Hale & De Boer, 1999). However, both
FtsA and ZipA are required for the arrival of the next division protein, FtsK (Xuan Chuan
Yu, Tran, et al., 1998). FtsQ depends on the presence of FtsK to arrive at the divisome,
but it arrives as a complex with FtsL and FtsB, which forms independently of its
localization to the divisome (Buddelmeijer & Beckwith, 2004). Like FtsQLB, FtsW and
FtsI are able to form a complex independently of their association with the divisome, but
FtsI requires FtsW to localize (Fraipont et al., 2011; Mercer & Weiss, 2002). FtsN was
identified as the final essential fts protein to localize to the divisome (S G Addinall, Cao,
& Lutkenhaus, 1997).
The linear dependency of the assembly pathway has made it difficult to
understand how the interconnected divisome proteins were once assembled: did each
protein recruit the next, like adding beads to a string? Or were there more complex,
layered interactions between late and early proteins (Goehring, Gueiros-Filho, &
Beckwith, 2005)? Through the use of fusions of FtsQ to ZapA, the nonessential early
division protein that binds to and stabilizes FtsZ filaments with its partner ZapB, the
Beckwith lab was able to prematurely target the late divisome protein to the proto-ring
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Figure A-1. Schem atic of linear dependency recruitm ent sequence in
divisome assembly in E. coli . FtsZ recruits both FtsA and ZipA, and both FtsA and
ZipA are required for the arrival of FtsK to the divisome. FtsQ is the primary recruit to the
divisome, but arrives as a complex with FtsL and FtsB. Similarly, FtsI localization
depends on FtsW, but both are able to form a complex independent of the linear
recruitment pathway. Finally, FtsN arrives at the divisome, completing assembly and
activating cytokinesis.
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(Goehring et al., 2005). Strikingly, the ZapA-FtsQ fusion was able to recruit FtsL and FtsI
in the absence of the upstream proteins FtsK and FtsA indicating that there was a much
more complex web of interactions between individual components of the divisome than
previously thought (Goehring et al., 2005).
In support of this, the Margolin lab used a polar targeting assay to show that FtsA
could interact directly with FtsN (Corbin et al., 2004), even though FtsN was thought to
be the last essential protein to be recruited to the divisome after FtsI. Subsequently, they
used protein biochemistry to show that FtsN could interact directly with the 1C domain
of FtsA (Busiek et al., 2012). According to the proposed model of divisome regulation,
this interaction is critical for FtsN to stimulate its own arrival to the divisome. FtsN
activates PBP1b activity and relieves FtsQ repression of the transpeptidase activity of
FtsI (Boes et al., 2019; Tsang & Bernhardt, 2015). This creates binding sites for the
SPOR domain of FtsN, stimulating the recruitment of FtsN to the septum in a positive
feedback loop that drives cytokinesis forward (Gerding et al., 2009). Abrogating the
FtsA-FtsN interaction, either through deletion of the 1C domain of FtsA or the
introduction of point mutations in the N-terminal cytoplasmic domain of FtsN, effectively
halts division and leads to cell death (Pichoff et al., 2015; Rico, García-Ovalle,
Mingorance, & Vicente, 2004). The discovery of a division-activating mutation in the
periplasmic region of FtsL (FtsLE88K, or FtsL*) that bypasses FtsN and significantly
reduces the amount of FtsA required for cell growth, however, calls into question the
importance of the FtsA-FtsN interaction (Ishino et al., 1989; Tsang & Bernhardt, 2015;
Ueki, Wachi, Hai Kwan Jung, Ishino, & Matsuhashi, 1992). It is hypothesized that the
FtsL* mutant activates division by relieving FtsQ repression of septal peptidoglycan
(sPG) synthases independently of FtsN, but the observation that FtsA could nearly be
bypassed in strains carrying this mutant suggests that the truly essential role of FtsA in
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cell division is to recruit FtsN to the divisome, as ZipA can serve as the sole membrane
tether for FtsZ (Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2002; Tsang & Bernhardt, 2015).
In this work, I aimed to address that hypothesis utilizing the same principle of
artificially targeting FtsN or an FtsN mutant that is defective for interaction with FtsA
(FtsND5N) to the divisome with an N-terminal fusion to ZapA in depletion strains of
different early and late division proteins. Contrary to previous reports, I found that
overexpression of FtsN alone was not sufficient to suppress the thermosensitivity ftsA12
(Dai, Xu, & Lutkenhaus, 1993). Somewhat surprisingly, I also found that the FtsA-FtsN
interaction was critical for the bypass of zipA1, even when FtsN was artificially targeted
to the divisome independently of FtsA. In addition, I found that that FtsA-FtsN interaction
was not necessary to support growth of ΔftsEX in nonpermissive conditions or depletion
of temperature-sensitive alleles of the late divisome proteins ftsK44 or ftsQ1 if FtsN was
recruited to the divisome by ZapA. Together, these data imply that the FtsA-FtsN
interaction is likely most critical for the recruitment of FtsN to the divisome as in certain
cases it is dispensable if FtsN is able to localize to the Z-ring. However, as was reported
with the FtsL* mutant, FtsA or the FtsA-FtsN interaction is still critical for some function
in division beyond recruitment, especially in the absence of ZipA.
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Table A-1. Strains used in this work
Strain
Description
WM1115 WM1074 ftsA12 leuO::Tn10
WM5337 MG1655 zipA1 nupC::Tet
WM5521 EC1215 ΔftsEX
WM2101 WM1074 ftsK44 ycaD::Tn10
WM4661 WM1074 ftsQ1 leuO::Tn10

Source/Reference
(Geissler et al., 2003)
(Vega & Margolin, 2018b)
(Arends et al., 2009)
(Haeusser et al., 2015)
(Schoenemann et al., 2018a)

Table A-2. Plasm ids used in this work
Plasmid
Description
pACYC184 derivative containing nahG
pKG116
promoter with stronger RBS
pWM3075 pKG116-GFP-FtsN
pWM6572 pKG116-GFP-FtsND5N
pWM6533 pKG116-ZapA-FtsN
pWM6535 pKG116-ZapA-FtsND5N
pWM5779 pKG116-FtsA
pWM4097 pKG116-ZipA
pWM3212

pKG116-GFP-FtsK

pWM3198

pKG110-FtsA*

Source/Reference
J.S. Parkinson
(Shiomi & Margolin, 2007a)
This work
This work
This work
Lab collection
Lab collection
(Xuan Chuan Yu, Tran, et
al., 1998)
Lab collection
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A.2 Results
A.2.1 FtsN and ZapA-FtsN fusions do not fully suppress ftsA12
therm osensitivity
FtsN was originally isolated as a multi-copy suppressor of ftsA12 at 37°C (Dai et
al., 1993). It was proposed that overexpression of FtsN, in the absence of ftsA12, was
able to support growth by nonspecifically localizing to the divisome as the levels of FtsN
in the inner membrane increased (Pichoff et al., 2015). A previous report noted that the
FtsA-FtsN interaction was still necessary for suppression, as overexpression of a mutant
of FtsN defective for interacting with FtsA (FtsND5N) did not rescue growth in ftsA12
(Pichoff et al., 2015). FtsND5N is partially reduced in its function, requiring slightly higher
levels of induction to complement an FtsN-depletion strain compared to WT FtsN
(Pichoff et al., 2015).
I tested the ability of FtsN or FtsND5N to suppress the thermosensitivity of ftsA12
at 42°C, and compared it to suppression by the corresponding ZapA fusions. I expected
to see that the ZapA fusions might require less induction to suppress ftsA12, as their
localization to the divisome would be much more targeted than the random localization
of FtsN when overexpressed on its own. I was surprised to see, however, that FtsN
failed to suppress ftsA12, even at the highest levels of induction (Fig. A-2). Only the
ZapA fusions were able to partially suppress ftsA12, with ZapA-FtsN rescuing more cell
growth than ZapA-FtsND5N, although neither fusion was able to support growth as well
as WT FtsA (Fig. A-2). The suppression was still very weak, as increasing the induction
of ZapA-FtsN expression from 0 to 0.5 μM sodium salicylate only improved cell growth
by a factor of 10, and no further improvement was seen when induction was increased
further (Fig. A-2). This contradicts previous reports that FtsN is an efficient suppressor of

ftsA12 when overexpressed; however, the highest degree of suppression in those
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Figure A-2. FtsN does not suppress ftsA12 at 42°C unless targeted to the
divisom e by ZapA. WM1115 (ftsA12) cells transformed with pKG116 derivatives of
FtsA, FtsN, or the ZapA-FtsN fusions plated on increasing concentrations of the inducer
sodium salicylate (NaSal) before overnight incubation at 30°C or 42°C.
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experiments was seen at 37°C, and was greatly reduced at the more stringent condition
of 42°C (Dai et al., 1993). It is interesting to see the reduced suppression by ZapAFtsND5N; this seems to suggest that the FtsND5N mutant is indeed not as functional as
WT FtsN (Pichoff et al., 2015), as the abrogation of interaction by D5N should not matter
at 42°C if FtsA is absent. These data show that FtsA is clearly still required for robust
cell growth, and that even when FtsN is artificially targeted to the divisome it cannot
activate division very efficiently.

A.2.2 ZipA1 suppression by FtsN requires its interaction with FtsA
Overexpression of FtsN has also been reported to suppress the thermosensitivity of

zipA1, but not FtsND5N, prompting the hypothesis that overexpression of FtsN
converted FtsA polymers to their more monomeric form, thereby bypassing the need for
ZipA antagonism of FtsA (Pichoff et al., 2015). The loss of interaction with FtsA is
predicted to abrogate the ability of FtsN to effectively compete for the 1C domain of FtsA
and thus fails to decrease the polymerization of FtsA and activate cell division (Pichoff et
al., 2015; Pichoff, Du, & Lutkenhaus, 2018).
I assessed the ability of the fusions to suppress zipA1 at the permissive
temperature of 30°C and nonpermissive temperatures of 34°C, 37°C, and 42°C.
WM5337 (zipA1) was transformed with pKG116 derivatives that express FtsN and
FtsND5N, and ZapA-FtsN and ZapA-FtsND5N. As expected, FtsN was an extremely
efficient suppressor of zipA1, as it was able to support cell growth as well as WT ZipA,
even in the absence of inducer at 42°C (Fig. A-3, left panels). Overexpression of FtsN
was not as toxic as overexpression of WT ZipA (Fig. A-3, right panels). FtsND5N was
only able to partially suppress at 34°C and failed to support growth at higher
temperatures (Fig. A-3), supporting previous observations (Pichoff et al., 2015). The
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Figure A-3. The FtsA-FtsN interaction is required for suppression of zipA1
by FtsN. WM5337 (zipA1) cells transformed with pKG116 derivatives that expresses
ZipA, FtsN or the ZapA-FtsN fusions plated on increasing concentrations of sodium
salicylate (NaSal) to induce the expression before overnight incubation at 30°C, 34°C,
37°C, or 42°C.
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ZapA-FtsN fusion was able to support growth as well as FtsN, but surprisingly ZapAFtsND5N could only suppress zipA1 slightly better than FtsND5N at 34°C, and not at all
at 42°C (Fig. A-3). These data indicate that the FtsA-FtsN interaction is critical for the
bypass of ZipA beyond simple recruitment of FtsN to the divisome.

A.2.3 FtsN suppression of Δ ftsEX is independent of its interaction
with FtsA when targeted to the divisom e
A previous report showed that bypass of FtsEX by overexpression of FtsN
depended on its interaction with FtsA, as a deletion of the cytoplasmic portion of FtsN or
the FtsND5N mutant was unable to support growth under nonpermissive conditions in a
ΔftsEX background (Pichoff et al., 2015, 2018). In a similar manner to the experiments
above, I tested the ability of FtsN and the ZapA-FtsN fusions to bypass FtsEX in media
without any osmoprotectant available. After growing the ΔftsEX strains in media
supplemented with 0.2M sucrose, I assessed cell growth on 0% NaCl plates at 30°C and
37°C. FtsA* has been reported to bypass ΔftsEX (Du et al., 2016), thus this construct
was used as a positive control for restoring cell growth. As anticipated, FtsA* was able to
support growth at 30°C, but surprisingly did not suppress as well at 37°C (Fig. A-4).
Previous reports of FtsA* bypass were conducted at 30°C (Du et al., 2016), therefore it is
not clear if the incomplete bypass at 37°C seen here is due to a reduction in the bypass
activity of FtsA* itself or is an experimental artifact like decreased stability of the GFPFtsA* construct; the former seems more likely given the ability of this GFP-FtsA*
construct to bypass ftsQ1 at 42°C even in the absence of inducer (Fig. A-5B).
Consistent with previous reports, FtsN was able to bypass ΔftsEX, and FtsND5N
was not as effective, especially at 37°C. Interestingly, when FtsND5N was fused to
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Figure A-4. The FtsA-FtsN interaction is dispensable for Δ ftsEX bypass
when FtsN is targeted to the divisom e by ZapA. WM5521 (ΔftsEX) cells
transformed with pKG110-GFP-FtsA* or pKG116 that expresses FtsN or the ZapA-FtsN
fusions plated on LB 0% NaCl plates with increasing concentrations of inducer (NaSal,
sodium salicylate) before overnight incubation at 30°C or 37°C.
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ZapA, cell growth was much more robust, almost as strong as with WT FtsN (Fig. A-4).
Based on observation of the cell spot assay on plates, the growth of ZapA-FtsND5N
seems slightly weaker compared with WT FtsN or ZapA-FtsN, but still confers a 1000fold increase in cell growth over FtsND5N alone (Fig. A-4, lower panels). This suggests
that the FtsA-FtsN interaction is dispensable in bypassing the need for FtsEX if FtsN is
targeted to the divisome by ZapA.

A.2.4 FtsN and ZapA-FtsN fusions, but not FtsND5N can suppress

ftsK44 and ftsQ1 therm osensitivity
Finally, I tested the ZapA-FtsN fusions in strains encoding temperature-sensitive
alleles of ftsK and ftsQ. FtsN has been reported as a multi-copy suppressor of both ftsK
and ftsQ (Dai et al., 1993; Draper et al., 1998; Geissler & Margolin, 2005). When
expressed in ftsK44 at 42°C, FtsN is able to support growth as well as WT FtsK,
although higher levels of induction are required (Fig. A-5A). FtsND5N does not suppress

ftsK44 thermosensitivity, supporting previous reports that the N-terminal cytoplasmic
portion of FtsN is required for ftsK44 suppression (Geissler & Margolin, 2005; Goehring,
Robichon, & Beckwith, 2007). Interestingly, when ZapA was fused to FtsN, it was able to
suppress ftsK44, even with no induction (Fig. A-5A, left panels) indicating that less FtsN
was required to bypass FtsK if it was specifically targeted to the divisome. The same
was seen with ZapA-FtsND5N; like in a ΔftsEX strain, it conferred a 1000-fold increase
in cell growth over FtsND5N alone (Fig. A-5A) indicating that interaction with FtsA is only
required to recruit FtsN to the divisome to suppress the essential function of FtsK.
Similar results were observed in ftsQ1. FtsA* has previously been shown to
suppress the thermosensitivity of ftsQ1 (Goehring, Petrovska, Boyd, & Beckwith, 2007).
Thus, this was used as a positive control. FtsA* was able to effectively suppress ftsQ1 at
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Figure A-5. The FtsA-FtsN interaction is dispensable for suppression of

ftsK44 or ftsQ1 when FtsN is targeted to the divisom e by ZapA. (A) WM2101
(ftsK44) cells transformed with pKG116 that expresses FtsK, FtsN, or the ZapA-FtsN
fusions and plated on increasing concentrations of the inducer sodium salicylate (NaSal)
before overnight incubation at either 30°C or 42°C. (B) Same as (A), with WM4661
(ftsQ1) transformed with pKG110-GFP-FtsA* or pKG116 that express FtsN or the ZapAFtsN fusions.
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42°C, even in the absence of inducer (Fig. A-5B). As with ftsK44, higher levels of FtsN
expression were required to restore growth to the same extent as FtsA* (Fig. A-5B), and
FtsND5N failed to suppress ftsQ1, consistent with a previous report that the N-terminal
cytoplasmic domain of FtsN was required for ftsQ1 suppression in nonpermissive
conditions (Goehring, Robichon, et al., 2007). Fusing ZapA to the N-terminus of FtsN
lowered the amount of induction required to suppress ftsQ1 (Fig. A-5B), as was seen
with ftsK44 (Fig. A-5A). The ZapA-FtsND5N fusion was able to fully support growth at
42°C (Fig. A-5B, lower panels) suggesting that the FtsA-FtsN interaction is dispensable
for cell growth if FtsN is targeted to the divisome artificially. Overall, these data show that
the FtsA-FtsN interaction is most critical for specifically targeting FtsN to the divisome in
suppressing the late division proteins FtsK and FtsQ.
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A.3 Discussion
Here I provide a preliminary exploration into the importance of the FtsA-FtsN
interaction beyond recruitment of FtsN to the divisome. By fusing the early division
protein ZapA to the N-terminus of FtsN, I was able to divorce the recruitment activity of
FtsA from its interaction with FtsN to understand how each contributes to the
suppression of early and late division proteins. While it was reported that FtsN is a multicopy suppressor of ftsA12 (Dai et al., 1993), I was surprised to see that, at least in the
conditions tested here, this was not the case (Fig. A-2). While the original report showed
that suppression was most efficient at 37°C (Dai et al., 1993), a condition not examined
in this work, it is possible that the levels of FtsN produced from the vectors used in this
study were not sufficient when compared to the levels of FtsN required for ftsA12
suppression or that the N-terminal fusion to GFP weakens FtsN suppression by another
mechanism. Given that the same construct was effective at suppressing zipA1, ftsK44,
and ftsQ1, it does not seem likely that the cellular levels of the construct or its
attachment to GFP significantly affect its function but it can not yet be ruled out.
Interestingly, the fusion of ZapA to the N-terminus of FtsN was able to partially
suppress ftsA12 suggesting that the targeted recruitment of FtsN to the divisome is able
to activate cell division to some extent, even in the absence of FtsA. Why is the
suppression incomplete, if the models for division regulation suggest that FtsN
recruitment to the divisome is the key activation step? When considering the main roles
attributed to FtsA thus far are tethering FtsZ to the membrane and recruiting FtsN, FtsA
seems to be the less stable FtsZ membrane tether (Du et al., 2019), so it is unlikely that
a ZipA-tethered Z-ring is sufficiently unstable for cell division to occur. As suggested by
Tsang et al. (2015), FtsA is clearly required for some other role in division beyond
tethering the Z-ring to the membrane and recruiting FtsN to the divisome. It could be that
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the interaction with FtsA is able to better position the periplasmic domains of FtsN for
optimal interaction with PBP1b, or that the FtsA-FtsN interaction is a critical regulatory
step for communication between the cytoplasmic and periplasmic portions of the
divisome. FtsA has been reported to interact with other divisome proteins, including FtsQ
and FtsI (Corbin et al. 2004; Di Lallo, Fagioli, Barionovi, Ghelardini, & Paolozzi, 2003;
Karimova, Dautin, & Ladant, 2005). It is possible that these interactions are important for
stabilizing the divisome or otherwise enhancing the cell division process.
Given the numerous conditions which have been found to bypass ZipA, it is
always intriguing when something fails to do so. In the work presented here,
overexpression of FtsN efficiently bypassed zipA1, as has been reported (Pichoff et al.,
2015). However, FtsND5N fails to support cell growth when zipA1 has been depleted
from cells, even when it is artificially targeted to the divisome by fusion to ZapA (Fig. A3). It is possible that the ZapA-FtsND5N construct is not actually localizing to the
divisome, as this has yet to be explicitly examined, but based on the suppression of

ftsK44, ftsQ1, and ΔftsEX by ZapA-FtsND5N, this does not seem likely. Instead, these
data suggest that in the absence of ZipA, the FtsA-FtsN interaction is critical for
activating cell division. It is possible that the absence of ZipA antagonism of FtsA
polymers combined with the loss of FtsN blocking free FtsA oligomer ends, through
binding to the 1C domain and occluding it from interacting with other FtsA subunits, the
initial positive feedback loop in early division (see Section 1.2) fails to initiate or progress
enough to trigger activation of the late divisome proteins. This also suggests that the
antagonism of FtsA polymers by FtsEX (see Section 6.3) is much weaker than that of
ZipA, because ZapA-FtsND5N can bypass ΔftsEX as efficiently as WT FtsN or ZapAFtsN (Fig. A-4).
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In the absence of FtsEX, FtsK, or FtsQ, the FtsA-FtsN interaction appears to be
important for recruiting FtsN to the divisome, as FtsND5N fails to suppress the loss of
these proteins unless it is targeted by ZapA to the division site. In this case, it seems that
the FtsND5N mutant is functional enough to activate division when it is localized to the
divisome, and that the antagonism of FtsA polymers by ZipA is enough to keep division
from stalling in the early stages of assembly. FtsN has been shown to interact with
several late divisome proteins, including FtsQ and FtsI (Kureisaite-Ciziene et al., 2018;
Wissel & Weiss, 2004). Just as ZapA-FtsQ was able to efficiently recruit FtsL and FtsI in
the absence of the upstream proteins FtsK and FtsA (Goehring et al., 2005), ZapA-FtsN
is likely able to recruit FtsQ and FtsI in the absence of FtsK, and FtsI in the absence of
FtsQ to activate division and efficiently suppress the loss of these proteins. Indeed, it
appears that the most essential function of FtsK is its recruitment of downstream
proteins, as the DNA translocase activity is completely dispensable for cell growth
(Draper et al., 1998; Xuan Chuan Yu, Tran, et al., 1998). In the case of FtsQ, the
absence of this protein is likely only detrimental because it fails to recruit the divisionspecific sPG synthases FtsW and FtsI to the divisome; if FtsN is able to bring FtsI to the
septum independently of the presence of FtsQ, the interaction of FtsN with PBP1b
triggers its activity and provides substrate for the transpeptidase activity of FtsI, leading
to the remodeling and synthesis of new sPG and ultimately division of the cells (Boes et
al., 2019).
This work is a promising first step in the dissection of the importance of
interaction versus recruitment when considering FtsA and FtsN. In the future, it will be
important to validate that ZapA is indeed targeting FtsN to the divisome. To this end,
point mutations like N60Y in ZapA greatly reduce its interaction with FtsZ (Buss, Peters,
Xiao, & Bernhardt, 2017), and this could be used to show that when this mutation is
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introduced, all suppression by the ZapA-FtsND5N fusions is abrogated. Additionally, it
will be interesting to see if the ZapA-FtsN fusion in combination with the FtsL* mutant
can effectively bypass the requirement for FtsA; since ZapA-FtsN was a better
suppressor of FtsA than overexpression of FtsN alone (Fig. A-2), it is possible that the
targeted recruitment of FtsN to the divisome in combination with sPG synthesis
activation by FtsL* will totally eliminate the need for FtsA in division.
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